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INTRODUCTION

Ramanuja (c. 1017-1137 a.d.) is one of the key

figures in the systematic development of Hindu theism.

As the chief exponent of Visistadvaita Vedanta he

stands as Bhasyakara^ to South Indian §rivais5.avism.

Though less well known than Samkara (c. 800 a.d.),

chief exponent of the Advaita Vedanta and Ramanuja’s

primary object of criticism, Ramanuja is, in perspective,

equally important to Hindu thought and life-style. His

principal contribution lies in the establishment, on the

basis of the Vedanta-texts, of the ultimate reahty as a

Supreme Person possessed of all auspicious attributes,

with the individual souls, by essential nature, standing

in a relationship of dependency upon this Lord, as body
to soul.^ The common man’s religious experience had
spoken of such a Lord and soul long before Ramanuja
(witness such as the Vais^.avite Alvars and the Saivite

Nayanmars), but he set this forth systematically,

grounded on the eternal truth embodied in the Veda-s,

i.e. the Vedanta.

^ lit., ‘ maker of the commentary ’ on the Brahma-sutra-s-,

this designates Ramanuja as the foundational thinker of the school

oidarsana.

* The relationship between soul and Lord is sesaiesihhdva and
danrasariribhSva.
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Ramanuja is a Vedantin—he writes in Sanskrit

and his primary reference is to the Veda-s, most

especially, the Upanisad-s. Beyond these, he takes the

Bhagavadglta as a basic source of inspiration. His

major writings and the sources for this study are

Sdnraka-Tnlmdmahhdsya or Srlbhdsya, Veddrthasamgraha and

Gitdbhdsya. The first of these is a commentary on the

Brahma-sutra-s of Badarayajia, which sutra-s purport to

summarize the teachings of the Vedanta with regard to

Brahman. The second is a ‘ summary ’ or ‘ drawing

together of the meaning of the Veda-s ’ (in this case,

the Vedanta). The third is a commentary on the

Bhagavadglta. Six other writings are attributed to

Ramanuja’s hand: the Veddntasdra and Vedantadlpa,

shorter versions of the Snbhd^ya, the former giving the

gist of Ramanuja’s siddhdnta (established doctrine) and
the major scriptural support for this doctrine, the latter

summarizing the siddhdnta and argument without scrip-

tural support; the Sarandgatigadya, ^rirahgagadya and
Srivaikunthagadya, three short devotional outpourings;

and the Nityagrantha, a briefdescription of daily worsliip

for the Srivaisnava. These latter six writings do not
add anything to the exposition of Yoga which is found
in the former three.

I have taken up the study of Ramanuja’s Yoga
for two reasons: first, to gain a clearer understanding
of Ramanuja s pTacticwn for tnoksa {ynoksopdya'j and
therethrough to speak to some questions concerning his

contribution to the development of the Srivaisriava-

sampraddya; and second, by reference to Ramanuja,
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to shed light on an issue of comparative religion—^the

relationship between yogic practice and world-view.

Ramanuja’s philosophy in general and in particular

his view ofthe nature ofthe three Realities {tattva-traya)

—

the Lord {Ihara), the individual soul {cit) and the

material universe {acit)—have been dealt with extensively

by several authors. Comparatively, very little attention

has been given to his moksopdya (or hita) and much of

what has been written is, in one of two directions,

misleading.

On the one hand, some interpreters of Ramanuja
attribute to him what is developed only by later Sri-

vaisiiava dearyas. Specifically, they say that he taught

prapatti or sarandgati (resorting to or taking refuge at

the feet of the Lord) as the sole, sufiicient moksopdya.

Related thereto, they see him as one who opened the

way to moksa for all persons, irrespective of caste and as

one who worked Hfe-long to enhance the status and

procedures of temple worship. Expositing Ramanuja

in this way, they see him as inspired more by the hymns
of the Alvar-s and the Pancaratra Agama-s than by the

Vedanta-texts.

On the other hand, there are those who, while

recognizing that Ramanuja’s practicum is a compound of

karma^ jndna and bhakti, do not give sufficient notice to

the innovating strictures which Ramanuja’s uncompro-

mising theism places upon Yoga in general and Jnana-

yoga in particular. The former interpreters take him

as too radically departing from tradition, the latter

see him as too simply adhering to tradition.
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Ramanuj'a is properly noted for strongly advocating

bhakti in relationship with the Supreme Person, rather

than, what he calls, the dry, simple knowledge {jnana)

of attributeless consciousness, advocated by Advaita

Vedanta. However, his chief texts are taken from the

Upanisad-s and therein he understands the moksopaya

to be sravana, manana and nididhydsana (or, upasana),

study, reflection and meditation, supported by daily

and special {nitya and naimittika) karman-s. His bhakti

is knowledge [jhdna) which has reached the form of

devotion {bhaktirupdpannajhdnam) by steady remembrance

(dhruvdnusmrti), ‘uninterrupted like the flow of oil’.

In comparison to later dcdrya-s of the Srivaisriava-

sarnpraddya, he is quite conservative in detailing this

updya, holding to the traditional requirements of varnd-

hamadharma, and excluding all but members of the

twice-bom varna-s by the fact that they alone are

permitted to study the Veda.

There are five matters which centrally characterize

the ^Txv&issxa'vz.-sainpraddya from the thirteenth century

to the present time: (1) prapatti as updya', (2) secret

teachings [rahasya-s) regarding three mantra-s : the

Aftdksara, the Dvayam and the carama Uoka'^ (3) Sri

or Laksmi as purusakdra or mediatrix between the soul

^ AstSksard (eight-syllabled) mantra : Om namo Ti5rdyai}aya,

Dvayann (twofold) mantrai Sriman narayana caranau saranarn prapadye',

Srimate ndrdyanaya namah.
carama sloka .{ths last word): Bhagavadgita, 18. 66:

sarsadharman parityajya, mam ekarn iarar^am vraja
|

aharn tva saroapdpehhyo, moksayisydmi md iucabW
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and the Lord; (4) image-worship in the temple; and

(5) appeal to the authority of the Pancaratra Agama-s

and the hymns ofthe Alvar-s [Ndlayira divyaprabandham)

.

None of these five holds significance for Ramanuja.

He employs the term prapatti, even apart from where

it occurs in the text upon which he is commenting

(such as in the Bhagavadgitd), but he uses it sparingly

and either in the broad sense of ‘ turning towards

the Lord in order to undertake Bhaktiyoga ’3 i.e. giving

all of one’s attention to the Lord; or, simply, as the

equivalent ofmeditation (updsana) Intent upon estab-

lishing traditional dharmic and meditative patterns

on a solidly theistic base, Ramanuja emphasizes the

necessity of divine grace, but grace is not utterly ‘ free ’

;

it comes to those who are ‘ immeasureably dear to the

Lord by reason of their devotion {bhaktiy. Later

§rivaisg,avism takes Bhagavadgitd, 18. 66 as the final

word {caramasloka) on this matter, namely, that releasing

grace comes to those who simply fall at the Lord’s

feet negating themselves and their ability to follow a

means (updya) . Ramanuja’s commentary on Gitd 18. 66

will not bear this interpretation.^ The Saramgatigadya

records the author’s personal act o^prapatti or daravAgati.

However, a comparison of the content, style and

language of the Gadya with the §nbhdsya, Veddrtha-

samgraha and Gitdhhdsya and an examination of the

writings of those who immediately followed Ramanuja

show that Ramanuja could not have authored this work.®

1. 3 see Appendix for details.
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Ramanuja makes no reference to or inference of

rahasya-s or the three mantras. He mentions §ri in

reference to the Lord, but gives' no hint that She has

an'y special role as mediatrix between the soul and the

Lord. There is reference to temple-worship in a few

passages of Ramanuja’s Gitabhdsya, but reference only,

without elaboration, and no significant place is given to

such worship in the moksopdya?- The doctrine of

drcdvatdra (manifestation of the Lord in the form of

icons) is special to the Pancaratra system. Ramanuja
speaks of the Pancaratra in one place only, where it is

taken up by the Brahma-sutras^. There, following his

paramaguru, Yamuna, he argues for the authority of the

Pancaratra, but in listing the special doctrines of this

system, he makes no mention of drcdvatdra, and nowhere

does he appeal to the Pancaratra Agama-s in support

of his own systeru. Ramanuja makes no mention of

the Alvar-s, nor does it appear that he derived inspira-

tion from their hymns.

Turning to the second category of interpreters of

Ramanuja’s moksopdya, we turn as well to the second

reason for my interest in Ramanuja’s Yoga. Rama-
nuja prescribes meditation {updsana or dhydna) as central

to the practicum for moksa. In so doing, he cannot avoid

consideration of classical formulations of the Yoga such

as that of Patanjali; yet, neither can he uncritically

subscribe to disciplines forged on the ground of atheistic

or monistic metaphysics. This is the point at which

^ see Appendix for discussion of this matter.
2 Sutras 2. 2. 42-5.
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interpretations of Ramanuja’s moksopdya as simply

Karmayoga, jAanayoga, Bhaktiyoga, without reference

to Ramanuja’s special concerns, fail to do justice to the

matter. It is also a point of contemporary interest in

comparative religion.

At a time when most Indian Hindus pursue easier

means to peace of mind and ultimate felicity, large

numbers of Americans and Europeans are avidly taking

up the practice of one or another of the varieties of

the classic yoga—^Hathayoga, Rajayoga, Integral Yoga,

Ku^dalinx-yoga—^basically reliant on Patanjali’s Toga-

sutra-s. Americans can select from numerous texts

on the subject at any corner drugstore, or follow the

Guru by means of television.

The several masters who have brought Yoga to

the West offer it as a discipline for all persons, irrespective

of their philosophy of life. They have strongly implied,

if not explicitly stated, that yoga-practice is neutral

as to world-view or basic values concerning human

nature and destiny. Yet, even a cursory study of the

classical texts on yoga will show that the discipline is

rooted in and consistently expressive of a particular

point ofview. A deeper study reveals that the practice

of yoga, even apart from an expheit world-view,

inculcates in the practitioner a particular way of

looking at himself and the world. All this is to say

that yoga is, from beginning to end, a spiritual disciphne,

a total conditioning. If it did not condition the practi-

tioner at a primary level to a particular way of thinking

and feeling, it could not accomplish its end.
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Patanjali defines the yoga as ‘ the suppression of

states of consciousness ’ {yogah cittavrttinirodhah)

.

Mircea

Eliade, who has made a deep study of the philosophy

and psychology of Patafijali’s Yoga, generalizes as

follows;

The purpose of Patanjali’s Yoga, then, is to

abolish the first two categories of experiences

[‘ errors and illusions ’ and ‘ the sum total of

normal psychological experiences ’] and to re-

place them by an ‘ experience ’ that is ecstatic,

supersensory, and extrarational. . . Yoga
undertakes to destroy the different groups,

species, and varieties of ‘ states of consciousness
’

{cittavrtti) one after the otherd

This Yoga has eight members or stages, briefly:

Tama, moral restraints such as non-injury (of living

beings), truthfulness, non-stealing, sexual abstinence,

and non-avarice; niyama, disciphnes such as external

and internal cleanliness or purity, serenity, asceticism,

study (of Yoga philosophy) and contemplation of the

Lord; dsana, seating; prdnayama, breath control;

pratydhdra, withdrawal of the sense-organs from obj'ects

of sense; dhdrand, concentration; dhydna, meditation;

and samddhi, an objectless state—a state beyond normal
consciousness, a state in which the self or spirit {purusa)

is realized, completely isolated firom matter {prakrti).

^ Mircea EKade, Toga: Immortality and Freedom, New York,
Pantheon Books, 1958, p. 37.
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Patanjali offers Yoga as a complete world-view

or philosophy, appropriating the metaphysics of

Samkhya. In its classical form, Sanikhya is atheistic,

admitting two equally real principles: soul {purusa)

and matter (prakrti)

;

souls are many, impassive and have

the essential nature of pure consciousness; matter is

gross, but dynamic and creative, having within it the

principle of the evolution and ordering of the material

universe. Patanjali goes beyond the Samkhya in

affirming the existence of a Lord (Isvara)
;
but the role

of this Lord is relatively minor. He is just another

purusa, albeit one that is free from entanglement with

matter—He has no cosmic power such as is involved

' in the manifestation, ordering, etc. of the universe

;

this is the province of prakrti itself. He is the primary

Guru. Devotion to Isvara is an aid to attaining

samddhi, but not because of any power inherent in

Isvara Himself; rather, because the expression of

devotion to a god is a psychological aid:

The role of God in man’s acquisition offreedom is

of no importance; for the cosmic substance itself

undertakes to dehver the many ‘ selves ’ {purusa)

entangled in the illusory meshes of existence.

Although it was Patanjali who introduced this

new and (when all is said and done) perfectly

useless element of Hvara into the dialectics of

the Samkhya soteriological doctrine, he does

not give Isvara the significance that late com-

mentators will accord to him. What is of
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first importance in the Toga-sutra-s is technique

—^in other words, the yogin’s will and capacity

for self-mastery and concentration. Why, then,

did Patanjali nevertheless feel the need to

introduce IWara ? Because Isvara corresponded

to an experiential reality: livara can, in fact,

bring about samadhi, on condition that the yogin

practise isvarapranidhdna—^that is, devotion to

Isvara .... All in all, Isvara is only an arche-

type of the yogin—a macroyogin; . .
?

The goal of Patanjali’s Yoga is self-realization, a state

ofthe complete isolation [kaivalyd] o^purusa from matter

{prakrti)

.

The Patanjala Yoga is also employed in the context

of Advaita Vedanta. The Advaita affirms that reality

is one, pure, attributeless consciousness. It denies

ultimate reality to a personal God {saguna brahman)

and to the material universe. Spirit or Self {diman,

rather than purusa) is one, universal, impersonal.

Through Yoga the Advaitin claims to experience this

absolute, attributeless oneness. While the two schools

of thought
.

(the Yoga and the Advaita Vedanta) differ

in metaphysical viewpoint, the samddhi of the two
is much the same. The Advaitin also speaks of ‘ self-

realization ’ and the state of self-realization is an object-

less extra-rational state.

In large terms, the aim of Patanjali’s Yoga is to

eradicate human suffering, at first by radically altering

^ibid., pp. 74-5.
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the psycho-physical attitude and finally by completely

transcending mind-body-conditioned consciousness.

Patanjali assumes the existence of soul or spirit and that

as utterly distinct and separate from body. He
maintains that normal consciousness is deceptive and

detrimental to spritual welfare. He teaches an ethic

of withdrawal, passivity and isolation and escape from

personal involvement in the world conditioned by time

and space. His system therefore finds no need of a

personal supreme Being.

In the light of these facts, there must be serious

question as to the practice of Patanjali’s Yoga in a

theistic context—a context affirming the ultimate reality

of the material universe and the primacy of personal

relationships in the human search for meaning.

Ramanuja holds these tenets. He also, nonetheless,

offers Yoga as the moksopdya. Thus, the question is,

‘ Can a theist practise Yoga without compromising his

theistic world-view?’ Where better to seek an answer

than within the Hindu tradition itself?



PART I

KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN



CHAPTER I

BRAHMAN, INDIVIDUAL SOUL, AND
MATERIAL UNIVERSE

The philosophical position of Ramanuja is, strictly

speaking, one of monism. He agrees with the Advaitin

that scripture teaches the non-twoness (Advaita) of

reality. But, he denies the Advaitin’s conclusion that

this oneness is attributeless, pure being or consciousness

and that plurality with regard to soul and material

world is falsely imposed on this one Being due to

ignorance.^ Scripture speaks of both oneness and

plurality with regard to the real [tattva) and reconciles

the two in the affirmation of the ‘ oneness of that which

has attributes.’ {pisistddvaita)

}

Brahman, the One, is substance and attributes

—

soul and body; and, while substance and attribute—
soul and body—are inseparable, they are clearly

distinct. Brahman is material cause'Us well as efficient

cause®—individual souls and the material universe

^ For Ramanuja’s statement of the Advaitin’s position see his

Snbha^a, 1. 1. 1, laghu purvapdksa, Thibaut, p. 8f.

^Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1, Thibaut, pp. 138-45.

* See Sribkdsya, 1. 4. If., Thibaut, p. 354f.; I. 4.26-7, Thibaut,

p. 402f.
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constitute His body [iariraY—they are parts ofBrahman

[irahmdmsa)^; yet, the Ensouler and the ensouled are

distinct. Brahman as substance or soul is distinct from

Brhaman as manifested attributes or body—in some of

Ramanuja’s statements quite radically distinct:

We know from Scripture that there is a Supreme

Person whose nature is absolute bliss and go'od-

ness; who is fundamentally antagonistic to all

evil; who is the cause of the origination, sustenta-

tion, and dissolution of the world; who differs

in nature from all other beings, who is all-

knowing, who by his mere thought and will

accomplishes all his purposes; who is an ocean

of kindness as it were for all who depend on

him; who is all-merciful; who is immeasurably

raised above all possibility of any one being

equal or superior to him; whose name is the

highest Brahman.^

Further, just as the One is characterized by
attributes, so also the distinct entities within the One
are differenced—^that is, within the One are entities

which are themselves substance and attribute. Brahman
as substance or Soul is not purely being, attributeless

^ Sribhasya, 2. 1. 9

—

sarvam cetanacetanamtasya lariram—^Brahman
is one substance distinguished hy tv^o modes—prakaradsqyaviJista-
ekavastu, 1. 1. 1, text p. 96. See also 2. 1. 8.

® ibid., 2. S. 42.

^ ibid., 4. 4. 22, Thibaut, p. 770; see also Sribhasya, 1. 1. 13 f.

Thibaut, p. 209f.
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consciousness; on the contrary. He is possessed of all

auspicious qualities; He is the Supreme Person:

nikhilajagad-udbhavasthiti-pralqya-lUdhsadosa-pratya-

nika - kalydnaikasvarupa - svdbhdvikdnavadhikdtisayd -

jndnabalaisvarya-viryasakti-tejahprubhrti-samastakal-

ydna-gunagam-mahdrmva-parabrahmasabddbhidheya -

parama-purusa. . .

. .

.

the Supreme Person whose sport is the origina-

tion, preservation and. dissolution of the entire

. universe, whose essential nature is free from any

trace of imperfection and is auspicious, who
is a great ocean of all auspicious qualities

beginning with unlimited and pre-eminent

knowledge, strength, glory, manly energy,

power, and lustre, which are natural to Him
[svdbhdvika)

.

and who is called the highest

Brahman.^

He is ‘ abolute bliss and goodness ’, ‘an ocean of

kindness ‘all merciful

Distinct from Brahman and from matter {prakrti)

are numerous, individual souls®, substantial or permanent

‘ I’s ’ possessing the capacity to know themselves, the

material world and Brahman. The Advaitin holds

that all dtman is one, pure, attributeless knowledge or

1 GmbkSsja, 18. 73; see also Sribhasya, 1. 1. 12.

^Sribhasya, 4. 4. 22, Thibaut, p. 770.

® ibid., 2. 3. 43: iharabhedasydtmandm hahutvaniiyatvayos-

cabkidhiyamanatvSt; see also Sribhasya, 2. 3. 48: anyonyabkeda;

2. 3. 42: Jwabrakmanorbkedahi Gitdbkdsya, 2. 12; 2. 18.
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consciousness [samvit)—that ‘ I-ness ’ {ahamtva) is

attributed to dtman due to ignorance and ceases to exist

in the state of release.^ For Ramanuja, ‘ I-ness ’ is

the substance of dtman', knowledge or consciousness, its

attribute or chief characteristic. The dtman is an

individual ‘knower’ ijndtr), a conscious subject, and

persists as such even in the state of release.^ Ramanuja
emphasizes this point:

[The Advaitin’s position]. . . amounts to the

doctrine—only expressed in somewhat different

words—that final release is the annihilation of

the self. . . A man. . . suffering pain, . . . naturally

begins to reflect how he may once for all free

'himself from all these manifold aflflictions and
enjoy a state of untroubled ease; the desire of

final release thus having arisen in him he at

once sets to work to accomplish it. If. . . he

were to realize that the effect of such activity

would be the loss of personal existence, he surely

would turn away as soon as somebody began
to tell him about ‘ release ’. And the result

of this would be that, in the absence of willing

and qualified pupils, the whole scriptural teach-

ing as to final release would lose its authoritative

character.®

^ Sribhayya, 1. 1. 1, Great purvapaksa, Thibaut, pp. 36-8.

y ibid., 1. 1. 1, Great siddkanta, Thibaut, p. 56f; see also

2. 3. 19-31.

® ibid., 1. 1. 1, Thibaut, p. 70.
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A ‘ body ’ is, ‘ any substance which a sentient

soul is capable of completely controlling and supporting
for its own purposes, and which stands to the soul in an
entirely subordinate relation Individual souls (to-

gether with prakrti) constitute the body of Brahman and
as such are related to Him in accordance with this

definition—they are related to Him as hsa,
‘
that which

exists for fulfilling the purposes of another to sesin,

‘ that for whose purposes all other things exist

They are dependent upon Brahman for their essential

nature, existence and activity:^

brahmasrjyatva-tanniydnyatva-tacchanratva-tacchesat-

vatadadhdratva-tatpdlyatva-tatsarnhdryatva.

.

[The soul]. . . is created by Brahman, ruled by
Him, constitutes His body, is hsa to Him, abides

in Him, is maintained by Him, is withdrawn

by Him. .

.

Brahman binds and releases souls according to His

pleasure:

^ Sribhdsya, 2. 1. 9, Thibaut, p. 424

—

-yasya cetanasya yaddravyam

sarvdimana svartke niyantum dharayitum ca sakyam tacchesataikasvarupam

ca—
® See Van Buitenen, Vedarthasarngraha, paragraphs 80, 122

and 143. r

® svardpa, sthiti, pravrtti—Gitdbhdsya, 7. 19.

‘ Sribhdsya, 2. 3. 42; ‘ creation ’ is to be taken in the sense of
‘ manifestation ’

; Brahman emits oi manifests {srj) the individual

soul and in the dissolution He absorbs or withdraws {sarrihr) it.
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tadup^akatva-tatprasddalabhya-dharmarthakdma-

moksarupa-purusdrtha-bhdktvddaya. .

[The soul]. . . is His devotee (meditator), par-

takes of the goals of man of the form of dharma,

artha, kdma and moksa by His grace. . .

Yet, -Brahman is not capricious—He binds and releases

in accordance with the souls’ acts and these acts are
willed by the souls themselves.- Aware that a sesa-

sestn relationship between the individual souls and the
Supreme Person suggests complete determination of
the former by the latter, Ramanuja poses the question.

Does the soul act ‘ by its own will ” [svdtdntTyenoPi or
is it dependent on the Supreme Soul (^puramdtin^cA-

tam) .^’2 He notes that, if it is completely dependent
on the Supreme, then scriptural injunctions and prohibi-
tions have no meaning; yet, that scripture teaches that
the Supreme is the cause [hetu) ofthe activity ofthe soul.^

The key word in reconciling this difficulty is anumati,

‘permission’ or ‘ consent ’—the Supreme Soul is the
Inner Ruler [antarydmin) in the sense that He stands
within the individual soul as the Permitter or Gonsenter
[anumantr)

:

The inwardly ruhng highest Selfpromotes action
in so far as it regards in the case of any action
the voUtional effort* made by the individual soul.

*ibid., 2. 3. 42; see also 3. 2. 37-40.
2 ibid., 2. 3. 40.

sfbid., 2. 3. 40.

^prayatna or udyoga—‘ tSort, exertion, active preparation’.
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and then aids that effort by granting its favour or

permission [anumati ) ;
action is not possible with

out permission on the part of the highest Self.

In this way. . . injunctions and prohibitions

are not devoid of meaning. . . the Lord, wishing

to do a favour to those who are resolved on

acting so as fully to please the highest Person,

engenders in their minds a tendency towards

highly virtuous actions, such as are means to

attain to him; while on the other hand, in order

to punish those who are resolved on lines of

action altogether displeasing to him, he engen-

ders in their minds a delight in such actions

as have a downward tendency and are obstacles

in the way of the attainment of the Lord.^

The point is illustrated by the case of joint owners of

property—one, desiring to transfer the property to a

third person, must get the permission of the other, but

the actual act of transfer is his own.

In contemporary Western terminology, Ramanuja

affirms an ‘ I ’ and a ‘ Thou a ‘ Thou ’ who is personal

and an ‘ I ’ which has the capacity to know the ‘ Thou.’

He further affirms that the ‘ I ’ is dependent upon the

‘ Thou that it owes the ‘ Thou ’ worship or devotion

by essential nature, that it is free to offer or withhold

such worship, and that the ‘ Thou ’ will reward those

‘ I’s ’ who are true to their essential nature.

^ Sribhasya, 2. 3. 41, Thibaut, p. 558.



CHAPTER II

THE SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
BRAHMAN

For Ramanuja, the given basis for all theological

affirmation is scripture. Scripture is of two kinds:

sruti, ‘ that which was heard or communicated i.e.

that which was heard by certain sages of old and

verbally communicated, without flaw, from pupil to

pupil, generation to generation;® and Smrti, ‘that which

is remembered ’,® i.e. that which is remembered by

human teachers and written down, i.e. the whole body

ofsacred tradition. The Veda-s alone are Sruti. Within

this category, Ramanuja lays emphasis on the Vedanta

or Upanisad-s. Smrti includes the DharmaSastra-s,

epics and Purapa-s. Here, Ramanuja places by far the

greatest emphasis on the Bhagavadgita and the Visnu-

purdna* The basis of the authority of Sruti and Smrti

^ Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford

:

Clarendon Press, 1956) p. 1101.

^ Sribhasya, 2. 2. 3, Thibaut, p. 487.
® Monier-Williains, op. cit., p; 1272.

^Tbibaut’s index shows that tbe Vimu purana is tbe only
Parana quoted in tbe Sribhasya. Van Buitenen’s index shows the
same for the GitabMsya. Van Buitencn, Vedarthasarngraha, op. cit.,

pp. 34-6, points out that Visnupurdna is more important than the
Bhagaoad^td in the Veddrthasarpgraha.
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is implicit in the terms themselves. §ruti is preter-

human^ and eternal:

There where the word-order in speaking derives

from human cognition we speak of human
language. But there where the word-order in

speaking always derives from the mental impres-

sion left by the previous word-order in an end-

less retrogressive chain we call them preter-

human and we say that the Veda-s are preter-

human. That which makes the Veda-s preter-

human and eternal is that it is spoken in exactly

the same precise order that has been remembered

by the mental impressions left by previous order

in an endless retrogressive chain.®

It is the teaching or command of the Lord (Brahman)

:

veddkhyam madanusasanam? Smrti is authoritative in so

far as it exposits Sruti;

Since the Veda-s are endless and difficult to

understand, the great rsi-s have been ordered by

the Supreme Person to transmit the sense of the

Veda in every age in order to help all the worlds,

and they have composed the Dharmalastra-s,

epics, and Purana-s.

.

but, only in so far as it exposits §ruti:

^ apauruseya—I borrow the English from Van Bnitenen,

Vedarthasamgraha, op. cit., p. 294.

^ Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraha, op. cit., 139, pp. 293-4;

see also 42; Sribhasya, 1. 3. 28-9 and 2. 2. 43.

^ Gitabhasya, 16. 23'—wad=‘ me ’=Krsna, Brahman, Supreme
Person. See also 16. 24 and Sribha^a, 2. 2. 3.

* Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraha, op. cit., p. 294.
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But how can it be maintained at all that Scripture

does not set forth a certain view because thereby

it would enter into conflict with Smrti? For

that Smrti if contradicted by Scripture is to be

held of no account, is already settled in the

Purva Mimamsa.’-

According to the schools of Vedanta, ^ scripture

affirms that embodied soul {jwdtman) is bound in an

endless cycle of rebirth {samsdra) due to ignorance

[avidyd) and gets release {moksa) only through knowledge

of Brahman {brahmavidyd) The questions to be

answered are:

1 . What is the source of knowledge of Brahman ?

2. What is the nature of knowledge of Brahman ?

3. What is the nature of ignorance?

Ramanuja recognizes three valid sources of knowl-

edge {pramdna-s): perception {pratyaksa), inference {am-

mdna) and scripture {sabda)*; but scripture is the sole

source of the knowledge of Brahman:

^ Sribhasya, 2. 1. 1, Thibaut, p. 408; Purva Mimamsa refers

to interpietation of Vedic ritual and text; Uttara MSmarnsa refers

to interpretation of the nature and knowledge of Brahman.
* Those schools of thought which rely on the Upanisad-s as

their primary scriptural texts.

® For instance; brahmavidapnoti param— Taittiriya Upanisad,

2. 1. 1; na pumrmrtyave tadekam pasyati—Chandogya Upanisad

7. 26. 2 (?); tameva viditvdtimrtyumeti—Sveta^vatara Upanisad 6. 15;

tamevam vidvdnamrta iha bkavati nanyah pantka ayanaya vidyate—
Taittiriya Aranyaka, 3. 12 (The Sanskrit is taken from Ramanuja)

.

* literally, ‘ sound, voice ’—
^in a specialized sense it is ‘ verbal

communication ’, and, under this heading, scripture is the most

important.
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. . . Brahman, being raised above all contact with

the senses, is not an object of perception and
the other means of proof, but is to be known
through Scripture only;. . . But, our opponent

points out. Scripture cannot be the source of

our knowledge of Brahman, because Brahman
is to be known through other means {pramdna).

For it is an acknowledged principle that Scrip-

ture has a meaning only with regard to what is

not estabhshed by other sources of knowledge.
—^But what, to raise a prima facie counter

objection, are those other sources of knowledge ?

It cannot, in the first place, be Perception

(pratyaksa)

.

Perception is twofold, being based

either on the sense-organs or on extraordinary

concentration of mind (yoga)

.

Of Perception of

the foimer kind there are again two sub-species,

according as Perception takes place either

through the outer sense-organs or the internal

organ {manas). Now the outer sense-organs are

quite unable to give rise to the knowledge of the

special object constituted by a supreme Self that

is capable of being conscious of and creating the

whole aggregate of things. Nor can internal

perception give rise to such knowledge
;

. . . Nor,

again perception based on Yoga {yogajanyam
) ;

for

although such perception—^which springs from

intense imagination—^implies a vivid presentation

of things, it is, after all, nothing more than a

reproduction of objects perceived previously,
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and does not therefore rank as an instrument of

knowledge {prUrndnyam)

;

for it has no means of

applying itself to objects other than those

perceived previously. And if, after all, it does

so, it is (not a means of knowledge but) a source

of error. ^

Anumdna is based on sense-perception and one observes

no feature of the manifest world which would lead one

to infer a supreme Being. ^ Thus, sabda is the sole source

of knowledge of Brahman.

What is to our interest to note in the above state-

ment is the province which Ramanuja allows to Yoga.

Yogic vision is only a special kind of perception {praty-

aksa) and even at that it is not a source ofnew knowledge
(as are other kinds ofpratyaksa) . Rather than being an
instrument of knowledge. Yoga is a kind of memory
(smrti), an intensity of imagination {bhdvandprakarsa),

an instrument by which that which has already been
perceived is perceived more vividly.^ In itself, the

1 Sribka^a, 1. 1. 3, Thibaut, pp. 161-2; see also 1. 2, Thibaut,
p, 255f.

2 Thibaut, p. 162f.; see Dasgupta, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 3,
op. cit., and K.. C. Varadachari, RStnSnuja’s Theory of Knowledge
(Tfrupati, T.T.D. Press, 1956), for a comprehensive treatment of
Ramanuja’s epistemology.

® As Dasgupta, Indian Philosophy, vol. 3, op. cit., p. 214,
points out, in Gttabhasya, 15. 15, Ramanuja seems to include Yoga
among the pTartuina~s, Here he defines Icnowledge {^jhand^ as *

‘certainty of things arising from sense-perception, inference,
scripture and Yoga ’ {indriyalingdgamayogajo vastunilcayah)

.

Since
he does not elaborate on the matter, we must take his explicit
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fact that Ramanuja does not recognize yogic perception

as a source of new knowledge is not extraordinary.

Of the orthodox schools of Hindu thought (including

the Yoga school) only the Nyaya recognizes yogic

perception as pramana. However, the way in which
Ramanuja defines Yoga seems to indicate that in

affirming that yogic perception is not pramana, he is

affirming not only that it is not a source of new knowl-

edge, but also that it is not at all a source of knowldge

—

it is not at all an ‘ objective ’ perception. Rather, yogic

perception is simply the mental (as opposed to actual)

vision which one has of an object due to intense

concentration upon that object—an entirely ‘ subjective
’

perception. We shall be able to come to a definite

conclusion on this matter at a later point.

Whether or not Ramanuja understands yogic

perception to be purely subjective, his definition ofYoga

differs radically from Patanjali’s. Patanjah’s Yoga aims

at the cessation or suppression, the complete transcend-

ence of all states of consciousness {cittavrttinirodha)

.

Patanjali distinguishes two kinds of samadhi and several

stages within each kind.^ In ‘ differentiated’ (S(jm-

prajndta) samadhi or samadhi with support [sdlamband]

,

there is still consciousness of the object which one has

taken in dharana and dhydna, but even in its second

statement as of greater force than this passing reference. Perhaps

the prominence of the Yoga in the Ehagamdgifa led him to such

seeming self-contradiction. See also Van Buitenen, Bhagavadgita,

op. cit., p. 154.

^ See Eliade, Toga, op. cit., p. 79f.
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stage^ . . memory ceases to function. . . the obj’ect is

empty of name and meaning. . In undifferentiated

{asamprajnata) samadhi ' ... all “ consciousness ” as such

vanishes, the entire series of mental functions are blocked

. . . there is no other trace of the mind [citta] save the

impressions [samskdrd\ left behind. . At the least

we can say that the Yoga defined by Ramanuja above,

can encompass only differentiated samadhi and that only

in part.

^ nirvitarka—see Eliade, Toga, op. cit., p. 81f.

® ibid., pp. 81-2.

® ibid., p. 80.



CHAPTER III

THE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
BRAHMAN

We admit that release consists only in the cessa-

tion of Nescience {asidya), and that this cessa-

tion results entirely from the knowledge of

Brahman. But a distinction has here to be made

regarding the nature of this knowledge which

the Vedanta texts aim at enjoining for the

purpose of putting an end to Nescience. Is it

merely the knowledge of the sense of sentences

which orginates from the sentences? {ydkydd

vdkydrthajndnamdtram) or is it knowledge in the

form of meditation {updsand) which has the

knowledge just referred to as its antecedent

(mula)

The former of these two viewpoints is the one which

Ramanuja attributes to the Advaitin. For the Advaitin,

avidyd is simply wrong knowledge [mithydjndna)

.

Due

to an unexplainable, beginningless ignorance,^ Mman,

which is one Brahman), mere non-differenced

Snbhdsya^ 1. 1. 1, Small siddhdnta^ Thibaut, pp. 11-12.

^ mdyd—avidyd on a cosmic scale. See Dasgupta, Vol.

op. cit.

2
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consciousness {niTvisesa-cinmdtTam) ,
conies to view exis-

tence as plural. It attributes to itself desires, in accor-

dance with its apparent association with this plurality,

and sees itself as bound in an endless cylce of birth, old

age and death due to the actions {karman) it seems to

perform in order to satisfy these desires. Thus, bondage

is essentially unreal and may be terminated by right

knowledge—knowledge that reality is non-dual [advaita)

—gained from scripture. When the internal organ

(manas) has been purified, in the course of many births,

by tlie performance of karman without desire for its

fruit, one becomes capable of ‘ discrimination of what

is eternal and what is non-eternal ’ {nitydnityavastuvivekah)

,

‘ acquisition of means like restraint of mind and res-

traint of body’ {samadamadisadhanasampat),- ‘renuncia-

tion of the enjoyment of ficuit here and in the next

world’ {ihdmutraphalabhogavirdgah), and ‘the desire for

release {mumuksutvam)

.

From these arises a desire

for knowledge (jijndsd). Turning to the scripture,

hearing (sravana), reflecting (manana) and meditating

{nididhyasanaY on its key texts help one to grasp the

sense of these texts, and such knowledge puts an end

to avidyd.^ Meditation here means the constant

^ Based on Brhaddranyaka Upanisady 4. 5. 6

—

dtmd m are drastavyah

srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah— Tlie alman is to be seen, to be

heard, to be reflected on, to be meditated on/
2 The Advaitin’s position is summarized in SribhasyOy 1. 1 . 1

,

Small and Large purvapaksa, Ramanuja sets up this position

simply as purvapaksay literally, ^ foi'mer view but it is essentially

Samkara’s viewpoint.
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holding of the sense of the Vedanta texts before one’s

mind, so as to dispel all imagination of plurality.^

Ramanuja begins by refuting the Advaitin on his

own grounds. He points out that something more

than mere knowledge of the sense of texts must be

enjoined" by scripture, since this much is effected with-

out injunction, i.e. grasping the sense of the texts

necessarily follows upon having heard and reflected

upon them; such does not need to be enjoined.

Further,

... if it were true that knowledge arises

through tb.e dispelling of the imagination of

the plurality, the rise of knowledge would really

never be brought about. For the imagination

of plurality has through gradual growth in the

course of beginningless time acquired an infinite

strength, and does not therefore admit of being

dispelled by the comparatively weak conception

of non-duality.®

Even if it be admitted that bondage is unreal, it cannot

be sublated by knowledge o<' the sense of texts. The

Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1, Thibaut, p. 15. The text leads; etad-

virodhyanadibhedavasanSnirasanSyasyaivarthasydnavaratabhavand nididhyd-

sanam— ‘ Meditation is the constant imagination of the sense

of this [text] only, in order to dispel the impression of beginningless

plurality which is an obstacle to that [knowledge of the oneness

of dtman]/ Sribhdsya, 1. 1. 1, lagliu purvapaksa, p. 51.

^ Ramanuja follows the Mimamsaka view thatinjunction {vidki)

is the principal element in Sruti; see Van Buitenen, Veddrtha-

samgraha, op. cit., pp. 51 ff. for a discussion of the point.

^ Sribhdsya, 1. 1. 1, Thibaut, p. 13.
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Advaitin, in seeding to establish that the existence of

plurality is an illusion, has employed an analogy of

mistaking a rope for a snake. Ramanuja, speaking

in terms of this analogy, says:

When a man directly conscious of a snake before

him is told by a competent by-stander that it is

not a snake but merely a rope, his fear is not

dispelled by. a mere cognition contrary to that

of a snake, and due to the information received

;

but the information brings about the cessation

of his fear in that way that it rouses him to an
activity aiming at the direct perception, by
means of his senses, of what the thing before

him really is.^

Simply being told that bondage (the snake) is unreal

will not effect rdlease—one must directly experience

the truth and words are not a means ofsuch experience,

even in the cases of Vedic words. ^ Nor, can it be said

that meditation is helpful in grasping the meaning
of the texts

;
for this leads to a vicious circle—one is to

meditate on the sense of the texts in order to grasp the

sense of the texts.® Ramanuja concludes his argument
along this line with a very significant statement:

kirnca dhydnasya dhyeya-dhyatradyaneka-prapancapeks-

atodn - nisprapancabrahmdtmaikatva - visayavdkydrtha-

jndnotpattau drstadvdrena nopayoga iti vdkydrthajnana-

^ Srihhdsya, 1. 1.4, Thibaut, pp. 184-5.

® ibid., 1. 1. 4, Thibaut, p. 185.

* ibid.
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mdtrdd avidya-nivrttim vadatah sravana-manana-

nididhydsana-vidhmdm dnarthakyameva i

’

Moreover, as meditation presupposes plurality

comprising an object of meditation, a medita-

ting subject and so on, it really cannot in any
perceptible way be helpful towards the origina-

tion of the comprehension of the sense of texts,

the object of which is the oneness of a Brahman
free from all plurality: he, therefore, who
maintains that Nescience {avidya) comes to

an end through the mere comprehension of

the meaning of texts, really implies that the

injunction of hearing, reflection, and medita-

tion is purposeless.^

Meditation presupposes plurality and therefore cannot

be conducive to the apprehension of reality as absolute

oneness. In effect, Ramanuja here denies that the

practice of Yoga can have any significance in the con-

text of a monistic world-view. For the Advaitin,

dhydna or nididhydsana signifies Yoga and more speci-

fically the eight-member Yoga of the orthodox Yoga
school.^ The Advaitin does not rely on Yoga as the

direct means to that perfect knowledge of oneness

which releases—the Vedanta texts alone convey this

knowledge.® However, he does affirm that yogic

1 ibid., p. 186.

^ See Vedanta-sutra-s with flamkardcarya's Commentary, tr. by

Thibaut, op. cit., vol. XXXIV, 2. 1. 3, p. 297; and Dasgupta,

Indian Philosophy, vol. 1, op. cit., p. 490.

3 Vedanta-sutra-s, Samkara, op.cit., 2. 1. 3, p. 298.
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meditation can be helpful toward the apprehension

of the meaning of these texts. Ramanuja denies

this—Yoga is based on plurality and (it is to be inferred)

in the practice of Yoga one never gets beyond plurality.

Therefore, Yoga cannot be conducive to the appre-

hension of reality as absolute oneness.,

Ramanuja refutes the Advaitin on this point with

good reason. He himself affirms that scripture enjoins

meditaton and, more specifically. Yoga and that it

enjoins it in a context in which it can be ultimately

meaningful.

ato vakydrtha-jnanad anyadeva dhydnopasanddi-

sabdavdcyam jndnam veddnta-vdkyair vidhitsitam\^

Therefore, that knowledge which is denoted by

words like dhydna and updsana and is enjoined

by the Vedanta texts is other than knowledge

of the sense of sentences.

In texts such as, ‘Having found out the dtman, he knows

it and ‘ Having known it, let him practise meditation

vijdndti and prajndm kurvita indicate that meditation

alone is enjoined; anuvidya and vijndya indicate that

knowledge of the sense of texts is prerequisite, but

secondary. In Brhaddranyaka Upanisad 4. 5. 6, hotavya

and mantavya are mere anuvdda, i.e. explanatory

repetition; it is nididhydsitavya part which is enjoined.

(There is to be no doubt that derivatives from the

^ !inbhdsya, 1. 1. 1, laghu siddhanta, p. 52.

^ dlmanamanuvidya vijdnati—Ghandogya Upanisad, 8. 7. 1.

® vijndya prajndm kurvita—Brhaddranyaka Upanisad, 4. 4. 21.
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root vid signify the same as dhydna or updsana, since

numerous Sruti texts employ the terms synonymously in

the same sentence.)^

Dhydna is ‘ steady remembrance ’ [dhmvdnusmrti )

,

' a continuity of remembrance uninterrupted like the

flow of oil 'And that remembrance has a form

similar to seeing [vision, direct perception] ’ {sd ca

smrti-darsana-samdndkdrd) P What is meant is that

dhydna is focusing the mind intensely and continuously

on an object to the end that this object is as vividly

perceived before the mind as if it were directly before

the eyes. The fact that steady remembrance results,

not in actual vision, i.e. direct objective perception,

but in that which is like or similar to actual vision con-

firms what we found suggested with respect to yogic

perception. Ramanuja does not consistently qualify

his statements with regard to the vision which results

from steady remembrance, by the use of samdna\ for

instance, in the same context he says

:

seyarn smrtir darsanarupd pratipdditd i

darsana-rupatd ca pratyaksatdpattih l*

^ Sribhasya, 1 . 1 . 1 ,
small siddhania.

^ dhydnam ca tailadhdravad-avicchima-smrli-samtana-rupam—laghu

siddhanta, p. 53. Ramanuja’s primary scriptural support is

Chandogya Upanisad, 7. 26.

2

—dhruva smrtih smrtilambke sarvagranthindm

mpramoksah— ‘ Remembrance is steady—on the attainment of

remembrance all the ties are loosened.’

® laghu siddhanta, p. 53.

* ibid.
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(Such remembrance has been declared to have

the form of seeing; and this form of seeing is

characterized by direct perception)

but, that this qualification applies throughout is shown
by the fact that:

bhavati ca smrter bhdvana-prakarsdd darsana-rupatd i

^

And remembrance has the form of seeing due

to intensity of imagination.

This statement not only makes it quite clear that the

vision which results from steady remembrance is not

actual vision, but also, and by the same phrase

—

intensity of imagination
’

'{bhdvandprakarsa)—^identifies

dhydna or smrti with the Yoga discussed in chapter 11.

There we noted that according to Ramanuja yogic per-

ception arises from ‘ intensity of imagination ’ {bhdvand-

prakarsa) . In his commentary on a passage from the

Mundaka Upanisad, Ramanuja directly equates dhydna

or smrti with Yoga. Noting that the Mundaka-tfK.t

refers to two kinds of knowledge {jhdna), one indirect

(paroksa) and one direct (aparoksa), both kinds having

Brahman as their object

—

tatra paroksam sdstrajanycrn jndnam aparoskarn yoga-

panyam tayor brahmaprdpty-updyabhutam aparoksam

jndnam . . . tadupdyascdgama-janyain. . .jndnam.

1 laghu siddkanta, p. 53. Vedanta Desika, Tattvaaka, Srimad-
YedantadeRka-granthamala, ed. by Sri P. B. Annangaracharyar
(Conjecveram, 1941) p. 66, says that this statement is only glorifica-
tion, i.e. arthavada; since dhyana is smrti, the result can only be
like actual vision.

* laghu siddhdnta, p. 53,
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tatrdpard rgvedo yajurveda ityddind dharma-sdstrd-

nltyantena dgamottham brahmasdksdtkdra-hetubhutarn

paroksajmnam uktam i

sdngasya setihdsc-purdnasya sadharma-sdstrasya sa-

mimamsasya vedasya brahmajndnotpatti-hetutvad ' atha

para yayd tadaksaramadhigamyate ’ ityupdsandkhyam

brahmasdksdtkdra-laksanarnbhaktirupdpannarnjndnam^

Indirect knowledge is that which arises from

scripture, direct is that which arises from Yoga;

of the two, direct knowledge is the means by

which to obtain Brahman; . . . and the knowl-

edge which arises from scripture is the means

to that; . . . that (knowledge) which is stated

in the text beginning with, ' The lower is Rgveda,

Tajurveda, etc.’, and ending with Dharmasastra-s,

is the indirect knowledge which arises from

scripture and which is the cause of a direct per-

ception of Brahman; for the Veda together with

its auxiliaries, the Itihasa-s, Puraria-s, Dharma-

i§astra-s and the Mamamsa, is the cause of the

origin of the knowledge of Brahman. ‘ Thus,

the higher is that by which the Indestructible is

apprehended ’, refers to the knowledge called

updsana, which has reached the form of hhakti

and which is characterized by a direct perception

of Brahman.

^ Snbkd.^a, 1 . 2 . 23 .
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Here updsana which has been stated to be the equivalent

of dhydna or smrti is identified with Yoga. And w'e

may now conclusively state the following:

1) that knowledge ofBrahman means vivid percep-

tion in meditation on Brahman;

2) that meditation {dhydna) signifies Yoga;

3) that the essence of Yoga, by the above faet

as well as by explicit definition, is steady

remembrance—an intensity of imagination;

and 4) that the vision which results from Yoga is sub-

jective rather than objective—a vivid imagination

rather than an actual vision. By means of Yoga the

knowledge of Brahman gained from scripture is intensi-

fied to the point of a vivid imagination of Brahman.

Also indicated in the above comments on the

Mundaka Upanisad is the fact that Ramanuja makes one

further and most important distinction with respect to

knowledge of Brahman—‘ updsana which has reached

the form of bhakti ’. Obtaining knowledge ofBrahman
from scripture and meditating on it until it is vividly

fixed before the mind’s eye is not, in itself, sufficient

to effect release—one must be chosen by the Lord, the

Supreme Person. Katha Upanisad 2. 23. states:

ndyamdtmd pravacanena labhyo

na medhyd na bahund kutena \

yamevaisa vrnute tena labhyas

tasyaisa dtmd vivrmte tanum svdm id

^ This is Ramanuja’s mahavdkya (chief text) with regard to

definition of the Means to Release.
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This Atman cannot be gained by study of the

Veda, nor by 'thought, nor by much hearing;

only whom This One chooses, by him. He is

obtained; to him this Atman reveals Its own form.

Ramanuja interprets pravacana as manana, medha as

nididhydsana. Thus, the passage means that Brahman
{—Atman) cannot be obtained by reflection or by medi-

tation, i.e. Yoga; only he whom the Supreme Person

chooses, obtains Him. However, Ramanuja does not,

therefore, interpret the text to mean that salvation

(release) is by grace alone.’ The Supreme chooses

only him who is most beloved {priyatama) to Him, and

only he to whom the Supreme is immeasurably dear

{niratiiayapriya) is most beloved to the Supreme.®

Therefore, meditation (Yoga) must be expressive of,

must ripen into devotion toward Brahman. Only the

yogin whose devotion to the Supreme Person is so

exclusive and constant that his yogic meditation itself

becomes extremely dear to him, is chosen by that Person,

i.e. is released:

sdksdtkdra-rupd smrtih smaryamdndtyartha-priyatvena

svayamapy atyarthapriyd yasya sa eva parendtmand

varaniyo bhavatiti tenaiva labhpate pardtmety uktam

bhavati \ evamrupd dhruvdnusmrtireva bhaktisabdend-

bhidMyate updsana-parydyatvdd bhaktisabdasyax^

^ Sri-Vaisr.ava-s of the Southern School also take Katha

2.23 as their makSvckya, but interpret it to mean, ‘ release by grace

alone ’.

^ laghu siddhanta, p. 53; Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraha,

op. cit., 144, p. 173.

® Sribhasya, laghu siddhanta, p. 53.
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He to whom remembrance, having the form of

vivid perception of Brahman, is itself extremely

dear by the fact that the obj’ect of remembrance

(Brahman) is extremely dear, we say he only

is chosen by the Highest Self and, as is stated,

by him alone is the Highest Self obtained.

Steady remembrance which has such a form is

designated by the word, bhakti, since bhakti has

the same meaning as updsana.

bhaktirapi niratisaya-priydnanyaprayojana-sakaletara-

vaitrsnydvaha-jndnavisesa evetij tadyukta eva tena

parendtmand varamyo hhavatiti tena labbyate

bhakti is a kind of knowledge which is immeasur-

ably dear, has no other object, and produces

indifference to everything else. • Only he who
has acquired this {bhakti) is chosen by the

Highest Self; by him He is obtained.

. . .
parendtmand varaniyata-hetubhutam smaryamdna-

visayasydtyartha-priyatvena svayamapy-atyarthapriya-

rUparn smrtisantdnam evopasana-sabdavacyam. .

A continuity of remembrance which is extremely

dear in itself by the fact of the object of remem-
brance being extremely dear, and which is the

cause of being chosen by the Highest Self, is

called updsana.

' ^ Van Buitenen, Vedarlhasamgraha, op. cit., p. 128.

® Gitahhasya, 7, introduction. These three passages together
bring out the various nuances ofRamanuja’s idea bhakti and also
serve to indicate that Ramanuja is perfectly consistent, from one
writing to another.
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The purpose ofyogic meditation is to generate devotion.

Meditation on Brahman, i.e. steady remembrance of

Brahman results in vivid imagination ofBrahman, which
imagination gives rise to devotion; devotion gives rise

to further meditation, meditation to vision, vision to

greater devotion, etc. Therefore, the vision which
results from Yoga is not and need not be actual vision

—

the purpose of having such a vision being only to

generate devotion.

And, therefore. Yoga is not a once and for all

affair. Release is not the result of yogic perception, of
‘ self-realization ’ or of ‘ Brahman-realization ’

;
rather,

it is the result of devotion. Yoga must be practised

again and again, daily, imtil the death of the body:

. . . Scripture declares that meditation has to

take place. . . in the whole period from the first

effort after meditation up to death. .

The meaning of Scripture is fulfilled only by

repeated acts of knowledge. . . because the

teaching of Scripture is conveyed by means of

the term ‘ knowing ’ {vedana), which is

synonymous with meditating {dhydna, updsana).^

dhyanani ca cintanam i cintanam, ca smrtisamtati-

rupam na smrtimdtrami^

dhydna is thinking; and thinking is of the form

of continuous remembrance, not mere re-

membrance.

^ ^ribhasya, 4. 1. 12, Thibaut, p. 721.

® ibid., 4. 1. 1, Thibaut, pp. 715-16.

® ibid., text, p. 366.
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jndnam ca vdkydrthajndndd arthdntarabhutam dhyano-

pasanddi-sabdavdcyam visadatama-pratyaksatdpanna-

smrtirupam niratisayapriyam aharahar-abhydsddheydti-

sayam dpraydndd anuvartamdnam moksa-sddhanamx^

The knowledge which is the means to release is

different from knowledge of the sense of texts,

is denoted by such terms as dhydna and updsana,

is of the form ofremembrance which has reached

a state of most vivid perception, is extremely

dear, is ever more so by daily pratice, and

is pursued until death.

It remains for us to indicate in this chapter that,

in spite of the way in which Ramanuja admits and de-

fines Yoga with respect to his Means to Release, when

he speaks of Yoga he has specifically in mind that Yoga

systematized by Patanjali for the Yoga school. In the

Sribhd^a, Ramanuja states his own position in the course

of refuting otner points of view. After having refuted

that which he finds unacceptable in Kapila’s Samkhya,

he turns to consider the related Yoga school:

It might appear. . . that the Vedanta should be

supported by the Yoga-smrti, firstly, because the

latter admits the existence of a Lord; secondly,

because the Vedanta texts mention Yoga as a

means to bring about final release; and thirdly,

because Hiranyagarbha, who proclaimed the

Yoga-smrti, is qualified for the promulgation

of all Vedanta texts.—^But these arguments refute

1 ibid., 3. 4. 26, p. 357.
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themselves as follows: In the first place the

Yoga holds the Pradhdna}-, which is independent of

Brahman, to be the general cause, and hence
the Lord acknowledged by it is a mere operative

cause. In the second place the nature of medita-

tion, in which the Yoga consists, is determined by
the nature of the object of meditation, and as of

its two objects, namely the soul and the Lord,

the former does not have its Selfin Brahman, and
the latter is neither the cause of the world nor

endowed with the other auspicious qualities

(which belong to Brahman), the Yoga is not of

Vedic character.^

Ramanuja goes on briefly to the effect that Hirapya-

garbha was only an ordinary embodied soul and there-

fore, not infallible in his interpretation of the Vedanta
texts. This is all that he has to say in the way of direct

criticism of the Yoga school. However, in short

compass, he has raised the critical questions which

confront the theist who is concerned to practise Yoga,

namely, the matter of Patanjali’s essentially non-

theistic world-view and the definition ofYoga-technique

in accordance with this view. Ramanuja rejects the

Yoga school’s world-view—the individual soul accord-

ing to this school does not have its being in Brahman,

and the Lord is neither Manifester, Preserver, and With-

drawer of the entire universe nor Supreme Person—and,

^ Prakrti.

^ Sribhasya, 2. 1.3, Thibaut, pp. 412-13.
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therefore, he does not accept the Yoga-technique as it is

defined by the Yoga school— . . the nature of medita-

tion, in which’ the Yoga consists, is determined by the

nature of the object of meditation. .

But this does not mean that Ramanuja rejects

Yoga-technique in its entirety. In seeking to show that

the Pancaratra literature^ is Vedic and therefore

authoritative, he says:

. . . the Sainkhya, the Yoga, the Veda-s, and the

Ara^lyaka-s, which are members of one another

because they are one in so far as aiming at

setting forth one Truth, are together called

the Pancaratra.—The Sainkhya explains the

twenty-five principles, the Yoga teaches certain

practices and means of mental concentration

\jogoktarn ca yamxL-niyamMyatmakani yogani]^, and

the Aranyaka-s teach that all the subordinate

principles have their true Self in Brahman, that

the mental concentration enjoined in the Yoga
is a mode of meditation on Brahman [yogasya

ca brahmopasana-prakaratvarn\, and that the rites

and works which are set forth in Veda are means

to win the favour of Brahman. . . The Sariraka

Sastra^. '

. in its criticism on the Yoga. . . merely

^ ibid.

^ See Schrader, Friedrich Otto, Introduction to the PSHcaratra

and the Ahirbudhnya Samkita. (Adyar Library Series No. 5).
^ Thibaut’s translation is not satisfactory at this point; better,

‘and the Yoga (school) states the Yoga, consisting of yama,
niyama^ etc.’.

^ The Brahma-sutras^ upon which Ramanuja is commenting.
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refutes the view of the Lord being a mere instru-

mental cause, . . . but it does not reject the Yoga
itself. . . The essential points in all these

doctrines are to be adopted, not to be rejected

absolu tely as the teaching of Jina or Sugata is

to be rejected.’-

We note the following points:

1) That all of the elements which are here stated

to be legitimate in the Samkhya and the Arariyaka-s

can be shown to be key doctrines in Ramanuja’s

system; and therefore, that element of the Yoga herein

mentioned must also be taken as important for

Ramanuja.^

2) That brahmopasana of yogasya ca brahmopdsana-

prakdratvam is a term which Ramanuja employs again

and again to characterize his moksopdya.

3) That the viewpoint of the l§ariraka Sastra on

Yoga, namely, that it ‘.
. . merely refutes the view of

the Lord being a mere instrumental cause, . . . but

it does not reject the Yoga itself . .’, is, of course,

Ramanuja’s own viewpoint—^liis interpretation of the

Brahma-sutra-s.

4) Th.tyamatiiyamddi leaves no doubt that this Yoga

is the eight-member (astdnga) technique systematized

by Patanjali.

What this means is that the dhydm which Ramanuja

identifies with Yoga is more specifically the seventh

^ ^ribhdsya, 2.2.43; Thibaut, pp. 530-31.
^

'.
. . The essential points in all these doctrines are to be

adopted.

.

3
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member of Patanjali’s Yoga. The fact that, in speaking

of the knowledge of Brahman, Ramanuja takes dhyana

as his basic term and defines it in terms of smrti, upasana,

bhakti, rather than vice-versa, i.e. rather tnan defining

smrti, etc., in terms of dhyana, is furtlier support foi this

conclusion. Ramanuja characterizes Yoga by his de-

finition of dfydna, evidently, because he considers dhyana

to be the crucial, definitive stage of Yoga. What we

expect to find in the course of a detailed analysis of

Ramanuja’s Yoga is that he accepts the first six stages

of Patanjali’s Yoga, radically redefines the seventh

{dhyana) as already explained, and completely omits the

eighth {samadhi)

.

This position reconciles all of Rama-
nujafs statements about Yoga which we have noted

so far. From the fact that Ramanuja rejects Patanjali’s

view of the individual soul and of the Lord (in a word,

his view of reality) but accepts (indeed, must accept

because the Vedanta-texts prescribe Yoga as the Means

to Release) Patanjali’s yogic meditation, commenting

that the nature of meditation is determined by the

nature of its object, it follows that he identifies dhyana

with Yoga but defines dhyana as remembrance resulting

(not in actual vision) but in vivid imagination the

purpose of which is to give rise to devotion (in accor-

dance with its object—the soul as sesa to Brahman,

Brahman as ksin. Supreme Person)
; and, it follows

that he accepts the first six members of Patanjali’s

Yoga, but omits the eighth.



CHAPTER IV

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE
OF BRAHMAN AND RITUAL ACTS

Ramanuja answers the third question, ‘ What is the

nature of avidya ?’ in specifying what he considers td be

the relationship between meditation and the per-

formance of scripturally prescribed ritual acts {karman)

.

Yogic meditation expressive of bhakti is not all that is

required of one who is desirous of release. Also to be
performed are those daily and occasional {nitya and

naimittika) ritual observances {karman) prescribed by

scripture for one’s caste {varna) and stage of life

{dsrama). These must be performed simply because

they are prescribed in scripture and scripture embodi-

es the command of the Supreme Person; but the

primary reason for their performance is that such

action is propaedeutic to yogic meditation:

yajnaddna-tapahprabhrti vaidikam karma mumuksund

na kaddcidapi tydjyam api tvapraydndd aharahak kdrya-

meva l kutah? yajnaddna-tapahprabhrtini varndhama-

sarnbandhlni karmdni manisindm—mananasildndm

pdvandni l mananam—updsanam l mumuksundtnydvaj-

jivam updsanam kurvatdm updsana-nispattivirodhi-

pracinakarma-vindsandnityarthah id

^ Gitdbhdsya, 18. 5.
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Vedic karman—sacrifice, charity, penance and

the rest—^is never to be abandoned by the mu-

muksu, but is to be performed daily until death;

why so? Karma-s associated with varna and

asrama—-yajna, dana, tapas and the rest—are

purifiers of the wise, i.e. of those whose practice

is reflection—^reflection (manana) is meditation

[updsana)
;
they destroy the past karma, which

is an obstacle to the accomplishment of medi-

tation, of those who desire release, who engage

in meditation throughout their life.

The Advaitin (according to Ramanuja) admits that

the performance of karman wihout the desire for fruit

and over a period of many births purifies the mind so

that there arises in it a desire for knowledge. But, he

says, beyond this, karma, which is based on the assump-

tion of the plurahty of existence, is not only useless but

also essentially opposed to the knowledge of Brahman.
He who is desirous of release must abandon all

karman}

In response to the Advaitin, Ramanuja admits that

scripture enjoins the performance of karman in' order

to give rise to the desire for knowledge. But, he says,

since knowledge is of the form of meditation to be
practised daily until death, karman must likewise be
performed daily until death as support for this

meditation.2 Sutra 3. 4. 26 states:

^ Sribkasya, 1. 1. 1; Small purvapaksa, Thibaut, p. 8f.

®ibid., 1. 1. 1; Small siddhanta, Thibaut, p. 16.
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And there is need of all (works), on account of

the scriptural statement of sacrifices and the

rest; as in the case of the horseA

Ramanuja comments:

yatha gamana-sddhanabhuto "hah haparikrara-bandha-

parikarmdpek^ah evam moksasddhana-bhutdpi vidya

nitya-naimittika-karmaparikarapeksd

As a horse, which is the means of going, requires

grooming and the fitting ofthe saddle, bridle, etc.

so meditation, which is the means to release,

requires the assistance of nitya and naimittika

karman.

Parikarabandha literally means, ‘ the binding on of a

girdle in order to begin any work —the performance

of karma disciplines or girds-up the mind for medi-

tation.

In the Sruti:

tametam veddnuvacanena brdhmana vividisantiyajhena

ddnena tapasdncsakena

Brahman.a-s seek to know Him [Brahman] by
means of study of the Veda, sacrifice, gifts,

austerity and fasting.

‘ They seek to know by means of sacrifices ’ can

be said only if sacrifices are understood to be

1 Thibaut, pp. 698-9.

^ SnbkSsya, 3. 4. 26.

® Monier-Williams, .
Sanskrit Dictionary, op. cit., p. 591.

^ Brhadaranyaka Upantsad, 4. 4. 22.
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a means through which knowledge is brought

about; just as one can say ‘ he desires to slay

with a sword because the sword is admitted

to be an instrument wherewith one can kill.^

Knowledge here does not mean simply knowledge of

the sense of scriptural texts; rather, it means meditation

of the kind described above

—

What we have to understand by knowledge

in this connexion has been repeatedly explained,

namely, a mental energy different in character

from the mere cognition of the sense of texts,

and more specifically denoted by such terms

as dhyana or upasana, i.e. meditation; which

is of the nature ' of remembrance, but in

intuitive clearness is not inferior to the clearest

presentative thought {pratyaksa
) ; which is unsur-

passably dear; which by constant daily practice

becomes ever more perfect, and being duly

continued up to death, secures final Release.'^

Knowledge of this kmd arises only by the grace of the

Supreme Person and His grace is only forthcoming

when He is propitiated by the daily performance of

nitya and naimittika karman—
Such meditation is originated in the mind
through the grace of the Supreme Person, who
is pleased and conciliated by the different kinds

^ Sribhasya, 3. 4. 26 ; Thibaut, p. 699.

2 ibid.
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of acts of sacrifice and worship duly performed

by the devotee day after day.^

How is this to be explained?

For Ramanuja, bondage is real

—

a. distinct indi-

vidual atman is bound to a real material body, and this

as a result of deeds (karma) which this atman actually

performed. The ignorance {avidya) which binds is

not simply wrong knowledge; rather it has the

form of karma. The dtmarHs essential characteristic

—

knowledge {jnana)—^is contracted or enveloped by past

karma, i.e. past karma limits the atman’

s

capacity to

know.® As a result, when joined to a material body,

the atman mistakes what is not itself, namely, body or

anatman, for itself [atman) and performs acts in order

to satisfy the desires of this body (thinking that the

desires are its own). Such bodily-inspired acts serve

to perpetuate bondage.

This is the central meaning of all §astra-s:

the individual souls as such are essentially

uncontracted, unlimited and perfect knowledge.

But they are enveloped by ignorance in the form

of karman. So they are subject to contraction of

'knowledge proportionate to their karman, and

^ ibid.
. .

- There is apparently no beginning to such bondage, no original

‘ fall ’. At least, Ramanuja makes no attempt to explain how it

all begin. Rather, he says, Gitabha^a,b. 16 jnanavaranam anSdikdla-

pravrttananta-karmasarncaya-rupam ajmnam
.

‘ The ignorance which

conceals knowledge has the form of an accumulation of endless

acts produced during beginningless time.’
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they enter into bodies ofvarious kinds and classes,

from Brahma to a tuft of grass. Their range of

knowledge is now confined to that which their

various bodies encompass. So these souls are

led to identify themselves with their various

bodies and to perform acts that follow, from this

identification. Consequently they enter the
continuous surge of sarnsara. .

ajndnenavrtam—jmna-virodhind purvapurva-karmand

svaphaldnubhava-yogyatvdya asya jmnam dvrtam

samkueitam\ tena jndndvarana-rupena karmand devddi-

dehasamyogas tattaddtmdbhimdna-rupamohasca jdyatex

tatasca tathdvidhdtmdbhimdna-vdsand, taducita-karma-

vdsana ca vdsandto vipantdtmdbhimdnah kafmdram-
bhascopapadyate li^

Knowledge is concealed by ignorance—one’s
knowledge is concealed, i.e. contracted, by each
previous karma, which is an obstacle to knowl-
edge in order to render one capable of
experiencing his fruits; conjunction with a body
like that of god, etc., and the delusion which has
the form of conception of the soul as that body,
are due .to that karma which has the form of
concealing knowledge; and therefore, there arc
after-effects^ of such a conception of the soul
and after-effects of the karma produced by that

^ van Buitenen, Veddrthasamgraha, op. cit., p. 237.
* Gitdbhdsya, 5. 15. See also 13. 21.
* ™ff--dfficult to render with one Enghsh word; I borrowvan Buitenen’s term, Bkagavadgita, op. cit., p. 64.

ootiow
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(conception)
;
from these after-effects result a

(further) misconception of the soul and the

beginning of (further) karma.

Mere knowledge of the sense of scriptural texts is not

capable of breaking such bonds. Even so, it would seem
that, as the Advaitin holds, the cessation of action would
be more conducive to release than the performance

of action. But this is not the case.

It is not action [karman) itself which binds; rather,

it is the will of the Supreme Person. The dtman’s acts

please or displease the Supreme Person—^pleased. He
bestows reward; displeased. He metes out punishment.

It is the Veda which gives information as to good
and evil deeds, the essence of which consists in

their pleasing or displeasing the Supreme Person,

and as to their results, namely, pleasure and pain,

which depend on the grace or wrath ofthe Lord.^

For it is he only—^the all-knowing, all-powerful,

supremely generous one—who being pleased by

sacrifices, gifts, offerings, and the like, as well

as by pious meditation, is in a position to bestow

the different forms of enjoyment in this and the

heavenly worlds, and Release which consists in

attaining to a nature like his own. For action

[karman) which is non-intelligent and transitory

is incapable of bringing about a result connected

with a future time.^

' SribhoQia, 2. 2. 3; Thibaut, p. 487.

^ ibid., 3. 2. 37; Thibaut, p. 625. See also Gitdbhdsja, 16. 19

and 18. 46.
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The Lord has determined bondage out of His mercy

as well as His justice. He has determined a situation

in which the atman has the capacity to act, indeed, in

which action is natural to the atman. He has clearly

stated what kind of action is to be performed and what

kind is not to be performed, and that right action will

be rewarded. And, He has placed Himself in a position

(as Inner Ruler) to assist the atman who is bent on

pleasing Him. He cannot overlook the transgression

of His commands, but He chastises only in order to, and

in such a manner as to promote the welfare of the soul.

The divine Supreme Person, all whose wishes are

eternally fulfilled, who is all-knowing and the

ruler of all, whose every purpose is immediately

realized, having engaged in sport befitting his

might and greatness and having settled that work

is of a twofold nature, such and such works being

good and such and such being evil, and having

bestowed on all individual souls bodies and sense-

organs capacitating them for entering on such

work and having enjoined scriptures teaching his

commands^ and having himself entered into those

souls as their inner Self abides within them,

controlling them as an animating and cheering

principle. 2 The souls, on their side, endowed
with all the powers imparted to them by the

Lord and with bodies and organs bestowed by

^ Thibaut omits the italicized portion—svaiSsanavabodhi iasirarn

ca pradarsya.

2 anumantr— ' Consenter ’ or ‘ Permitter See Chapter I.
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him, and forming abodes in which he dwells,

apply themselves on their own part, and in

accordance with their own wishes, to works

either good or evil. The Lord, then, recognizing

him who performs good actions as one who obeys

his commands, blesses him with piety, riches,

worldly pleasures, and final release
;
while him

who transgresses his commands he causes to

experience the opposites of all these. . . What

the Lord aims at is ever to increase happiness to

the highest degree, and to this end it is instru-

mental that he should reprove and reject the

infinite and intolerable mass of sins which

accumulates in the course of beginningless and

endless aeons, and thus check the tendency

on the part of individual beings to transgress

his laws.’^

The Advaitin has stated that karman performed

as a purifier of the mind must be performed without

desire for fruit. In this Ramanuja concurs; nitya and

naimittika karmas prescribed by scripture performed with

a view to gaining wealth, progeny or heavenly abode-'

are rewarded, but their reward is equally as binding

as is punishment. The non-performance of what the

Lord commands invokes His wrath; yet good karman

{punya), performed with the desire for fruit, as well as

bad karman [apunya, papa) is binding ;
albeit, the former

^ Sribhasya, 2. 2. 3, Thibaut, pp. 488-9; see also Gitabhasya 3. 10.

^ svarga—the abode of the gods {deva-s) from which the soul

returns to samsdra after having enjoyed the fruit of his karma.
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results in pleasure, while the latter gives pain. Thus,

he who is desirous of release must perform prescribed

karmas without desire for their limited fruit:

Antagonistic to knowledge are all good and evil

actions, and hence—as equally giving rise to an

undesirable result—^they may both be designated

as evil. . . Hence, in order that knowledge

may arise, evil works have to be got rid of, and

this is effected by the performance of acts of

religious duty not aiming’ at some immediate

result such as the heavenly world and the like.’-

Prescribed karmas are to be performed simply out

of the desire to please the Supreme Person, i.e. as

worship of the Supreme Person :

. . . since bondage springs from ajndna (ignorance)

in the form of an' eternal stream of karman, it

can be destroyed only through knowledge of the

kind maintained by us. Such knowledge is to

be attained only through the due daily per-

formance of religious duties as prescribed for a

man’s caste and dhama, such performance being

sanctified by the accompanying thought of the

true nature of the Self, and having the character

of propitiation of the highest Person. . . mere
works produce limited and non-permanent results

only, ... on the other hand works not aiming

at an immediate result but meant to please the

highest Person, bring about knowledge of the

,
^Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1; Thibaut, pp. 18-19.
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character of devout meditation, and thereby the

unlimited and permanent result of the intuition

of Brahman being the Self of all.’-

Ramanuja supports this view of the relationship

between meditation and ritual acts by reference to the

Vakyakara^ and to scripture. The Vakyakara states

that steady remembrance [dhruvdnusmrti) results only

from abstention (viveka) from impure food, non-

attachment (vimoka) to desires, repetition {abhydsa),

works {kriyd) like sacrifice, virtuous conduct {kalydndni),

freedom from dejection {anavasdda)

,

and absence of

exultation {anuddharsa) We shall have more to say

of these elements at -a later point.

Scripture states:

vidydm cdvidydm ca yastadvedobhayam saha i

avidyayd mriyum tirtvd vidyqydmrtamasnute 1

He who knows both knowledge and non-knowl-

edge together, crossing over death by non-knowl-

edge, he obtains the immortal by knowledge.

Ramanuja interprets ‘ knowledge ’ {vidyd) as medita-

tion; ‘non-knowledge ’ (avidyd) as prescribed karmas.°

libid., 1. 1. 1; Thibaut, p. 147.

2 ‘ The maker (author) of Vakya
‘

(the name of a gloss)

;

see Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgrahat op. cit., p. 24f. for ’comments

on this thinker and his Vakya.

^Sribkasya, 1. 1. 1; Thibaut, pp. 16-18.

* iJa Upanisad, 11.
’

'

^ Snbhasya, 1. 1. 1; Thibaut, p. 18. Ramanuja takes avidya

here simply as ‘ that which is other than vidyd'-, it does not mean

‘ ignorance
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In every way Ramanuj'a’s Means to Release is

determined by his doctrinal position, his view of

reality. It is not a way of world-renunciation, the

way of the ascetic—the material world is real; it is the

body of Brahman, neither illusory nor evil. Brahman

has manifested the material universe in order to provide

individual souls with the means to salvation. He has

given the soul the capacity to perform acts in order

that it might offer worship to Himself—worship being

the natural relationship between a personal Sesin and

sesa, a Lord and his servant. It is not matter which

contaminates; rather, it is selfish will or desire

—

attachment to matter. The Lord does not desire

that souls renounce worldly activity; He desires only

that they renounce attachment to material objects

—

the pursuit of material ends.

Ramanuja’s Means is not a way of self-mastery;

neither does it aim at self-realization. It is a way of

reliance upon the Supreme Being who is a merciful

Lord and its aim is devotion to this Lord, exclusive

and constant. This Means encompasses Yoga, but in

a context of worship and with the sole purpose of

generating devotion. In fact, ‘
. . . meditation is origin-

ated in the mind through the grace of the Supreme
Person. . . We must leave more precise explana-

tion to Part 11.

1 Sribhdsya, 3. 4. 26; Thibaut,p. 699; cited in full on pp. 38-9
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE

Ramanuja’s Means to Release is a combination

of knowledge, action and meditation—^knowledge of

the nature of the real gained from scripture, perform-

ance of prescribed karmas without desire for their

fruit, and meditation which has the form of steady

remembrance of Brahman expressive of ever greater

devotion to Brahman. Or, as he explains it in terms

of a particulai'ly important sruti text : learning {panditya)

,

childlikeness (bdlya), and meditation (mauna)

brdhmamli—vidydvdn pdndityam nirvidya—updsyam

brahmatattvam parisuddham paripurnam ca viditvd

sravana-manandhhydm aprdptam vedanam pratilabhye-

tyarthah—tacca bhagavadbhakti-sahakrta-sattvavivrd-

dhikrtam. . . bdlyena tisthdset. . . bdlyam ca pdndityam

ca nirvidydtha munih sydt—bdlyapdnditye yathdvad

upaddya parisuddhe paripurne brahmani manananlo

bhaved nididhydsanarupa-vidyavdptaye

^ Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, 3. 5 reads : tasmad brahmamhpdndityam

nirvidya bdlyena tisthdset bdlyarn, ca pdiidityarn ca nirvidydtha munih—
‘ Therefore, having mastered learning, let a brahmana seek to

stand in childlikeness, and having mastered childlikeness and

learning, he is a munid

^ Sribhdyya, 3.4.46.

4
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A brahma^a, i.e. one who possesses knowledge

having mastered learning, i.e. having known

that which is to be meditated upon, the true

knowledge of Brahman, purified and complete

;

which means, he obtains that meditation which

is obtained from hearing and reflecting; and

that (meditation) is due to the increase of

sattva ^ aided by devotion to the Lord ; ... he

should seek to stand by childlikeness; . . . and

having mastered childlikeness and learning,

then he should become a muni^ i.e. he should

practise reflection on the pure, complete

Brahman, he should obtain knowledge which

has the form of meditation.

holya, defined in a later sutra^ is
‘ fireedom from pride and

the like’ {dambhadi-rahitatvam)

,

‘that activity of a child

which has the form of not manifesting its own nature ’

{bdlasya yatsvdbhdvdndviskdrarupam karma) P'

Ramanuj’a spells out the details of this Means in

terms of the various disciplines (yoga) outlined in the

BhagavadgUd and the meditations {vidyd) which he says

^ The material body with which the soul is conjoined is

characterized by three qualities: sattva (purity or goodness),

rajas (passion) and tamas (darkness), the proportion of these guna-s

which a particular body possesses being determined by past kartnan.

Due to the actions of this body one or another of these guha-s is

increased. The performance of scripturally prescribed acts leads

to the increase of sattva and an increase in sattva produces a dis-

position toward happiness and knowledge. See Gitabkafya, 14.
2 SribkS^a, 3. 4..49.
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are prescribed in the Upanisad-s. The following

passage from the Veddrthasamgraha will serve as a guide

for our interpretation of the Gitdbhdsya and Sribhdsya

as it gives us something of the ‘ flavour ’ of this Means
and concisely sums up its salient features independent

of a particular scriptural text

:

so’yarn parabrahmabhutah purusottamo niratisayapunya-

samcqya-ksindhsajanmopacita-pdpardseh paramapuru-

sacarandravinda -sarandgati -janita - taddbhimukhyasya

saddcdryopadesopabrmhita -sdstrddhigata - tattvaydtkd-

tmydvabodha-purvakdharahar-upaciyamdna-samadama-

tapahdauca-ksamdrjavabheydbhaya-sthdnaviveka-dayd-

kimsddydtmagmopetasya varndsramodta-paramapwru-

sdrddhanavesanitya-naimittika-karmopasamhrti-nisiddh-

aparihdranisthasya paramapurusa-carandravinda-yug-

alanyastdtmdtmlyasya. tadbhakti-kdritanavarata-stuti-

smrti-namaskrti-vandana -yatana-kirtana -gmasrvana-

vacanadhydnarcctna-pranamadi-pritaparamakdrunika-

purusottama-prasddavidhvasta-svdntadhvdntasydnanya-

prayojandnavarata-nimtisaya-priyavisadatama-praty-

aksatdpanndnudhydnarupa-bhaktyekalabhyah i

^

That Supreme Person who is theHighestBrahman

is to be obtained only by the bhakti which has the

form of meditation which seeks no other object,

is incessant, extremely dear and has reached a

state of most vivid perception, of one whose mass

of evil acts heaped up during all previous births

^ Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraka, op. cit., 91, p. 126.
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is destroyed by the accumulation of unequalled

good acts, one toward whom the Supreme Person

is favourable due to seeking refuge at His lotus-

Hke feet, one who has developed spiritual

qualities such as sama, dama, tapas^ sauca, ksamd,

drjava, bhaydbhayasthdna-viveka, dayd, and ahimsa,

accumulating them day by day after having

gained knowledge of the true nature of the real

from the scriptures, made strong by the instruc-

tion of good teachers, one who is devoted to the

avoidance of what is forbidden and the perform-

ance of daily and occasional acts appropriate to

each caste and stage of Hfe, as forms of worship

of the Supreme Person, one who with all that is

his throws himself at the two lotus-like feet of

the Supreme Person, one for whom the darkness

concealing the innermost selfhas been destroyed

by the grace of the supremely compassionate

Supreme Person who is pleased by the incessant

stuti, smrti, namaskrti, vandana, yatana, klrtana^

gunahavana-vacana^ dhydna, arcana, prandma, and
the like, which are due to that (devotion).

^

The over-all emphasis of the passage is clearly on the

necessity of taking refuge with the Supreme Person.

Ramanuja again and again and in various ways will

state that release is possible only by gaining the assistance

of Brahman, the Inner Ruler. The series ofsubordinate

^ Those terms not taken over from the Sanskrit will be defined
at a later point.
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clauses here indicates that everything from the destruc-

tion of past sins to iSruti, Smrd, etc. is preparatory to and

secondary to the hhakti which has the form of medita-

tion. The quotes which follow this passage indicate

:

(1) that what is stated is to be understood in terms of

the disciplines of the Bhagavadgitd; and (2) that medi-

tation which has the form of bhakti, and karman per-

formed as worship, are the two focal points around

which all else is to be ordered:

taduktam paramagurubhir hhagavad-ydmunaedrya-

padaih—ubhayaparikarmita-svdntasyaikdntikdtyantika-

bhaktiyoga-labhya iti l

jmnqyoga-karmayoga-samskrtdntahkaranasyety arthah \

tathd ca hutih—
vidycm edvidydm ca yastadvedobhayam saha \

avidyayd mrtyum intvd vidyaydmrtamahiute ^
1

1

iti I

atrdvidyd-sabdena vidyetaratvad varneJramdearddi

purvoktam karmocyate vidydsabdena ca bhakti-

rupdpannam dhydnamucyate l

^

This has been stated by the eminent guru,

Bhagavan Yamunacarya in, ‘ He is to be

obtained by the exclusive and intense Bhakti-

yoga of one whose innermost being has been

purified by both ’—(the latter) means, ‘ by

one whose inner organ has been purified by

^ iMvdsyopanisad, 11.

2 Van Buitenen, Vedartkasamgraka, p. 126.
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Karmayoga and Jnanayoga And likewise

the Sruti:

‘ He who knows both vidyd and avidyd, having

crossed over death by avidyd, gains immortality

by vidyd ’

where by the word avidyd is meant that which

is other than vidyd or the above-mentioned

karman according to caste and dhama, etc.

and by the 'word vidyd is meant meditation

which has the form of bhakti.

Then, after a description of the higher devotion {para-

bhakti), Ramanuja says that such devotion arises from

Bhaktiyoga accompanied by the performance of karma

based on knowledge from scripture as stated above, i.e.

as stated in our first quote from the Veddrthasamgraha.^

The Gitdbhdsya summarizes the Means to Release

as follows;

atyarthapriti-virahitdt karkaiarupdt smrtyabhydsdd

aksara-ydthdtmydnusamdhdna-purvakam taddparoksya-

jndnamevdtmahitatve visisyate I dtmdparoksya-jndndd

apyanispanna-rupdt tadupdyabhutdtmadhydnam evdt-

mahitatve visisyate I taddhydnddapy-anispannarupdt

tadupdyabhutam phala-tydgendnusthitam karmaiva

visisyate i anabhisamhita-phaldd anusthitdt karmano'-

nantarameva nirastapdpatayd manasah sdntir bhavisy-

ati 1 sdnte manasi dtmadhydnam sampatsyate, dhydndcca

taddparoksyam, taddparok^dt para bhaktir iti bhakti-

yogdbhydsdsaktasydtma-nisthaiva sreydsi i dtmanistha-

^ Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraha, p. 126.
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sydpy asdntamanaso nisthdprdptaye’ ntargatdtmajmnd-

nabhisamhitaphala-karmanislhiva sreyasityar^hah 1 1
^

When the practice of remembrance is difficult

due to the absence of intense love, then to the

benefit of the dtman direct knowledge of that

iatmari) preceded by reflection on true nature of

the aksara [dtman) is better; when even direct

knowledge of the dtman is unaccomplished, then

to the benefit of the dtman the meditation on

the dtman which is the means to that (direct

knowledge) is better; when even meditation on

that [dtman) is unaccomphshed, then karma per-

formed with renunciation of the fruit which is

the means to that (meditation) is better; by the

fact that sins are destroyed immediately due to

the performance of karman without attachment

for the fruit, peace will come to the manas;

when the manas is peaceful, meditation on the

dtman will be accomplished and from meditation,

direct (vision) of the dtman', then, from direct

(vision), parabhakti', for one who is unable to

practise Bhaktiyoga, devotion to the dtman is

best; for the dtmanistha whose manas is not peace-

ful, devotion to karman without attachment for

the fruit, since it includes within it knowledge

of the dtman, is best in order to obtain devotion.

The sequence here is:

^ Gitdhhasya^ 12 . 12 .
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1) Steadiness or devotion in karman {karmanistha)

^
=Karmayoga*^

2) A clam or peaceful manas

3) Meditation on the dtman [dtmadhydna)

—

Dhyanayoga*

4) Direct knowledge of the dtman {dtmdparoksja-

jndnd) ~ dtmadarsana*

5) The higher bhakti [parabhakti)

6) Remembrance =Bhaktiyoga

Seeking to reconcile Veddrthasamgraha and Gitd-

hhdsja we note that the former makes no clear reference

to meditation on the individual dtman (although the

result of such meditation is referred to in, ‘ when the

darkness concealing the innermost self has been

destroyed ’) and the latter makes no reference to the

development of spiritual qualities like sama and dama

or to non-meditative expressions of bhakti such as stuti,

namaskrti^ etc. The question of meditation on the

individual dtman is resolved when we see that Ramanuj’a

uses the term Bhaktiyoga both with reference to {a)

the meditation which has the form of remembrance of

the Supreme Person:

madgundnusamdhdnakrta-madekapriyatvdkdram

bhaktiyogam. . .
®

. . . Bhaktiyoga which has the form of exclusive

love for Me (the Supreme Person), due to re-

flection on My qualities. . .

^ *indicates the term most often used by Ramanuja to desig-

nate this particular aspect of his upaya.

Gitabhdsya, 12. 11.
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and with reference to {b) meditadon which includes

within it meditation on the dtman and meditation on
the Supreme:

In all meditations on the highest Self {paravidyd)

the nature of the meditating subject has to be
ascertained no less than the nature of the object

of meditadon. . . for the personal Self {pratyag-

dAMon) constitutes the body of Brahman which
is the object of meditations, and hence itself

falls under the category of object of meditation.

The character of such meditation, therefore,

is that it is a meditation on the highest Self

as having for its body the individual self . .
^

mdm. . . bhaktiyogena ca yah sevate. . . brahma-

bhdvayogyo bhavati, yathdvasthitam dtmdnam amrtam

avyayam prdpnotityarthah

He who serves Me with Bhaktiyoga is fit to

become Brahman, i.e. he obtains the imperi-

shable, immortal dtman as it is in itself. . .

evambhuto dhydnayogam kurvan brahmabhuydya

kalpate—brahmabhdvdya kalpate, sarvabandha-

vinirmukto yathdvasthitam dtmdnam anubhavati i*'*

Performing Dhyanayoga in this way, he is fit to

become Brahman, i.e. he is fit for the state of

Brahman; freed from all bonds, he experiences

the dtman as it is in itself.

^ Sribhasya, 3. 3. 51-2; Thibaut, pp. 673, 675.

® Gitabhasya, 14. 26..

« ibid., 18. 51-3 end.
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The first of these passages is clear. What is shown by

the second and third is that Bhaktiyoga refers to medi-

tation which leads to seeing the individual dtman, i.e.

dtmadhydna or Dhyanayoga.^ ‘ ate<2-meditation ’ and

reflection on the qualities of the Supreme Person are

a continuity of meditation in which the major focus

shifts from the individual to the Supreme. Bhaktiyoga in

the narrow sense is the dhydna which we have discussed

in Part I. Dhyanayoga or dtmadhydna will be shown

to encompass the dsana, prdndydma, pratydhdra and

dkdrand which precede dhydna. As stated in Part I,

the goal of Ramanuja’s Patanjalian-type Yoga is not

self-realization; however, a vison of the individual soul

as it is in itself—distinct from prakrti, and hsa to the

Supreme Soul—^is a necessary preliminary to medita-

tion on the Supreme Soul. Such a vision is propae-

deutic to the dhydna which has the form of remembrance
or ‘ reflection on My qualities ’.

tadevam mumuksubhih prdpyatayd veddntodita-nirasta-

nikhildvidyddi - dosagandhdnavadhikatiiaydsamkhyeya-

kalydnagmagana-parabrahma-pumsottama-prdptyupd-

yabhuta-vedanopasand-dhyanadi-sabdavdcyam tadai-

kdntikdtyantikabhaktim vaktum tadahgabhutam . . .

prdpturdtmano ydthdtrrya-darsanam . . , .
‘ adhydtma-

yogddhigamena devarrt matvd dhlro harsasokau

jahati ’ ityevamddisu devam matveti vidhiyamdna-para-

^ It is not unusual for Ramanuja to take ‘ brahman ’ of the

Bhagavadgita to mean ‘ individual atman
’

(embodied soul)

.
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vidydngatayddhydtma-yogddhigameneti pratyagdtma-

jndnamapi vidhaya . .
?

In this manner now, in order to state the one-

pointed, supreme devotion which is to be spoken

of by words such as vedana, updsana and dhydna

and which is the means to obtain the Supreme

Person, the highest Brahman, who is a mass of

boundless, absolute and innumerable auspicious

qualities and who is without even a trace of

imperfections like avidyd and who is spoken of

in the Vedanta as that which is to be obtained by

those desirous of release, that dariana of the true

nature of the ohtzmtx-dtman which is a preli-

minary step to that (bhakti). . . [has been

stated]
;

... in passages like, ‘ Having com-

prehended the deva by means of meditation

on the inner atman, the wise man abandons

joy and sorrow’; ‘having comprehended the

deva ’, indicates what is accomplished and ‘ by

means of meditation on the inner atman’ indi-

cates the knowledge of the individual dtman

as propaedeutic to the higher meditation

[paravidyd)

.

And, as above, ‘ In all meditations on the highest Self

{paravidyd) the nature of the meditating subject has

to be ascertained no less than the nature of the object

of meditation. . .
’. Dhyanayoga is characterized as

‘ flifma-meditation ’ because the immediate goal of such

1 GUdbhasja, 3, introduction; see also the introduction to 6. 47.
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meditation is a vision of the individual dtman [atma-

darsam). This vision is not an end in itself, but the

linV between dharana and dhyana—a vision of the indi-

vidual dtman gives way to meditation on the Supreme

Atman. We shall now have to broaden cur under-

standing of the term yoga. What was earlier spoken

of as the performance of prescribed karmas without

desire for fruit is now to be considered under the

headi .g,
‘ Karmayoga And, as stated above,

both Dhyanayoga and Bhaktiyoga refer to Ramanuja’s

special treatment of Patailjali’s eight-member Yoga.

Ic would seem that Ramanuja employs the term
‘ Dhyanayoga ‘ discipline of meditation primarily in

order to distinguish Patanjalian-type Yoga from Karma-
yoga, ‘ discipline of action’

;
and the term ‘ Bhaktiyoga ’,

‘ discipline of devotion ’, in order to indicate the

chief characteristic and goal of his Patanjalian-type

Yoga. On the basis of these considerations wq may
take the Bhaktiyoga of the Veddrthasamgraha as inclusive

of Dhyanayoga or atea-meditation

.

The development of spiritual qualities like sama

and dama will be seen to be generally helpful to one de-

sirous of release, i.e. it is not of the nature of a dis-

cipline {yoga), sama, dama, etc., are qualities which are

to be chosen as a means to knowledge of the dtman

—qualities which are 'favourable to knowledge of

the dtman\'^ Thus, we do not find reference to such

^ ibid., 13. 7 dtmajmnasddhanatayopddeya gunah,
^ ibid., 13. 11

—

dtmajndnopayogi.
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development in our Gitdbhasya summary of disciplines

but do find numerous references to it elsewhere in the

Gitdbliasya.

Non-meditative expressions of devotion such as

stuii and namaskrti are also generally helpful, only with

respect to the higher meditation rather than to the

‘knowledge of the dtman':

athaivamvidha-smrtyabhydse^py asamartho^si matkarma-

paramo bhava—madiydni karmdny dlaya-nirmdnodyd-

nakarana- pradipdropam- mdrjandbhyuksanopalepana-

puspdharana-pujdpravartana-ndmasarnkirtana-pradak-

sina-stutinanaskdrddini etdny atyartha-priyatvend-

cara
;
atyarthapriyatvenamadarthamkarmdnikurvannapi

acirad abhydsayoga-purvikdm mayi sthirdm cittasthitirn

labdhvd matprdpti-rUpdm siddhim avdpsyasi d

If you have no ability for practice ofremembrance

{smrti) like this, be intent on karman for Me

—

karmas belonging to Me such as construction

of teniples, creation of gardens, fighting up

lamps, sweeping, sprinkling water and other-

wise beautifying, gathering flowers and wor-

shipping Me therewith, repeating (My) names

{ndmasamkirtana), circumambulating, praising

(stuti), bowing {namaskdra), etc.—^perform

these with intense love; even performing karmas

with intense love for My sake, having soon ob-

tained steady fixture of thought in Me by the

1 ibid., 12. 10.
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yoga of practice, you will obtain perfection

of the form of obtaining Me.

Such expressions of devotion are helpful to one who
has difficulty at the dhydna stage of meditative yoga.

This matter will be discussed in detail at a later point.

On the basis cf the above citations and discus-

sion we conclude that Ramanuja’s Means to Release

is a Karmayoga-Bhaktiyoga sequence, based on knowl-

edge from scripture and assisted by the development

of certain spiritual qualities and the practice of certain

non-meditative expressions of devotion. For one who
is desirous of release, the steps to be taken towards

the attainment ofrelease are as follows

:

Step I—The acquisition of right knowledge
from scripture.

Step .II—The development of spiritual qualities

such as dama and dama', this lends

support to the proper performance of

karman and to meditation.

Step III—The performance of karman as wor-

ship of the Supreme Person; this des-

troys sins and promotes calmness of

the manas, and is thereby propaedeutic

to meditation.

Step IV— Meditation, the purpose ofwhich is to

generate devotion; this results first

in a vision of the individual dtman,

and second, due to the devotion which
arises from this vision, in meditation
on the Supreme Person which has the
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form- of reflection on His attributes.

Such meditation engaged in daily

until death promotes ever greater

devotion to the Supreme Person.

Step V— The practice ofvarious non-meditative

expressions of devotion as support for

meditation on the Supreme Person.



CHAPTER II

RIGHT KNOWLEDGE AND THE SPIRITUAL
QUALITIES

‘[One who has] gained knowledge of the

true nature of the real from the scriptures,

(knowledge) made strong by the instruction

of good teachers. .

For one who is desirous of release, the first step

is to gain right knowledge from scripture under the

guidance of a competent teacher {dcarja). Right knowl-

edge of the nature of the individual soul, the Supreme
Being, etc. is fundamental to all rehgious action, i.c.

action which promotes the release of the soul from
bondage. Lacking chis ‘ theological understanding ’

which, as has been stated, is given only in scripture,

one cannot pursue release (at least with any hope of

gaining it). Ramanuja states this most forcefully

in disqualifying the Sudra:^

It is impossible that the capabiUty of perform-

ing meditations on Brahman should belong to

a person not knowing the nature of Brahman

^ Last of the fbui traditional caste groupings—Brahmana,
Ksatriya, Vaifya, Sudra. Ramanuja is consistent throughout
in restricting the pursuit of release to members of the first three
castes. See Gitabhdsya, 9. 29 and 18. 44.
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and the due modes of meditation, and not
qualified by the knowledge of the requisite

preliminaries of such meditation, namely, recita-

tion of the Veda, sacrifices, and so on. Mere
want or desire does not impart qualification to

a person destitute of the required capability.

And this absence of capability is due, in the

Sudra’s case, to absence of legitimate study

of the Veda.^

Simple knowledge of the sense of the scriptural

texts—knowledge about the atman, Brahman and the

relationship between the two, however important—^is

not in itself sufficient to effect release. Knowledge
must he applied. The exclusive and constant devotion

which moves the Supreme Person to take the atman

to Himself arises only out of the experience of the atman

as it is in itself, followed by the experience of Brahman
as Inner Ruler, Supreme Person, Creator, Preserver,

Destroyer, possessed of all auspicious qualities, etc.

To gain such experience requires discipline—disch

pline of the body to which the atman is conjoined and,

principally, its mental faculties.

mana eva manuyydndrn kdranarn bandha-moksayoh \

bandhdya visaydsangi muktyai niroisqyarn manah 1 1

^

To men, the manas alone is the cause of bond-

age and of release; the manas attached to

^ dtibha^a, 1. 3. 32; Thibaut, p. 338.

® Visnupurana,'^. 7. 28—quoted by Ramanuja in Gitabhasya^ 6. 6.

See also Maitrayaryupanisad, 4.11.

5
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sense-objects makes for bondage; the manas

which is not attached to sense-objects makes

for release.

Whatever conception of itself the dtman has, in accord-

ance with that, it determines its highest goal.^ The

dtman, which conceives of itself as identical with the

material body to which it is conjoined, considers that its

highest goal is to satisfy the desires of this body; it acts

accordingly and condemns itself to further bondage.

The dtman which knows itself in truth considers that

its highest goal is the attainment of Brahman ;
it acts

accordingly and gains release. Conjoined to a

material body, the dtman functions under the influence

of the various organs which compose this body—^it

forms its concept of itself in terms of what is presented

to it through these organs. And, the principal organ

or faculty involved is the manas. In its narrow sense,

the manas is the ' inner organ {antahkarana) of perception

find cognition, the instrument by which objects of sense

affect the dtman.^^ Ramanuja very often uses it in a

broader sense inclusive of the buddhi, the ahamkdra, and

the citta,^ and in this sense it may be translated as

‘ mind ’

:

Buddhi, ahamkdra, and citta. . . are mere designa-

tions of the manas, according as the latter is

^ Van Buitenen, Veddrthasamgraha^ op. cit.^ 142, p. 297.

2 Monier-Williams, Sanskrit Dictionary, p. 783.

® buddhi—the intellectual faculty, the faculty of apprehension

[adkyanasdya) or comprehension; ahamkdra—literally, maker of ‘ I ’,

the faculty of self-conception
; citta—the faculty of thinking.
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engaged in the functions ofdeciding {adhyavasayd)

,

or misconception {abhimdna), or thinking {cinta)^

When the manas is agitated by sense-objects, the indi-

vidual dtman is led to identify itself with body. When
the manas is turned away from sense-objects and focused

on the individual atman within, that atman perceives

itself as it truly is.^

Armed with knowledge of the truth, one must

undertake to restrain or control the manas and eventually

to completely withdraw it from contact with sense-

objects. This is done by cultivating certain spiritual

qualities, by disciplining the manas in the performance

of daily acts and by meditation.

‘ One who has developed spiritual qualities such

as sama, dama, tapas, sauca, ksamd, drjava^ bhayd-

bhaya-sthdna-viveka, dayd, and ahimsa, accumulating

them day by day. .
.’

Several lists of ‘ qualities which are to be chosen as

the means to knowledge of the soul are given in

Ramanuja’s writings, most of them following the text

of the Bhagavadgita Those qualities which Ramanuja

enumerates independent of any specific scriptural text

and, which he refers to more than once, are those

enumerated in our guide-passage from the Vedartha-

samgraha: sama, dama, tapas, sauca, ksamd, drjava, bhayd-

bhayasthdnaviveka, dayd and ahimsd.

1 Sribhasya, 2. 4. 5; Thibaut, p. 571.

® Explained in Part II, Chapters III and VI.

® Gitabhasya, 13. 7, noted above p. 60, fn. 1.

Bhagavad^ta, 10. 4-5; 12. 13-14; 13. 7-9, 11; 16. 1-3; 18. 42.
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Sama is ‘restraint of the outward sense-organs

dama is ‘ restraint of the inner organ ’ (the manas or

antahkarana) Tapas is ‘forms of mortification men-

tioned in the sacred texts which take the form of re-

stricting bodily enj’oyment A more specific definition

is given in another context; tapas is ‘
. . . the perform-

ance of austerities, the cdndrdyam fast,^ the fast of

the twelfth day of the lunar fortnight, and the like,

which prepare one for acts pleasing to the Lord

Such tapas is not intended to negate the body but to

chasten it. That which is conducive to release is not

rejection of the material body, but distinction of soul

from that body. And, even this tapas {krcchra, cdndrdyaria,

etc.) is ruled out by Ramanuja’s interpretation of

Bhagavadgitd 18. 66 in which he states that expiations

{prdyascitta) such as krcchra and candrcyam are unneces-

sary for one who takes refuge in the Supreme Soul.®

Qualities such as sama, dama and tapas were tradi-

tionally reserved to those in the third and fourth asrama-s

who had renounced the world. Ramanuja sets this

’ samat}.—bdhyendriya-nijavianam. Giidbhasya 18. 42.
^ damak—antahkarana-niyamanam. Gitdbhdsya 18.42.
* tapak—bkoga-niyamanardpah Mstrasiddkak kdyaklesah. Gitd-

bhdsya, 18. 42.

* A fest regulated by the moon, the food being diminished every
day by one mouthful, for the dark fortnight, and increased in like

manner during the bright fortnight.

® krcchra-cdndrayansi-dvddasyupavdsdder bkagavatprinana-karmayogya-

tdpddanasya karanam—Gitdbhdsya, 16. 1-3.

® tattat-prdyascitta-rupdn krcchra-cdndrdyaria. . . agnistomadikdn. . .

sarvdn dhartndn parityajya. . . See Introduction, p. xiii.
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traditional understanding aside. We have seen that

one may undertake meditation on Brhaman in any
one of the dsrama-s. Thus, in §nbhd:>ya 3. 4. 27 the

purvapaksin}- states the incompatibility of sama, dama
and the like with the duties ofthe householder requiring

the exercise of both outer and inner organs. Not so,

Ramanuja—in so far as the householder attempts

meditation he must develop sama, dama, and the hke,

since these are prescribed by scripture as auxiliaries

to meditation {vidydnga). They assist concentration

of thought {cittasamddhana) which gives rise to medi-

tation. Moreover, there is no contradiction since:

works enjoined by Scripture have the power of

pleasing the Supreme Person, and hence, through

his grace, to cause the destruction of all mental

impressions obstructive of calmness and concen-

tration of mind. Hence calmness of mind and
the rest are to be aimed at and practised by
householders also.^

Sauca is ‘ purity but of a particular kind—‘ that

which makes one fit for acts enjoined by scripture
’

more specifically, it is ‘ the state ofmind, speech and body

established in scripture which befit one for knowledge

of the soul and the means to acquire that (knowledge)’.-*^

1 literally, ‘ former view ’
; the objector or one against %vhom

the siddhanta is established.

® Sribhdsya. 3. 4. 27; Thibaut, p. 701.

^ saucam—sastriyakarmayogyata—Giiabhdsya, 18. 42.

laucam—dtmajmna-tatsadham-yogyata manovdkkdyagatd sdslra-

siddhd—Gitdbhdsya, 13. 7.
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That aspect of such purity on which Ramanuja gives

most emphasis is the consumption of pure food. This

is encompassed under the Vakyakara’s viveka—
dharasuddhau sattvasuddhili sattvasuddhau dhruvd

smrtih ^

From purity of food, purity of mind; from purity

of mind, steady remembrance.

Pure food is only that food which has been offered in

worship {yajna—^sacrifice, etc.) to the Supreme.^

sariraydtrd hi yajhaHstasanena nirvartyamdna

samyagjhdndya prabhavati^ anyathd te tvaghani

bhunjate pdpdh ity ayajmnstdgharupdsandpydyanam

manaso vipanta-jfidndya bhavati I
' annamayam hi

somya manah ’ ityannem hi mana dpydyate, ‘ dhdra-

suddhau sattva-suddhih sattvasuddhau dhruvd smrtih i

smrtilambhe sarva-granthindrn vipramoksah iti

brahma-sdksdtkdra-ruparri jhdnam dhdrasuddhydyattarn

sruyate l

®

Maintaining the body by eating the remains of

sacrifice increases right knowledge; otherwise,

as is indicated by, ‘ But those sinners eat sin

(who cook for their own selfish sakes) ’

—

Bhagavad-

gitd, 3. 13—, dependence upon food which is

^ Chandogya Upanisad, 7. 26; quoted in Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1;

Thibaut, p. 18.

® Gitdbhdsya, 3. 13f.; 14. 17; 17. 8; Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1; Thibaut,

p. 147.

® Gitabhasya 18.7; see also 3. 8; 3. 13.
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the remainder of non-sacrifice, which has the

form of sin, makes for wrong knowledge in che

manas\ for, as declared in ‘ My dear, the manas

consists of food the mams thrives by means of

food; that knowledge which has the form of

direct perception of Brahman depends upon

purity of food is declared by the sruti'.

‘ When the food is pure, the mind becomes

pure; when the mind is pure, remembrance

becomes steady; when remembrance is

obtained, there is loosening of all ties

In one word, ksama is ‘forgiveness’; Ramanuja

defines it as, ‘freedom from disturbance of mind

toward others even when undergoing suffering caused

by them’.^ 'Arjava is ‘integrity’, or ‘honesty’, ‘a mani-

festation of outward behaviour toward others which is

consistent with the mind.’ ^ Bhayabhayasthdnaviveka may

be translated, ‘ discrimination of things which cause fear

and non-fear ’, i.e. ‘ distinguishing that of which one

should be afraid and that of which one need not be

afraid ’. Fear ibhayam) is ‘ the unhappiness in seeing

the cause for some impending suffering’.® While the

rationale for the development ofsuch qualities as these is

not explicit in Ramanuja, it is clearly implied that they

are meant to free one from certain emotional expressions

^ ksama—paranimitta-pldariuhhave ’pi paresu tarn prati cittavikdra-

rahitatd—ibid.^ 16. 1-3.

^drjavatn—paresu mano’nurupam bdh^acestdprdkdianam—ibid. ,
18.42.

3 bhayam-—dgdmino duhkhasya hetudarJanajam duhkham—ibid.,

10. 4-5.
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associated with embodiedness which are detrimental

to the proper composure of the mind. This is the

sense of the Vakyakara’s anavasada and anuddharsa.

The former is defined as, ‘ freedom from dejection under

unfavourable circumstances’; the latter as, ‘freedom

from exultation under favourable circumstances The
idea is that, as far as is possible, one should be free

of emotional disturbances, since they are not conducive

to proper concentration.

The same rationale applies to dayd, ‘ compassion ’,

‘ being unable to bear suffering on the part ofall beings

and ahimsd, ‘ not being the cause ofsuffering to others

‘the being free from tormenting in speech, mind and
body but in their case something more is involved.

Whereas ‘ forgiveness ’ and ‘ integrity ’ by Ramanuja’s
definition have no moral significance, i.e. acting con-

trarywise merely disturbs the composure of the mind,
but does not blemish the soul, it is explicit that lack of

compassion, and violence are very displeasing to the

Supreme Person and are punished by embodiment in

static . beings such as plants.®

With regard to ahirnsd, Ramanuja raises the ques-
tion as to whether there is not a contradiction between
ihis injunction and that of sacrifice {yajna) in which an

Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1; Thibaut, p. 18-19.
2 days. bhutesu—sarvabhutesu duhkhasahismtvam—Gitabhdsva

16. 1-3.

^ ahimsd—paraduhkhdketutvam—ibid.j 10, 4-5.
^ GUdhhdsya^ 13, 7.

^ Sribhdsyay 3. 1. 25.
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animal is killed. After considerable debate, he answers

in the negative:

For Scripture declares that killing of sacrifi-

cial animals makes them go up to the heavenly

world, and therefore is not of the nature of

harm. . . An action which is the means of

supreme exaltation is not of the nature of harm,

even if it involves some little pain; it rather is

of beneficial nature.’-

These particular qualities were widely recognized

as those most helpful to the mumuksu. They are included

in the four means {sadhanacatustaya) of the Advaita—
samadamddi-sddhanasampati and taken together,, they

comprise the Yama and Niyama of Patanjali’s Yoga.

And, as far as I can see, there is no significant difference

between Ramanuja’s definition of them and that of the

Advaitin and Patanjali'. Ramanuja places less emphasis

on austerity or asceticism. The significant difference

between Ramanuja’s treatment of these qualities and

that of the Advaitin and Patanjali is the fact that the

mumuksu depends upon the grace of the Supreme

Person rather than upon his own effort in order to bring

them to perfection:

'Works enjoined by Scripture have the power of

pleasing the Supreme Person, and hence,

through his grace, to cause the destruction of

all menral impressions obstructive of calmness

and concentration of mind.^

* ibid., 3. 1. 25; Thibaut, p. 599.

^Snbhdsya, 3. 4. 27; Thibau
, p. 701.

^



CHAPTER III

KARMAYOGA

‘ One who is devoted to the avoidance of what

is forbidden and the performance of daily and

occasional acts appropriate to each caste and

stage of life, as forms of worship of the Supreme

Person. .

yajnadana-tapahprahhrti vaidikam karma mumuk-

sund na kaddcidapi tydjyam, api tvdpraydndd

aharahah kdryameva id

Vedic karman—yajna, dana) tapas and the rest

—

is never to be abandoned by the mumuksu, but

is to be performed daily until death.

Those daily {nitya) and occasional (naimittika) karmas

prescribed in sruti and smrti for one’s particular caste

{varna) and stage of life {dirama)—sacrifice (yajna),

charity (ddna), penance {tapas), fasting {andmka), etc.;

principally sacrifice {yajna) and more specifically, the

five great sacrifices {panca-mahdyajna-s)^—are to be

^ GUdbhdsya, 18. 5.

2 Daily offerings to: (1) all created things {bhuta-yajna)

,

(2)
the manes or forefathers {pitr-yajna)

,

(3) the gods {deva-yajfla)p

(4) human beings {manmya-yajna) and (5) the sacred scriptures

{brakma-yajna)

.
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performed by one desirous of release until the death

of his present body. Why so ? {kutah)

yajnadana-tapahprabhrtml varndsrama-sambandhlni

karmani mardsindrn—mananasildndTn pdvandni \ mana-

nam updsanam, mumuksundm ydvajjivam updsanam

kurvatdm updsananispatti-virodhi-pracmakarma-vind-

sandnltyarthah id

[because] karmas associated with varna and

dirama—ydjna, ddna, tapas and the rest—are

purifiers of the wise, i.e. of those whose practice

is reflection—^reflection {mamna) is meditation

{updsana)

;

they destroy the past karma, which

is an obstacle to the accomplishment of medita-

tion, of those who desire release and engage in

meditation throughout their life.

The performance of Vedic karmas purifies in two ways

:

(1) As explained above,^j<yKfl consecrates food, and pure

food makes for right knowledge in the manas; (2) As we

shall now explain, yajna, ddna, etc., when performed in

the light of one’s knowledge of the real gained from

scripture, serve to detach the manas from sense-objects

arird turn it toward the dtman within. This is the

province of Karmayoga.®

Those who desire wealth, progeny, or heavenly

abode perform the very same karman as those who desire

release. The distinction lies, not in the act itself, but,

^ Gitdbhdsya^ 18. 5.

2 See p. 70.

3 See Gitdbhd^a^ 2. 39.
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in the desire or will {samkalpa) with which the act is

performed

:

ekasmim eva karmani vartamdnah samkalpa-

mdtra-hhedena kecid aiyalpaphalahhdginai cyavana-

svabhdvdka bhavanti, kecandnavadhikdtisaydnanda-

paramapurusa-prdptirupa-phalabhdgino punarnvartih-

asca bhavanti . . . darsapurnamdsddibhih karma-

bhih indrddin yajdmaha iti indradiyajanasamkalpa

ye, ta indrddin ydnti i . .
.
ye tu taireva yajnair

devapitrbhutasarirakam paramdtmdnam bhagavantam

vasudevam yajdmaha iti mdm yajante, te madydjino

mdmevaydnti i

^

Abiding in the very same karman, by the mere

difference of will, some merit very insignificant

fruit and by nature fall back to rebirth; some
merit fruit of the form of obtaining the Supreme
Person who is unlimited, pre-eminent bliss and
do not return; . . . Those whose will is worship

ofIndra and the hke, thinking, ‘ Let us worship

Indra and the like with karmas hke the darsa-

purnamdsa’,^ go to Indra and the like; (those

who worship the pitr-s go to them; etc.) but

those who worship Me thinking, ‘ Let us

worship with these sacrifices only the Lord
Vasudeva, the Supreme Soul, whose body are

the deva-s, pitr-s and bhuta-s \ they, worshipping
Me, go to Me only,

^ GMbhasya, 9, 24-5.

® A rite performed on the days ofthe new and of the full moon.
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Some say that every action, once performed, must

hear its fruit
;
that each of the karmas prescribed by the

scriptures has an appropriate fruit; that fruit inevitably

follows act and that, therefore, one desirous of release

should not perform action at all. This is not the case

—the result of any act depends on the purpose to which

it is applied, not on the action itself, based on the

Mimamsaka ‘ principle of the variety of application
’

{viniyogaprthaktva-nyaya) ; and scripture states that such

acts may be applied to the end of gaining release:^

Brahmana-s desire to know Him by means of

study of the Veda-s, by sacrifice, charity, pen-

ance, and by fasting.^

And, more important, this is based on the fact that it is

the Lord who gives the fruit, not some unexplainable

principle inlrerent in the act itself.^ Thus, the mumuksu

should perform all prescribed karmas without desire for

their limited fruits and with the sole desire for release

:

nityesu naimittikesu karmasu pradhdna-phaldny

avdntaraphaldni ca yarn smyamdndni tdni sarvdni

parityajya moksaika-phalatayd sarvdni karmdni eka-

sdstrdrthatay&nnstheydni l

*

Having given up all the primary and secondary

fruits which are stated in scripture for daily

and occasional karmas, in accordance with the

^ Gltdbhasya, 18. 11-12.

^ Brhadaranyaka Upamyad) 4. 4. 22— See Part I, Chapter IV.

^ See Part T, Chapter IV.

* Gitabhdsya, 2. 41.
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one purpose of scripture, all karmas are to be

performed with release as the sole fruit.

Rather than complete renunciation (samnydsa) of action

(the traditional view—Kapila’s Sariikhya is singled

out)’^, which is contrary to divine will and which is

impossible anyway if one is to support the physical

body which is the instrument of release, ^ one should

cultivate mental renunciation. Having ceased to desire

the fruit of any action, one has in effect ceased to act

in as much as the act is not binding:

sa evambhutah karma kurvann api andtmany dtmd-

hhimdnena na lipyate—na sarnbadhyate I ato Pirendt-

mdnarn prdpnoti i

He who is thus, even performing karman, is not

polluted by the mistaken notion of dtman in

what is not dtman\ he is not bound; therefore,

before long, he obtains the dtman.

Renunciation of fruit implies renunciation of

the action and one’s agency in action as well:

tydgah kriyamdnesveva vaidikesu karmasu phala-

visayatayd, karmavisayafayd, kartrtva-visayatayd

ca purvameva hi mayd trividhah sarnprakirtitah—
karmajanyam svargddikarn phalarn mama na sydditi

phala-tydgahi madiyaphala-sddhanatayd madiyamidani

karmeti karmani mamatdydh paritydgah karmavisayas

^ibid., 18.3.
* ibid., 3. 8. See discussion of this below.
® ibid., 5. 7.
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tyagah\ sarvehare kartrtvdmsamdhdnenatmanah

kartrtd-tydgaJ} kartrtva-visayastydgah ii^

Renunciation, even in the performance of Vedic

karmas, is, as before, described by Me to be

threefold : with reference to fruit, with reference

to action, and with reference to doership

—

• Renunciation of fruit is thinking, ‘ Let not the

fruit which arises from karman—heavenly abode

and the like—be mine ’
;

renunciation with

reference to karman is renunciation of ‘ my-ness
’

in karman, the thought that, ‘ This karman

belongs to me by being the means to the fruit

which is mine ’
;

renunciation with reference

to doership is renunciation of the notion of

oneself being an agent (in an act) by reflection

on the Lord of all as being the agent.

That which distinguishes Karmayoga from plain karman

is its knowledge-aspect {jndndkdra)

.

Mental renuncia-

tion of fruit, agency and the act itself is based on knowl-

edge of the true nature of the individual dtman. This

renunciation is developed in two stages:

(1) He who knows that the dtman is essentially

distinct from prakrti reflects that the dtmarCs agency in

action is not peculiar to its own essential nature, but

rather arises due to its conjunction with prakrti. Acting

without personal interest in action he will not be

deceived into identifying dtman with prakrti'.

^ Gitdbhasya, 18 . 4 .
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ThuSj he who knows the truth about the self

should bear in mind, that is, constantly remember
that the ear and other organs of sense, the organ

of speech and other organs of action and the

vital breaths operate of themselves in relation

to their own objects. He should think, ‘ I do

nothing The meaning is that he should

think, ‘ To me who am solely of the nature of

knowledge, this kind of agency which has been

brought about by association with the senses

and the vital breaths as a result of karman,

has not arisen on account of my essential nature

. . . While the prakrti remains in the form of the

senses, since the senses are particular modifi-

cations of the prakrti, whoever . . . makes over

(all) work to the Brahman (or the prakrti),

gives up attachment and engages himself in

(varied) activities, thinking, “ I do nothing at

all ”—such a person, even though he remains
in contact with the prakrti, is not stained by the

sin which is the cause of bondage and which is

of the form of considering the prakrti (or the

body) as the self’^

(2) Such reflection gives way to an even more
mature understanding of karman—^knowing that the
individual soul and prakrti constitute the body of the
Supreme Soul and are thereby activated by that Soul,
one reflects that the agency in action and even the act

^ Gitabhasya, 5. 8-10—Sampatkumara-n
, The GttabhSfya,

pp. 147-8.
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itself belong to the Supreme.’- Tht dtman is sesa to the

Lord, ensouled by Him and ruled by Him—^in every

act the Lord Himself is the agent. Further, the Lord

as the soul of prakrti is the Soul of every action
—

‘ All

karman consists of Brahman by the fact of its dtman

being Brahman Inyajna the Lord is the sacrificer,

that which is sacrificed, and the object of sacrifice

because he is the dtman of individual souls, of prakrti

and of the deva-s^ to whom sacrifice is offered, Rama-
nuja does not hesitate to say that the Lord in fact

oJft'ers worship to Himself, the individual dtman being

merely an instrument.* But such a statement must be

tempered by his denial of complete determination as

discussed above.®

Thus, the performance of karman becomes a

recognition of the dtman'

s

im-hood, its dependence

upon the Lord. Every act is an offering to the Lord

—

an act of worship:

yad dehaydtrdsesabhutam laukikarn karma karosi,

yacca deha-dhdrandydsndsi, yacca vaidikarn homa-

ddna-tapah-prabhrti nitya-naimittikarn karma karosi,

tatsarvarn niadarpanarn kurusva l ... sarvasya

laukikasya vaidikasya ca karmanah kartrtvarn

bhoktrtvam drddhyatvarn ca yathd mayi samarpitam

I Gitabhasya, 4. 23; 3. 30-2; 18. 12.

^ ibid., 4. 24—sarvam karma brahmatmakataya brahmamayam.

® The hea-venly beings such as Indra and Agni, to whom
Vedic sacrifice is oflTered.

^ Gitabhasya, 3. 30.

® See Part I, Ghap.ter I.
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bhavati tatha hum i etaduktam bhavati—-ydgaddm-

disu aradhyataya pratlyamdndndm devadlnam karma-

kartur bhoktuh tava ca madlyatayd matsamkalpayatta-

svarupa-sthiti-pravrttitayd ca mayyeva parama-

hsini parama-kartari tvdm ca kartdram bhoktdram

dradhakam drddhyam ca devatdjdtam, drddhanam ca

kriydjdtam, sarvam samarpaya\ tava manniydmyatd-

purvaka-macchesataikarasatdm drddhyddescaitat-sva-

bhdva-garbhatdm atyarthapritiyukto ’nusanidhatsveti ll^

Whatever worldly karman necessary for support

of the body you do, and whatever you eat in

order to support the body, and whatever Vedic

karman, daily and occasional, you do such as

homa, dana and tapas—^perform all this as an offer-

ing to Me. Perform as if the doer, the enjoyer

and the obj'ect of worship are offered up to Me.
This is what is stated—since in ydga-s, ddna-s

and the like, the deva-s, etc. who are recognized

as the object of worship and you who are the

doer and enjoyer of the act, belong to Me and
their origin, maintenance and essential nature

depend upon My will, oflfer up everything

—

yourself, the doer, enjoyer, and worshipper

—

the object of worship, the host of deva-s—^the

worship, the host of religious acts—to Me alone,

the Supreme Sesin, the Supreme Actor; let your
reflection, united with intense love, take rise

from your having the one essence of being sesa

^ Gitdbhasya^ 9 . 27 .
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to Me based on rulership by Me, and from the

object of worship and the like having the same

nature.

Karmayoga purifies the manas in two ways: as

worship, it pleases the Lord to the end that He wipes

away or destroys the impurities—^the impressions

{vasanas) left upon the manas by past karma; and, as

a mental renunciation of all cormection of the dtman

with acts, all ‘ selfishness ’ {ahamkdra) in action, it

turns the manas away from sense-objects and the conse-

quent misconception of dtman which leads to further

bondage. This is the meaning of the Upanisadic

‘ childlikeness ’ {bdlya)'^ for Ramanuja.

While the immediate goal of Karmayoga is to

purify the manas in preparation for a vision of the

individual soul, its orientation is away from the soul

and towards the Supreme Person. Bondage being

what it is, the Supreme Person only can clear away

the obstacles or mental impurities which obstruct a

vision of the individual dtman within. Further, the

final goal of the continuity ofdiscipline ofwhich Karma-

yoga is a part is not simply vision of the individual

soul, but devotion to the Supreme Person.

The purpose of Karmayoga is to prepare the mental

faculties for the yoga of meditation (Dhyanayoga)

.

Following his initial description of Karmayoga (in his

Gitdbhdsya), Ramanuja discusses yet another yoga

—

not Dhyanayoga, but Jnanayoga. While he discusses

1 See Part II, Ghaptei I, p. 49.
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Juanayoga as an alternative to or as a supplement to

Karmayoga in preparing the mental faculties for

Dhyanayoga, and while, in the last analysis, he does

not recommed it to the mumuksu, what he says about

this yoga bears directly and very significantly on our

central concern, namely, Ramanuja’s attitude toward

and/or use of Patanjali’s Yoga.

Whereas Karmayoga is a ‘ discipline of action,’

Jnanayoga is an actionless, entirely mental or meditative

discipline. It is based on the traditional idea ofsamnydsa

i.e. complete renunciation of the activity of the outer

senses, and its primary aim is to focus the manas ex-

clusively on the individual dtman. Jnanayoga has

four stages of maturity:

1) retiring from the world of activity, taking up
a seat and withdrawing the senses from contact with
sense objects, focusing the manas on the dtman-^

2) cultivating indifference to that which pleases

and that which does not please

3) becoming a muni^ i.e. becoming one who
practises reflection, on the dtman, unagitated by feelings

of love, fear, or anger;*

4) and finally, focusing the manas exclusively on
the dtman, having completely abandoned desire for

anything else;

manasd dtmaikdvalambanena tu^tas tena tosena tad-

vyatiriktdn sarvdn manogatdn kdmdn yadd prakarsena

^ Gitabhasya, 2. 58. Mbid., 2.57., » ibid., 2. 56.
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jahdti, taddyam sthita-prajna ityucyate', jnananisthd-

kdstheyam ii^

When one is satisfied with the manas being

occupied solely with atman and, on account of

that satisfaction, he abandons completely all

the rest, namely all the mind—desires, then he

is called sthitaprajna (he whose mind is firm or

fixed)
;

this is the highest stage of jndnanistha

(
=jnanayoga )

.

This is as much of the nature of Jnanayoga as

Ramanuja describes. His comments on it are some-

what confusing to the reader, but this seems to be due

more to the fact that he is commenting on the text of

the Bhagavadgitd than to any indecision on his own part.

At the outset of his discussion of Jnanayoga,

Ramanuja states that Karmayoga gives way to Jnana-

yoga and Jnanayoga in turn leads to the yoga which

has the form of seeing the individual atman, i.e. Dhyana-

yoga:

sdstra-janydtmajndna-purvaka-karmayogah, sthita-pra-

jfiatakhya-jndnanistham dpddcyati; jndnanisthd-

rupd sthita-prajnatd tu yogdkhpam dtmdvalokanam

sddhayati

Karmayoga preceded by knowledge of the atman

derived fi”om the scriptures brings one to firm

adherence to knowledge [jndnanisthd or Jnana-

yoga) which is called sthitaprajnatd; and

Gitabhd^ya, 2. 55. 2 ibid., 2. 53.
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sthitaprajnatd which has the form of jnananisthd

effects the seeing of the dtman called Yoga.

Directly following this discussion he seems to indicate

that the mumuksu is to be a Karmayogiu and a Jnana-

yogin at one and the same time.^ Accordingly, an

obj'ection is raised—^if Karmayoga involves the per-

formance of action and Jnanayoga, the cessation of

action, then the two cannot be engaged in simul-

taneously.^ To this Ramanuj'a says
—‘You misunder-

stood me; these are two different, alternative, paths;

some are qualified for one, some for the other!’® But,

then he says that one should not practise Jnanayoga

without having first disciplined oneself in Karmayoga;
for, ifhe does so, he will not only fail to reach his goal,

but he will fall to permanent ruin.* Further, he says that

total renunciation of action is, in fact, impossible—one

must perform karman not only preparatory to Jnana-
yoga, but also in support of, along with, Jnanayoga.®

Then follows® a long discussion of the fact that by the

practice of Karmayoga alone one can prepare the

mental faculties for Dhyanayoga—^that one need not

undertake Jnanayoga at all; indeed, that one should

not practise Jnanayoga because of certain dangers

inherent in this yoga. And, finally, he states that for

the dtman conjoined with a body, Karmayoga is its only

dharma or means; Jnanayoga is the dharma of the

^ Gitabkasya^ 2. 72,

^ibid., 3. 1.

® ibid., 3. 3.

^ ibid., 3. 4-6,

^ ibid,, 3. 8.

6 ibid., 3. 8f.
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unembodied dtman}—only released souls can renounce

all karman}

We cannot say that Ramanuja completely rules

out the practice of Jhanayoga. Later comments in

his Gltabhdsja indicate that it is at least a theoretical

possibility. For instance:

kecit nispannayogdh dtmani—sarire avasthitam

dtmdnam dtmand—manasd dhydnena—yogenapasyanti \

anye ca anispanna-yogdh, samkhyenayogena—-jndna-

yogena, yogayogyam manali krtvd dtmdnam pasyanti I

apare—-jndnayogdnadhikdrinah, tadadhikdrinaka suka~

ropdyd-saktdh, vyapadesydsca, karmayogendntargata-

jndnena manaso yogayogyatdm dpddydtmdnam

pasyanti ll^

Those accomplished in Yoga, by dhydna or Yoga,

see the steady dtman in the body with the manas]

others who are not accomplished in Yoga, having

niade the manas fit for Yoga by Jnanayoga, see

the dtman], still others, those unquahfied for

Jnanayoga, those who are quahfied for ‘that

but prefer the easier means, and those men of

note, having trained the manas for fitness for

Yoga by Karmayoga which includes knowledge,

see the dtman.

However, we can say that he does not integrate Jnana-

yoga into his Means to Release. In his summary

statements of the Means at the end of the Gltdbhdsya

^ Giidbhasja, 3. 35. 2 ibid., 3.17. 3 ibid., 13.24.
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he does not include Jnanayoga. There is no reference

to Jnanayoga in his Sribhd^a, and the one reference to

it in his Veddrthasamgraha is, as we have noted, in a

quotation from Yamuna.^ To summarize Ramanuja’s

Means to Release as Karmayoga-Jhanayoga-Bhakti-

yoga, as most writers on Ramanuja do, is misleading,

if not incorrect.

But we are not so much concerned with the fact

that Ramanuja does not recommend Jnanayoga to

the mumuksu as we are with the reason (s) why he does

not recommend it. The effectiveness of Jnanayoga

is based on the complete -control of the senses. How-
ever, Ramanuja says, it is very difficult to control the

senses. Even when the senses are turned away from

sense-objects, a craving remains—^this craving or passion

for sense-objects does not cease except when one gains

a vision of the atman [dtmadarhna)

,

and one cannot gain

a vision of the atman unless this passion has been

conquered. Thus, it is exceedingly difficult (indeed, it

would seem, impossible) to control the senses by
Jnanayoga:

dtma-darsanena vind visayardgo na nivartate,

anivrtte visayardge vipascito yatamanasydpi purusa-

syendriydni pramdthlni balavanti manah prasahya

haranti i evam indriyajaya dtma-darhnddhinah, dtma-

dadanam indriyajayddhinam iti jndnanisthd

dmprdpd ll
^

^ See Part II, Chapter I, p. 53.

® GitShhdsya, 2. 60.
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Without atmadarsana, the passion for sense-

objects does not cease; when the desire for the

objects has not ceased, the impetuous, powerful

senses violently carry away the manas of the man
of discernment even while (he is) striving.

Thus, the conquest of the senses depends upon

atmadarsana, atmadarsana depends on the conquest

of the senses

—

h.&ict, jnananisthd is hard to attain.

The only means by which to surmount this apparently

insurmountable difficulty is to focus the manas on the

Supreme Person who is the perfect object [subhdsrayd]

:

asya sarvasya parijihirsayd visaydnurdga-yuktatayd

durjaydmndriydni sarnyamya cetasap subhdsrayabhute

mayi mano'vasthdpya samdhita dsita I manasi

madvisaye sati nirdagdhdma-kalmasatayd nirmali-

krtarn visaydnurdga-rahitarn mana indriydni

svavasdni karoti \ tato vasyendriyarn mana dtma-

darsandya prabhavati l yathoktam
—

^yathdgnir uddha-

taiikhah kaksam dahati sdnilah I tathd cittasthito visnur

yogindrn sarvakilbisam ’
1 1

^ iti i

^

Restraining the senses which are difficult to

conquer by reason of their being filled with

attachment for sense-objects, let him sit concen-

trated, having placed the manas in Me (Kxsna,

the Supreme Person) who is the perfect object

of the cetas (thought) ;
when the manas has Me

as its object, the manas, purified by the burning

^ Vi^tiupurana, 6. 7. 74. ^ Gitdbhasya^ 2. 61.
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up of all impurities, free from passion for sense-

objects, brings the senses under its own control;

then the manas, the senses under control, be-

comes competent for atmadariana', thus it is

stated : ‘ Just as the blazing fire, fanned by the

wind, burns up dry wood, so Visipu fixed in

the manas of the yogin (burns up) all sin

If one does not fix the manas on the Supreme Person j

if he attempts to control the senses ‘ by might of self-

effort ’, he not only fails to attain his goal, but binds

himself more firmly to the very sense-objects, attach-

ment to which he is attempting to renounce:

evam mayy anivesya manah svayatna-gauravenendriya-

jaye pravrtto vinasto bhavati. . . anirasta-visay-

dnurdgasya hi mayy anivesita-manasa indriydni

samyamydvasthitasyapy anddipdpavdsanayd visaya-

dhydnam avarjamyam sydt l

^

Without having placed the manas in Me thus,

he who attempts to conquer the senses by might

of self-effort, he is ruined. . . . for he whose
passion for sense objects has not gone away,

whose manas is not entered into Me, even though

he attempts restraining the senses, will not, due
to the after-effects of beginningless sips, be able

to abandon meditation on sense-objects.

Gentinued attachment to sense-objects leads to anger,

anger to perplexity, perplexity to the loss of memory,

^ Visnupurdnay 6 . 7 . 74 .

^ Giidbhd^ya^ 2 . 62-3 .
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loss of memory to the destruction of the buddhi, etc.,

to decay in samsara.^

Control of the senses not only requires that the

mumuksu focus his manas on the Supreme Person in

meditation; it requires also that he practise Karmayoga

as propaedeutic to such meditation. He who attempts

to control the senses simply by renouncing aU action

is destroyed by his practice of Jnanayoga. If the after-

effects of past deeds are not first removed by the grace

of the Supreme Person (forthcoming to him who is

engaged in Karmayoga), Jnanayoga leads to the

mumuksu^

s

downfall:

na iastriydndrn karmandm andrambhadeva puruso

naiskarmyam—-jmnanisthdrn prapnoti i na carabdhasya

sdstrlyasya iydgdt l
yato^'nabhisarnhita-phalasya para-

ma-purusdradhana-vesasya dearmanah siddhih sydt;

atas tena vind tdm na prapnoti

Not by merely not starting actions which are

prescribed in scripture, nor by abandoning

those already begun, does a man obtain action-

lessness, i.e. jndnanisthdi since this (^jndnanistha)

is the result of karman performed as worship

of the Supreme Person without attachment to

the fruit; without this {karman) he does not

obtain this {jndnanisthd).

avinasta-pdpatayd ajitdntahkaranah dtmajndndya

prravrtto visaya-pravanatayd dtmani vimukhikptamandh

’ GJtabhasya, 2. 62-3.

“ ibid., i 4.
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visayaneva smaran ya dste, anyathd samkalpya

anyathd caratUi sa mithydcdra ucyate dtmajnand-

yodyukto vipanto vinasto bhavatity arthali 1 1

^

He who sits pondering only sense-objects, his

manas being absent from the dtman by being

inclined toward the objects of sense, who strives

for knowledge of the dtman, his inner organ not

conquered since his sins are not destroyed

—

having intended one thing, he does another

—

he is called a hypocrite; striving for knowledge

of the dtman, doing just the opposite, he is

destroyed.

That which contaminates or binds the soul is not action;

rather it is the desire from which action stems. Even if

it were possible to renounce all action, one would not

thereby rid oneself of desire. This is the root-difficulty

for him who attempts Jnanayoga

:

Even the man who has the knowledge that the

sdstra-s teach that the nature of the self, which

is distinct from the prakrti, is endowed with such

qualities (as have already been mentioned)

and that it, indeed, has to be always meditated

upon—even such a person acts only with respect

to material objects in conformity with his own
nature, that is with the old subtle iihpressions

(accompanying his soul from birth to birth).

... An unavoidable attachment has beerr

established for the organs. . . towards their

^ Gitdbhdsya^ 3 . 6 .
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objects. . . in the form of a desire to enjoy these

objects. . . And when their enjoyment is

obstructed, an unavoidable aversion is established.

Thus these two bring under their control the

man who strives towards Jnanayoga and who has

subdued all his senses (forcibly and for the time

being) and violently direct him towards their

own activities. And then this person, losing

interest in the experience of the self, becomes

completely lost. Let not one, by undertaking

Jnanayoga, come under the power of attachment

and aversion, and perish .... Therefore, Karma-

yoga, which, on account of its being easy to do,

constitutes one’s own duty, and which, though

defective, is free from the liability to interrup-

tion, is better than Jnanayoga, which, though

carried out in all its details, that is, practised

for a short time, constitutes another’s duty on

account of its being difficult to do for one having

contact with the prakrti and is liable to inter-

ruption. For a person who remains an Karma-

yoga, which has become his duty on account

of its fitness to be practised by him, even

death without success in one birth is to be

preferred.^

Furthermore, if one renounces all action, he will not

even be able to sustain the body; for the body of the

mumuksu must be sustained only by pure food, and pure

1 Gitabha^ya, 3 . 33-5 ;
Sampatkmnaran, pp. 103-5 .
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food results only from the performance of prescribed

karman-s:

yadi sarvam karma parityajya kevalam jndna-

nisthdydm adhikarosi, tarhy akarmamste jnana-

nisfhasya jmnanisthopakdrini sariraydtrdpi na

setsyati l yavatsddhana-samdpti sarira-dhdranarn cd-

vaiyarn kdryam l ... mahdyajnadikavi krtvd tac-

chistdsanenaiva sarira-dhdranarn kdryam I

^

If, having abandoned all karman, you engage

in the jhdnanistha alone, then you will not even

be able to maintain the body which is of service

in jhdnanisthd', maintenance of the body has

necessarily to be done until the means is

concluded; having performed the Mahayajna-s,

etc. . . . support of the body is to be made by

partaking of the food which remains from these.

He who aspires to release must in every way rely

upon the Supreme Person—'he must purify his manas

preparatory to meditation by the performance of

scripturally prescribed acts as worship of the Supreme

Person; he must focus the manas on the Supreme

Person in meditation itself; and he must continue to

perform acts of worship in support of this meditation.

The yogin who relies entirely upon his ovm strength

cannot gain a vision of the dtman within:

matprapatti-purvakarn karmayogddisu yatamdnds

fair nirmalantapkararid yogino yogdkhyena caksusd

^ Gitabhasya, 3 . 8 .
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atmani—iarlre ^vasthitamapi sarirdd viviktam svena

rupen&vasthitam enam pasyanti
\

yatamdnd apy

akrtdtmdnah—matprapatti-virahinah tata evasamskrta-

manasaii tata evdcetasah—dtmdvalokana-samartha-

cetorahitdh—nainam pasyanti 1 1
^

Yogin-s, striving in Karmayoga, etc. preceded

by resort to Me, with the inner organ purified by

these, see him who, though dwelling in the

dtman, i.e. in the body, is dwelling in his own

form, separate from -the body, with the eye

called Yoga. Even though striving, those whose

dtman is unperfected, i.e. those who are without

resort to Me, those whose manas is not purified,

those who are fools—^they are without the manas

fit for seeing the dtman\ they do not see him.

The strictures that Ramanuja applies to Jnanayoga

apply also to Patanjali’s Yoga. In spite of the Ihara-

element in Patanjali’s system, his Yoga is basically a

way of conquering the senses by self-effort, based on

the traditional idea of samnydsa. And, indeed, we shall

see that Ramanuja qualifies his Patanjalian type of

Yoga precisely along the lines of his strictures against

Jnanayoga.

In view of the dangers involved in Jnanayoga,

Ramanuja concludes that Karmayoga alone should be

performed preparatory to Dhyanayoga. Due to its

‘ knowledge-aspect ’, Karmayoga by itself is capable

of preparing the mental faculties for meditation, and.

^ Gitabhasya, 15 . 11 .
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it is easier to perform and without danger, because

action is natural to the embodied soul:

yato jmna-nisthasyapi dhriyamana-sarirasya ydvat-

sddhanasamdpti mahdyajmdi niiya-naimittikam

karmdvasyam kartavyam\ yatasca karmayoge-

’pydtmano ^kartrtva-bhdvanaydtmaydthdtmydnusam-

dhdnam antarbhutdm], yataka prakrtisamsrstasya

karmayogaJi susako'pramddaka', ato jndnanisthd-

yogyasydpi jmmyogdt karmayogo jydydn \tasmdt tvam

karmayogameva kurvity abhiprdyah \ l

^

Since, even by the one devoted to knowledge

who has to maintain his body, daily and occa-

sional karmas hke the Mahayajna-s are neces-

sarily to be performed until the conclusion of

the means; and since, even in the Karmayoga,

contemplation of the true nature of the dtman

is included due to the conception of the dtman

as non-doer; and since Karmayoga, by the

fact of conjtinction with prakrti, is easy and with-

out danger—^therefore, Karmayoga is superior

to Jnanayoga even for one who is .qualified for

firm adherence to knowledge {jndnanisthd)

.

The
sense (of the passage) is : therefore, perform only

Karmayoga.

As stated, it is not action itself which contaminates

and binds
;
rather, it is desire—selfish interest in action.

Renouncing the desire for fruits, renouncing one’s

^ Gitdbkdsya^ 3 . 3 .
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agency in action, renouncing all selfish interest in the

act itself—offering act, agency and fruit up to the

Supreme Person—^while yet acting, the senses are sub-

dued, knowledge becomes firm and the manas is purified.

The mams which is filled with desire for fruit, etc.

is agitated by the activity of the senses; but the manas

which is without desire is undisturbed though the senses

continue to function normally—the senses are as sub-

dued while acting as if they had been completely

withdrawn, and the mams, engaged in that which is

n9.tural and familiar, is easily brought to focus on the

atman within:

karmaphalam—svargadikam andsritah kdryam—karmd-

nu^thdnam eva kdryam, sarvdtmandsmatsuhrd-

bhuta-paramapurusdradhana-rupataya karmaiva mama

prayojanarn na tatsddhyam kimciditi yah karma

karoti, sa sarnnydsi ca, jndnayoga-nisthasca', yogi

ca, karmayoganisthaka; dtmdvalokam-rupayogasddha-

na-bhutobhayanistha ityarthak; na niragnir nacdkriyah

—na Goditayajnddi-karmasv apravrttah; na ca

kevalajndna-ni^thah; tasya hi jndna-nisthaiva,

karmayoga-nisthasya tubhayam astity abhiprdyah 1 1

^

Not interested in the fruit of karman, svarga

and the like, he who performs karman thinking,

‘The performance of karman has to be done;

karman, indeed, by its having the form of

worship of the Supreme Person who is our

friend completely (wholeheartedly), is my

^ Gitabhofjya, 6 . 1 .

7
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purpose—^not anything which is to be obtained

by it ’
;
he who performs karman thus, he is

both a samnyasin, i.e. one devoted to Jnanayoga,

and a yogin, i.e. one devoted to Karmayoga;

he is attached to both as the means to Yoga

which has the form of seeing the atnian', not he

who tends no fires and does no acts, i.e. he who

does not engage himself in karman such asyajna

which is prescribed; not he who is devoted to

knowledge alone; for, jndnanisthd alone is his,

but both belong to him who is devoted to

Karmayoga. This is the sense (of the text).

yam sarnnydsa iti, jnanayoga iti dtmaydthdtmya-

jndnamiti prdhuli tarn karmayogarneva viddhi

:

tadupapddayati—na hy asamnyasta-samkalpo yogi

bhavati kaJcaneth dtmaydthdtmydnusarndhdnena an-

dtmani prakrtdvdtma-sarnkalpaJi sarnnyastah yena

sa samnyasta-sarnkalpah d

What is called sarnnydsa, i.e. Jnanayoga, knowl-

edge of the true nature of the dtman, know
that only as Karmayoga; this is established by,

' For not without renouncing desire does any-

one become a yogin ’
;
he by whom the seeing of

the dtman in what is not dtman, i.e. prakrti, is

renounced by reflection on the true nature of

the dtman, he is one whose desire is renounced.

Ramanuja’s ethic is one of engagement rather

than physical withdrawal—^he says that one should

1 ibid., 6. 2.
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txot renounce activity—one need not and, indeed,

one cannot. The mumuksu should continue to engage

in those pursuits which contribute to the maintenance

of the body and of society, but with mental renunciation.

It is not the body or sense-objects which bind the

atman\ rather, it is selfish attachment to body and sense-

objects. What is necessary is to r^ounce attachment

to the physical world, not the physical world itself.

A point which Ramanuja makes in another context,^

but which must be assumed to be implicit in his thinking

with respect to karman and renunciation, is that the

physical world is a manifestation of the Supreme

Person—^real, not illusory—and that souls are bound to

physical bodies in order that they may perform the

needful with a view to release. The physical body and

the things of the material world are given by the Lord

as instruments by which the soul may worship Him

and thereby obtain release. It is in and through the

world that the dtman comes to obtain divine grace

toward release. In accordance with this view, Rama-

nuja affirms that one may pursue and attain to release

in any one of the four states of being or stages of Ufe

(
dramas)—one need not undertake samnydsa.^ Pursuing

release as a householder is easy and without the dangers

involved in an attempt to renounce all activity; it is the

natural state of an embodied soul and, for Ranianuja,

it is the preferred state. •

1 See Part I, Ghaptei IV.

2 Snbhdsya, 3 . 4 . 17-20 .



CHAPTER IV

BHAKTIYOGA

A. Dhyanayoga

‘ One for whom the darkness concealing the

innermost self has been destroyed by the grace

of the supremely compassionate Supreme

Person. . . ,,

The goal of the first phase of Bhaktiyoga is a

vision of one’s own self—the individual dtman:

uktah karmayvgah saparikarah', iddnirp. jndnayoga-

karmayoga-sddhydtmdvalokana-rupayogdbhydsa-vidhiru-

cyate P

Karmayoga with its attending factors has been

expounded; now the manner of the practice

of the Yoga, which has the form of seeing the

dtman which is eflFected by Jnanayoga and

Karmayoga, is stated.

As we have seen, according to Ramanuja, scripture

states that a vision ofthe individual dtman is propaedeutic

to the higher meditation {paravidyd)—meditation on

the Supreme Person.

Dhyanayoga is a yoga of ‘ ceasing the action of

all the senses ’. Ramanuja does not reject yoga which

^ GUdbhdsya^ 6. L
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is based on control of the senses; on the contrary, he

prescribes it. The practice of such a yoga is absolutely

necessary to the attainment of release. What he finds

unacceptable—^not simply because it is ineffective but

because it is detrimental to one’s spiritual progress

—

is any attempt to control the senses for meditation by

self-mastery, completely aside from recognition of and

reliance upon the Supreme Person.

phalddisv asaktabuddhih, jitamandh paramapurusa-

kartrtvdniisamdhanendtmakartrtve vigata-sprhali, evam

. . . karma kurvan paramdm naukarniyasiddhim

adhigacchati—paramdrn dhydna-nisthdrn jndnayoga-

sydpiphalabhutdm adhigacchatityarthah i vaksyamdva--

dhydnayogdvdpiim sarvendriya-karmoparatirupdm adhi-

gacchati id

The buddhi unattached to fruit, etc., the manas

conquered, desire in agency of self gone by re-

flecting on the agency of the Supreme Person

—

performing karman thus, he acquires the supreme

perfection of actionlessness, i.e. he acquires

that supreme devotion to dhydna which is also

the fruit ofJnanayoga, i.e. he gains Dhyanayoga

about to be described, which has the form of

ceasing the action of all senses.

When the Karmayogin has practised non-attachment to

the objects of sense [visaydnanusahga) to the extent that

the manas is no longer agitated by these objects®; when

^ Gitdbhasya, 1’8. 49.

* ibid., 6. 4-5,
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he becomes indifferent to cold and heat, pleasure and

pain, honour and disgrace, looking upon clods and gold

as of the same value, considering that he has nothing

to gain or lose from friend or foe^—^his manas firmly

fixed on dtman alone—^then he is fit for the practice

of Yoga. ^ At a fixed time each day, he should retire,

alone, to a clean, sequestered spot, prepare a proper

seat and assume an erect posture thereon. Fixing

the gaze on the tip of the nose and equalizing the

breaths,® he should check the activity of the senses and

the citta {yatacittendriyakriyah) by making the manas

one-pointed {yogaikdgram manah krtvd).^

bdhydn vi^aya-sparsdn bahili krtvd—bdhyendriya-vya-

pdram sarvam upasamkrtya yogayogydsane rjukdya

upavisya caksusi bhruvor antare—ndsdgre vinyasya

ndsdbhyantara-cdrinau prdndpdnau samau krtvd—ucch-

vdsa-nihsvdsau samagati krtvd dtmdvalokandd anyatra

pravrttyanarhendriya-manobuddhih. . . . i°

Having excluded the outward desires for objects,

i.e. having completely stopped the functioning

of the outward senses, sitting with the body

straight in a posture {dsana) proper to Yoga,

fixing the sight between the eyebrows, i.c.

fixing it on the tip of the nose, having equalized

the inhalatory and exhalatory breaths circulating

„ in the nose, the buddhi, manas and senses incapable

ibid., 6. 7-9. ® ibid., 6. 18.

® Inhalatory and exhalatory; thus, the plural is used.

* Gitabhasya, 6. 10-12. ® ibid., 5. 27-8,
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of functioning except toward the seeing of the

dtman. . .

The manas is to be made one-pointed (ekdgra) by focus-

sing or fijdng it on the Supreme Person and Him alone

:

mdmeva cintayann dsUa ii

evam mayi parasmin brahmani purupttame manasaJi

suhhdsraye sadd dtmdnam manoyunjan niyata-mdnasah

matsparsa-pavitnkrta-mdnasatayd niscala-mdnasah . . .

mayi samsthitdm sdntim adhigacchati id

Let him sit, thinking on Me alone.

Ever uniting the manas in. Me, the Supreme
Brahman, the highest Person, the perfect object

of the manas—the manas controlled, i.e. the

manas made steady by its being purified through

contact with Me, he goes to the peace which is

abiding in Me.

Concentration of the manas on the Supreme Person is

called dharand:

yogakhydm dhdrandm dsthitah—mayyeva niscaldm

sthitim dsthitah. . . d

Established in dhdrand called Yoga—^i.e. estab-

lished in motionless fixture on Me alone. . .

From the above we see that Dhyanayoga involves

proper seating {dsana), breath-control with-

drawal ofthe senses from the objects ofsense (pratydhdra),

and concentration of the manas on one object {dhdrand).

^ Gitabha^a, 6. 14, end; 6. 15,

*ibid., 18. 12-13.
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And wc see, that the aim of such practices is to stop oi

suppress the normal thought-processes—^normal con-

sciousness. Ramanuja says nothing more of seating,

breath-control and withdrawal of the senses than is

indicated above, except to emphasize that a sitting

position is absolutely necessary:

Meditation is to be carried on by the devotee

in a sitting posture, since in that posture' only

the needful concentration of mind [ekagracittata]

can be reached. Standing and walking demand

effort, and lying down is conducive to sleep.

The proper posture is sitting on some support,

so that no eflfort may be required for holding

the body up.^

Lacking further definition of these stages, we must

conclude that they are basically the same as those

prescribed by PatanjaU. It is dharana with which

Ramanuja is most concerned.

In dharana the manas is to be made one-pointed

—

it is to be completely withdrawn from normal functioning

—by focussing it exclusively on one object. And

Ramanuja stresses that this object is to be the Supreme

Person and Him only; He is the perfect object [subhd-

srayd)

.

Ramanuja’s major text in this matter is Visnu-

purdna, Book 6, chapter 7, which, in the course of

outlining an eight-member Yoga as the Means to

Release, discusses at length the fit or perfect object in

the stage of dharana. We have already noted the key

^ ^nbhasya, 4. 1, 7; Thibaut, p. 720.
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verse from this chapter of the PurSiia in. his comments
on Jnanayoga:

Just as the blazing fire, fanned by the wind,

burns up dry wood, so Visnu fixed in the manas

of the yogin (burns up) all sin.i

Ramanuja gives several reasons why the Supreme
Person only should be the object in dhdrand. If the

manas is to be purified, its object must itself be pure

and it must be capable of purifying. ^ Ramanuja dis-

cusses at length the section of chapter 7 of thfe Purapa
which deals with the object in dhdrand in his Srtbhdsya^

He says that the Puraj.;ia slates that Brahman only, by

being the essence of purity—^without any trace of

imperfection and possessed of all auspicious qualities*

—^is fit to be the object. That which is the effect of

Brahman—the material universe and individual souls

—^is impure due to its implication in samsdra and is

therefore unfit. Even the released soul is unfit to be

the object, since its purity is not essential to it—^it

being dependent upon that of the Supreme Soul. In

his comments on Kathfl Upanisad 1. 3. 3-14® Ramanuja
develops the point that the Supreme Person only is

capable of purifying the manas. Here he says that he

who desires to control the manas must first ‘ control
’

* Visxsupurana, 6. 7. 74.

^ ‘ hihha ’ has both the meaning ‘ fit ’ or ‘ pure ’ and
‘ capable ’j see Monier-Williams, Dictionary, op. cit., p. 1083.

M. 1. 1; Thibaut, p. 89f.

' heyapratyaiuka-kalyanagunagaf}atn.

® Sribkofya, 1 . 4. 6.
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{vastkr) i.e. get the help of, the Supreme Brahman

who is the Inner Ruler [antaryaniin) and Gonsenter

(.anumantr)

.

He says

:

The section (ofthe Upanisad) beginning, ‘ Know
the Self to be him who drives in the chariot

and ending, ‘ The wise say the path is hard

teaches the true mode of meditation, and how

the devotee reaches the highest abode of Visnu.’^

The individual soul is to be viewed as the master of a

chariot; the body, as the chariot; the buddhi, as the

charioteer
;
the mmas as the reins, etc. The Inner Ruler,

having become the obj'ect ofmeditation, enables the indi-

vidual soul to control the buddhi
;
the buddhi controls the

manas and the manas^ the body and outward senses

(the horses)

.

. . . the activities of all the beings enumerated

depend on the wishes of that highest Self. As

the universal inner Ruler that Self brings about

the meditation of the devotee also; for the

sutra (2. 3. 41).expressly declares that the activity

of the individual soul depends on the Supreme
Person. Being the means for brin^g about

the meditation and the goal of meditation,

that same Selfis the highest object to be attained.^

Thus, the Supreme Person is not only the appropriate

object, but is also the necessary object in that He alone

is "4n a' position to purify the manas.

^ Sribhasya, 1. 4. 6; Thibaut, p. 363.

^ ibid., 1.4.1; Thibaut, p. 356,
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• A further reason for taking the Supreme Person

as the object in dhdrand is stated in Chdndogya Upanisad

3: 14
—

‘ According to what his thought is in this world,

so will he be when he has departed this Hfe ’ 4 Rama-

nuja takes this to mean— ‘ As is his meditation, just so

does he obtain Thus, he who desires to obtain

Brahman must meditate only on Brahman. He who

meditates on sense-objects or mental concepts such as

manas, breath {prdna) or sound {sabda), as themselves

or even as symbols {pratika) of Brahman, cannot attain

Brahihan. This is both because such objects have no

power to take the meditator beyond themselves (only

divine power can purify the manas) and because the

final end to be gained is not Brahman as an abstract

principle, but Brahman as Supreme Person.® Every

stage in Yoga must serve the final end in view. We see

that the aim of the first four stages of Ramanuja’s

Yoga is basically the same as that of the first four stages

of Patanjali’s Yoga, namely, the suppression of normal

consciousness—the cessation of the functioning of the

manas with respect to, sense-objects. However, this

aim is to be accomplished, not with a view to eventually

suppressing all states of consciousness, but with a view

to meditation—^remembrance on the Supreme Person.

Granted that the’ immediate goal of Dhyanayoga is dtma-

darsana, this vision is only propaedeutic to remembrance.
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The mind {buddhi, citta and manas) is to be turned

away from sense-objects in order that it may be turned

toward the Supreme Person, not in order that its function

may be totally suppressed. Visnupurdna, 6. 7, as we
have it and evidently as Ramanuja had it, is the product

of several writers—^representatives of different schools

of thought.^ Herein, it is first staled that the object

in dhdrand is to be Visnu in all his splendour—Visnu

as the Supreme Person, and that such a being continues

to be the object in dhydna. Later, it is stated that

meditation on Visj^.u is to become more and more

abstract until the yogin is concentrated on a one-

limbed Vis:pu, and finally until a completely objectless

state is attained—a state of absolute oneness.'^ Rama-
nuja makes no direct comment on this Advaitic turn of

the Visnupurdna text, but that he is aware of it is shown
by the fact that in discussing the text he emphasizes

that the object of meditation and the final end to be

attained through meditation is only Brahman with

attributes (saguna)

:

paravidydsu sarvdsu sagunameva brahmopdsyarn phalarp.

caikarupameva. . .

^ See Van Buitenen, ‘The Subha^raya Prakarana (Fisiiiu-

purdna, 6. 7) and the Meaning of Bhavana The Adyar Library

Bulletin (Madras: Adyar Library and Research Centre, May
1955), XIX. 1-2, p. 3f.

* I rely on: Vishnupuranatn, ed. by Manmatha Nath Dutt
(Calcutta: H.C. Dass, 1896); and The Vi^u PurSna, ti. with
notes by H. H. Wilson (London: Trubner & Co., 1870), Vol. 5,

^ Sribhdsya, 1. 1. 1; text, p. 83.
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That which is to be meditated upon in all of the

higher meditatioirs is only Brahman possessed

of attributes, and the same is the fruit in all the

meditations.

So far, it has been shown that through the dhdrand-

stage Ramanuja’s Yoga is basically the same as

Patanjali’s, with the important exception that, in order

to make the manas one-pointed, the Supreme Person

only is to be its object. It has also been shown that one

reason why the Supreme Person is to be the object

in dhdrand is that, in what follows dhdrand, Ramanuja’s

Yoga radically differs from Patanjali’s.

When the manas has been purified and controlled

by its ‘ contact ’ with the Supreme Person, it perceives

the atman as it is in itself The dtman shines before the

manas in the light of knowledge:

nivdtasthatayd niscala-saprabha-dipavan nivrtta-saka-

letara-manovrttitayd nikalo jndnaprabha dtmd

tisthati I

^ -

By the fact of the activity of the manas having

altogether ceased, the dtman stands motionless

in the light of knowledge like a lamp shining

without flicker by the fact of standing in a wind-

less place.

Ramanuja states only that the dtman is perceived

by the manas:

yoge dtmand—manasa dtmdnam posyan. .

^ GUabhasya, 6. 19. ** ibid., 6. 20.
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In Yoga, he sees the atman with the atman, i.e.

with the manas.

But it would seem that we must understand that the

atman perceives itself through the instrumentality of the

manas

\

that the state of atmadariana is one of self-con-

sciousness. We have seen that the atman mistakes itself

for what is not itself due to the fact that the manas

is contaminated by the after-effects of past karma and

that it is agitated by sense-objects—the atman’

s

capacity

to know is limited through the instrumentality of the

manas} Therefore, we must infer that, when the

impurities of the manas have been removed and it is

calmed (by means ofKarm'ayoga and Dhyanayoga), the

atman sees itself in the light of its own unlimited knowl-

edge. The atman is the knower [jndtr), not the manas}

However this may be, the important point to

note about dtmadarsana is that the atman is perceived

not only as distinct from prakrti, but also as iesa to the

Supreme Person. The atman is seen as ensouled by
and ruled by the Highest Brahman

:

evambhuto dhydnayogam kurvan brahmabhuydya

kalpate—brahmabhdvdya kalpq.te, sarvabandha-vinir-

mukto yathdvasthitam dtmdnam anubhavati ii

brahmabhutah—dvirbhutdparicchinna - jndnaikdkdra -

macchesataika-svabhdvdtma-svarupah, itas tvanydm

prakrtim viddhi mepardm iti hi svaJesatoktd, prasanndt-
• md—klesa-karmddibhir akalusasvarupo madvyatiriktam

^ See Part II, chapter II.

® See Part I, chapter I.
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na kamcana bkuta-vihsam prati socati^ na kimcana

kdnksati^ apitu madvyatiriktesu sarvesu hhutesu

anddaranlyatayam same nikhilam vastujdtam trna-

van-manyamano madbhaktim labhate pardm—mayi

sarvesvare nikhilajagad-udaya-vibhava-layalile . . .

atyartha-priyanubhavarupdm bhaktim labhate ii
^

Performing Dhyanayoga in
,
this way, he is fit

to become Brahman, i.e. he is fit for the state

ofBrahman; freed from all bonds, he experiences

the dtman as it is in itself. Having become

Brahman, i.e. the essential nature of the dtman

as having the one essential characteristic of

being hsa to Me and being of the sole form of

unlimited knowledge that had been manifested

—^for the being a sesa was stated in, ‘ But

know My other nature, higher than that. .
.’

—

the dtman serene, i.e. the essential nature un-

sullied by acts of pain, etc., he has no grief

toward any being other than Me; nor does he

long for anything. Alike toward all beings

in his indifference, except towards Me, not

caring a straw for any being or thing, he attains

the hx^&: bhakti to Me, i.e. he obtains bhakti

which has the form of experience of intense

love toward Me, the Lord of all, whose sport

is of the form of the origin, manifestation

and destruction of the entire universe. . .

' Git&bhd^ya, 18. 53 end; 18. 54.
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The fact that the individual dtman is sesa co the

Supreme Atman informs Ramanuja’s entire Means to

Release. We have seen that knowing this fact is die

basis for Karmaycga. Now we see diat the realiza-

tion of this fact is the link between dharand and dhydna

in Yoga. A vision of the individual dtman as ksa

gives rise to higher devotion {parabhakti) toward the

Supreme Person (the ' lower ’ devotion being that ex-

pressed in Karmayoga and Dhyanayoga) and such

devotion gives rise to meditation on this Person.

Ramanuja distinguishes four stages of maturity

in the vision of the dtman: (1) after having seen the

dtman as distinct from prakrti, one sees that all indi-

vidual souls have the same essential nature as one’s

own, i. e. that individual souls are all alike when viewed

distinct from prakrti\ he sees that to know one dtman

is to know all dtman. This understanding is called

' sarvdtra samadarsana\ ‘seeing sameness everywhere’.^

(2) One who perceives this will further see the sameness

or equality [sdnyyam] of individual dtman and Supreme

Atman

:

tato 'pi vipdka-dasdpanno mama sddharmyam updgatah

. . . sarvasydtmavastuno vidhuta-punyapdpasya svaru-

pendvasthitasya matsdmyam pasyan . . . tasya

.svdtma-svarupam pasyato'ham tatsdmydn na pranasydmi

nddarsanam upaydmi, mamdpi mam pa^yato matsdm-

ydt svdtmdnam matsamam avalokayan sadd darianam

upaydmi li^

^ Gitabhdsya, 6. 29. 2 ibid., 6. 30.
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Then, having attained an even (greater) state

of maturity, having attained the sameness of
nature to Me. . . he sees the equality of all

fltoa-nature with Me when it is viewed in its

essential nature free from good and evil (karma)

;

... To him who sees the nature of his own
dtman, I am not lost, i.e. I do not disappear

from (his) sight; for My nature is the same as

his. And because he who sees Me is identical

with Me, he who looks upon his own self as

identical with Me, does not disappear from My
sight.

The yogin who sees the dtman inevitably sees the

Lord as well, and having seen Him, the Lord remains

ever before his vision. (3) Such a vision matures into

seeing the Lord as abiding everywhere at all times.

Whether one is in deep meditation or engaged in

activity, he sees nothing but the Lord where previously

he had perceived the differences of the material world. ^

(4) The most mature stage of the vision is attained when
one, knowing the sameness of all souls and their dis-

tinctness from prakrti, comes to complete indifference

to the joys and sorrows which afHict material bodies.^

The last two stages appear to be, in inverse order, the

practical apphcation of the first two. I do not see

that Ramanuja integrates these stages of maturity

with the rest of his Yoga. He does not associB.te

the fact that the yogin who sees his dtman also sees the

‘ Gitdbhasya, 6. 31. ® ibid., 6. 32.

8
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Supreme Atman with the fact that the yogin sees the

dtman as hsa
;
and he does not indicate what the func-

tion of these s'tages of vision is in his continuity of yogic

discipline.

Ramanuja gives every indication (and none to

the contrary) that atmadariana is the direct result of

dharana. I do not see why Ramanuja would differ

from Patanjali on this point. It is possible that dtma-

darsana should be considered comparable to Patan-

samddhi. To my knowledge,. Ramanuja makes

only one comment on samddhi and this purely inci-

dental to a discussion of whediei it is the dtman or

prakrti that is the agent in action

:

buddheh karMve moksa-sddhanabhuta-samddhdvapi

saiva kartri sydt \ sa ca samadhih prakrter anyo-

'smityevamrupah', na ca prakrter anyo ^smiti prakr-

tih samddhdtum alam I ato ’py dtmaiva kartd id

If the buddhi were the agent, it would be so

even in samddhi which is the means to release.

And that samddhi has the form, ‘ I am other than

prakrti ’
; and prakrti cannot form the conception,

‘I am othtx thdca. prakrti’. Therefore, only the

dtman is the agent.

This statement does support an understanding of

atmadariana as samddhi. However, if we conclude that

dtmadarsana is comparable to samddhi^ we must reconcile

this conclusion with the fact that the dhydna which

^ Sribha^a, 2 . 3 . 38 .
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follows atmadarsam in Ramanuja’s Yoga is identified

with Patanjali’s Yoga and therefore, would presumably

follow upon dharana; with the fact that Ramanuja says

nothing of a dhydna which would follow upon dharana

and precede dtmadarsana\ and with the fact that

Ramanuja allows for kaivalya (the goal of Patanjali’s

Yoga) but does not consider that dtmadarsana is this

kaivalya. If we conclude that dtmadarsana is samddhi,

then we must conclude that Ramanuja’s dhydna is a

meditation above and beyond the ordinary eight-stage

yoga. We shall raise the question again in our discus-

sion of kaivalya, but this is more intelligently discussed

after we have examined the higher meditation

{paravidyd)

.

B. Paravidyd

‘ That Supreme Person who is the Highest

Brahman is to be otbained only by devotion

which has the form of meditation which seeks

no other object, is incessant, extremely dear and

has reached a state of most vivid percepticgi . .

A vision of the individual dtman as distinct from

prakrti and as ^esa to the Supreme Person gives rise to

the higher devotion

:

yatamanaskah i tato 'nabhisamhita-phalena maddrd-

dhana-rupendnuusthitena karmand siddhendtma-

dhydnena nivrttdvidyddi-sarvatirodhdne macckesataika-

svarupe pratyagdtmani sdksdtkrte sati mayi pard

bhaktih svayam evotpadyate i P

' Gitdbhasya, 12 . 11 .
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With the manas controlled, when one has direct

vision of the individual atman the essential nature

of which is only as ksa to Me, all obstacles like

avidya having been removed by atoa-medita-

tion which is effected by karman performed

as worship of Me without attachment for the

fruit, the highefr devotion toward Me is pro-

duced just of itself (naturally).

And, the higher devotion gives rise to the high.(Sr

meditation, meditation on the Supreme Person. In

atmadanana the yogin realizes that he is essentially

dependent upon the Supreme Person, the Inner Ruler;

that this Person is worthy of devotion; indeed, that

this Person is the highest goal to be attained and the

only means by which to attain. Reahzing all this,

he can do no other than turn his manas entirely toward

this Supreme Person

:

vasudeva-sesataikaraso^ham tadayatta-svarupasthiti-

pravrttisca, sa cdsatnkhyeyaih kalydna-gunaganaih

^paratara iti jhdnavan bhutvd vasudeva eva mama
parama-prdpyam prdpakam ca anyadapi yanmanora-

thavarti sa eva mama tatsarvam iti mdm prapad-

yate—mdm npdste?-

Having become a man of knowledge thinking,

‘I am of the one essence of being a ksa to Vasu-

^
deva (the Supreme Person), and my actions,

maintenance and essential nature depend on

^ Gitabhasya, 7 . 19 .
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Hini He is most supreme by His countless
auspicious attributes ’

; then, he resorts to Me,
i.e. he meditates on Me, thinking, ‘Vasudeva
alone is my highest goal and means; whatso-
ever abides in the heart. He is all that to me

Meditation [dhyana, upasana) is to have the form of

remembrance {smrti)^ reflection on the qualities of

the Supreme Person, a continuous stream of thought
directed, toward the Lord; it is being ‘ Me-minded, My
hhakta' {manmand bhava mad-bhaktahY:

vedana-dkydnopasanadi-sabdavdcyarn darsana-samd-

ndkdram smrtisamtdnam atyarthapriyam iha manmand
bhaveti vidhiyate i®

Here, ‘Be Me-minded ’, denotes what is spoken

by words such as vedana, dhydna and upasana,

intense love, continuous remembrance which

has a form similar to direct vision.

manmand bhava—mayi sarveharePuare tiikhilakeya-

pratyamka-kalydnaikatdne sarvajhe satya-samkalpc

nikhila-jagadekakdrane parasmin brahman i purusot-

tame . . . tailadhdravad avicchedena nivistamand bhava

Let thy manas be ceaselessly fixed, like the con-

tinuous flow of oil, on Me, the Lord of the lord

of all, the sole abode of auspicious qualities,

completely without imperfections, all-knowirig,

^ Bhagavadgitd^ 18- 65.

^ Gitahhasya^ 18. 65.

ibid.
5
9.34.
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whose will is true, the sole cause of the entire

universcj the Supreme Brahman, the Supreme
- Person. ...
This meditation should be in accordance with one

of several such meditations {vidya-s) prescribed in the

Vedanta-texts. The most important of these are

the sadvidydy bhumavidya, daharavidyd, iipakosalavidyd,

smdilyavidyd^ vaisvdnaravidyd, dnandamayavidya, arid

aksaravidydd Each of these meditations describes

Brahman in a particular mode, i.e. emphasizing certain

of His attributes. For instance, in the daharavidyd

one is to meditate on Brahman as the small {dahara)

space or ether [dkdh) dwelling in the heart, possessing

such characteristics as containing within it all that is

in this world and all that is not, all desires, and being

free from evil {apahatapdpman),ir&c, from old age(»yaraA),

free from death [vimrtyuh), free from sorrow {vihkah),

free from hunger {vijighatsah), free from thirst {apipdsah),

and being one whose desire and will are ever. realized.^

All of these meditations have as their objects a Brahman
qualified by attributes {saguna Brahman)

:

paravidydsu sarvdsu sagunameva brahmopdsyam,

phalarn caikarupameva .. A

^ Snbkasya, 3. 3. 56; Ghandogya Upanisad, 6. 2. 1 fF, 7. 1 fF, 8. 1 fF,

4. 10; Brhaddranyaka Upanisad, 5. 4-5; Chandogyd Upanisad, 5. 11 ff;

Tnitiriya Upanisad, 2. 5 fF; Aduridaka Upanisad, 1, respectively.
® Ghandogya Upanisad, 8. 1. 2-3, 5

—

satyakamab, satya-samkalpab—
literally, 'whose desire is true’, 'whose will is true’; see Sribhasya,

1. 1. 12; 3. 3. 38; 3. 3. 42 ff; 4. 4. 5.

^Sribhasya, 1. 1. 1; text p, 83,
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That which is to be meditated on in all of the

paravidyd-s is only Brahman possessing qualities,

and the fruit is of that one form only.

Ramanuja interprets Chandogya Upanisad 6 . 2- 1,

the chieftext {mahavdkya) ofthe Advaitin, as a meditation

(the sadvidyd). Meditation on ‘that which is’ {sat)

suggests that the ‘object of meditation is without attri-

butes ’ {nirguna)

;

and, in fact, there is no enumeration

of attributes in this text as is the case in the daharavidyd.

Nevertheless, Ramanuja says attributes are to be as-

sumed on the basis of other texts—^for instance, in

6. 2. 3 of the same Upanisad, it is said that the entire

creation proceeds from Sat.

As has been explained by the competent early

dcdrya-s in their commentaries, the object of

worshipful meditation in the so-called sadvidyd

tat tvam asi is Brahman as qualified by qualities.

... all beautiful qualities are inherent in His

proper form, so that in the sadvidyd too He is

actually worshipped as being distinguished by

all the beautiful qualities inherent in His pro-

per form: therefore in the sadvidyd, too, the

end to be attained is the qualified Brahman. .

The devotee need practise only one of these medi-

tations—each is sufficient in itself to effect the desired

result and the practice of more than one will not effect

a better result. In the performance of karmas with a

view to obtaining wealth, progeny, a heavenly abode,

1 Van Buitenen, Vedarthasarrigraha, 88, p. 246.
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etc. the greater the abundance of acts perfoirned, the

greater the reward. But this is not so with regard to

meditation on Brahman. There are no degrees of

the attainment of Brahman.

sarvasdni hi brahma-vidjdnam anavadhikdtisayd-

nanda-brahmdnubhavah phalam avisistom sruyate. . .

sa . . . brahmdnubhavah ekayd vidyaydvdpyate cet him

anyayeti i

^

For of all these meditations on Brahman,

scriptoe states the non-difference of the fruit

which is the experience of Brahman as boundless,

absolute bliss. . . if the experience of Brahman
is obtained by one vidyd^ of what use are others ?

There is one significant qualification to this con-

clusion—there are certain qualities of Brahman without

which He is not properly understood—these must be

included in every meditation in addition to those

specified in the particular vidyd chosen.

Those other qualities which are ‘ equal to the

things’, i.e. which are attributes determining

the essential character of the thing, and there-

fore necessarily entering into the idea of the

thing, must be included in all meditations, no
less than the thing itself. ^

These qualities are satya (true \)tmg),jmna (knowledge),
dnanda (bliss), amalatva (purity), and anantatva (infinity).

^ Sribka0ia, 3. 3. 57.

^ ibid., 3. 3. 13; Thibaut, p. 638,
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... in order that a true notion may be formed
of Brahman as the object of meditation, such

qualities as true being, bliss, and so on, have
to be included in all meditations on Brahman.
Such additional qualities, on the other hand, as

e.g. compassion, which indeed cannot exist

apai’t from the subject to which they belong,

but are not necessary elements of the idea of

Brahman, are to be included in those meditations

only where they are sp^iall'y mentioned.^

Meditation in accordance with one ofthe vidyd-sis

to be repeated again and again, daily,until death .

^

The meaning, of Scripture is fulfilled, only by

repeated acts of knowledge ‘ on account of

teaching i.e. because the teaching of Scrip-

ture is conveyed by means of the term ‘ knowing
’

[vedana], which is synonymous with meditating

{dhydna, updsand). . . Now dhyai means to think

of something not in the way of mere represen-

tation (smrti), but in the way of continued

representation. And upas has the same meaning.®

Meditation on Brahman performed only once is of

no significance, for meditation does not itself result

in the attainment of Brahman. Its purpose is just to

be a means of expressing devotion toward the Supreme

Person and of generating ever more intense devotion.

> ibid.

2 ibid, 4. 1. 1; 4. 1. 12.

3 ibid,, 4. 1, 1; Thibaut, pp. 715-16.
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The vision which results therefrom is not an actual

vision of the Lord but an intense imagination of the

Lord like unto direct vision by its clearness. Devo-

tion leads to meditation and holding the Lord ever

before the manas in meditation iirtensifies devotion,

the mental vision of the Lord becoming ever more

vivid until the meditation itself is as dear to the devotee

as is the object of that meditation. In this sense we
may say that meditation is an end in itself as well as a

means—bhakti is a' kind of knowledge which not only

results in pleasure but is pleasure itself.^ The Bakti-

yogin’s absolute devotion pleases the Lord such that

the Lord leads him to Himself—indeed, He is compelled

to take him to Himself.

nityasah mam udyoga-prabhrti satatam—sarvakdlam

ananya-cetd yah smarati—atyartha-matpriyatvena

matsmrtyd vind dtmadhdranam alabhamdno nirati-

iaya-priydrn smrtim yah karoti\ tasya nityayuktasya—
nityayogam kdhksamdnasya yogino’ham sulabhah—
ahameva prdpyah, na madbhdva aiharyddikah,

suprdpasca—tadviyogam asahamdnd'hameva tarn vrne l

matprdptyamgunopdsana-vipdkam tadvirodhi-nira-

sanam atyartha-matpriyatvddikam cdhameva dadd-

mity arthah l

^

He who remembers constantly, ever since begin-

, ning efforts toward Me, with thoughts all the

time on no other object—^he who, being unable

^ Van Buitenen, Vedarthasarfigraha, op. cit., 141, p. 296,
* Gitabhasya, 8. 14,
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to support dtman except by remembrance of

Me with intense love toward Me, performs

remembrance whicli is extremely dear—for

this ever disciphned one, the yogin who desires

eternal union, I am easy to obtain in that I

alone am to be obtained, not a mode of Me like

aisvarya^ etc; and easy to obtain (in that) being

unable to bear separation from that one, I

Myself choose him; I Myself give the fruition

of the meditation adopted in order to obtain

Me, remove the obstacles to that (meditation)

and give the intense love for Me, etc. . .

When his prdrabdha karmarP is-exhausted the Bhaktiyogin

obtains the Lord Himself, enjoying Him directly. In

Yoga, he enjoys the Lord with the manas; in release

he will enjoy Him with the eyes:

svarupatah svabhdvatasca yo'ham, gunato vibhutitd'pi

ydvdrrihdham, tarn mdm evarnrupayd bhaktyd

tattvato ’’bhijdndtithdrn tattvatojndtvd tadanantardin—

tattvajndndnantararn tato bhaktito mdm visate—
pravisati \ tattvatah svarupa-svabhdvaguna-vibhuti-

darsanottarakdla-bhdvinyd anavadhikdtisaya-bhaktyd

mdm prdpnotlty arthah i

®

^ ‘ wealth ’—'One of the goals which may be obtained by

Bhaktiyoga.

® That karman which had already begun to have its effect

when the Lord was propitiated—once the Lord has willed the

reward or punishment for an act, this reward or punishment

must be experienced by the embodied soul.

* GUdbhasjfa, 18. 55,
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By bhakti of this kind he comes to know Me in

very truth, who I am in essential nature and

essential character, and what I am in manifested

attributes; knowing Me, in very truth, im-

mediately, i.e. immediately after knolwedge of

the truth, by this, i.e. by bhakti, he enters into

Me; he obtains Me by boundless and absolute

bhakti which at a future time becomes darsana

of My essential nature, essential character and

manifested attributes.

What is stated here fully supports the conclusions

which we have reached in earlier chapters. Ramanuj'a’s

Yoga, like Patanjali’s, aims at the suppression of normal

consciousness—the cessation of the functioning of the

mental faculties with regard to objects of sense; but it

does not aim at the suppression of all states of conscious-

ness—an objectless state in which the yogin ‘ experi-

ences ’ pure Being, whether it be dtman or the absolute

oneness ofBrahman. In Ramanuja’s Yoga, the mental

faculties continue to function and with intensity, not

toward sense-objects but toward the Supreme Person.

The dhydna or Yoga serves only as a technique by which

to generate devotion; it does not result in any kind of

direct experience—^rather, its result is entirely subjective.

As one might expect, Ramanuja says nothing of samddhi,

the eighth stage of Patanjali’s Yoga, at least with respect

to 4he result of dhydna. The Bhaktiyogin never goes

beyond dhydna. Another matter on which Ramanuj'a

has no comment is siddhi, the ' miraculous or magical

power ’ which is said to accrue to the yogin in the early
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Stages of samddhi} There is nothing ‘ magical ’ what-

soever about Ramanuja’s Yoga—^it is simply a technique

by which to discipline the mind in devotion. In fact,

there is very little of the ‘ mystical ’ in Ramanuja’s

Yoga. As stated, the darsana which follows from

dhydna is purely subjective
; Yoga does not give knowledge

of the Supreme Person, nor does it result directly in

‘ union ’ with the Divine.

Ramanuja’s central concern is to indicate the

means to the release which is the attainment of Brahman,

but he does allow for a kaivalya. There are in fact

three goals which may be attained through Bhaktiyoga

:

(1) aUvarya—^lordship or power, especially with reference

to material wealth {artha)\ (2) kaivalya—isolation or

detachment, the state of enjoying dtman alone as distinct

from prakrti\ (3) hhagavdn—the Lord, the Supreme

Person. We are not concerned here with him who seeks

aisvarya {aisvaryarthiri) since he does not aspire to release

and indeed, does not obtain release.^ He who seeks

kaivalya {kaivalydrthin) is:

jijndsuh—prakrti-viyuktdtma-svarUpdvdpticchuli,'^

He who desires the obtaining of the essential

nature of the dtman distinct from prakrti',

He who seeks to obtain the Lord is th.tjndnin, ‘ the wise

one’, ‘he who possesses loiowledge ’. The jndnin is:

^ Sec Eliade, Toga, op. cit,, p. 85f.

2 Gitabhasya, 8. 16.

3 ibid., 7. 16.
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bhagavacchesataika-rasdtma-svarupavit,prakrtiviyukta-

kevaldtmany aparyavasyan bhagavantam prepsuh

bhagavantam eva parama-prdpyam manvanah

He who, knowing the essential nature of the

dtman to consist of the one essence of being

sesa to the Lord, not stopping in dtman alone

distinct from prakrti, desires to obtain the Lord,

thinking that the Lord only is the supreme

object to be obtained.

These definitions of the kaivalydrtkin and jndnin

seem to indicate that he who seeks kaivalya stops with

the attainment of dtmadarsana, while he who seeks to

obtain the Lord goes on to the higher meditation

[paravidyd). If this is the case, the fact supports the

idea that dtmadariana is to be taken as comparable to

Patanjah’s samddhi. And, it perhaps indicates why
Ramanuja does not integrate his four stages of maturity

in dtmadarsana with the vision of the dtman as ksa.

However, as stated above, Ramanuja does not associate

kaivalya with dtmadarsana. He deals with kaivalya in

commenting on the second six chapters of the Bhagavad-

^td, which chapters he says deal with the higher medi-

tation of Bhaktiyoga. Following his definition of the

three kinds of seekers, he says, ‘ All these meditate

on Me only’ [sarva evaite mdmevopdsate) Upds is

used by Ramanuja only with reference to the higher

meditation. In Gitdbhdsya, 8. 8 he- states, 'The

^ Gitabkasjia, 7. 16.

* ibid., 7. 18.
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different modes of updsana for the three are now stated
’

{traydndm updsana-prakdrabhedam vaktum upakrornate). In

Gitdbhdsya 8. 1 1 he says, ‘ Now the mode of remembering
for one who seeks kaivalya is stated ’ {atha kaivalydrthindrn

smarana-prakdram aha) and in describing that mode of

remembering he says:

yogdkhydni dhdrandtn dsthitah . . . mam anusmaran. . .

matsamdndkdram apunardvrttim dtmdnarn prdpnoti d

Established in dhdrand called Yoga, remembering
Me, he obtains the dtman which has a form similar

to My own and does not return.

Here he explicitly states that he who seeks kaivalya

engages in the higher meditation and does so following

dhdrand. Thus, we must conclude that dtmadarsana

is not kaivalya; however, we cannot thereby come to

any firm conclusion as to dtmadarsaria and samddhi.

In any case, dtmadariana is a state quite different from

Patanjali’s samddhi, both by the fact that Ramanuja’s

view of the nature of the dtman differs from Patanjali’s

and by the fact that a vision of dtman distinct from

prakrti is not achieved beyond the functioning of the

mentaf faculties. In dtmadarsana the dtman is not only

conscious of itself but also of the Supreme Atman, and

it is conscious through the Instrumentahty of manas.

That Ramanuja affirms that the seeker of kaivalya as

well as he who seeks to obtain the Supreme Person mr^st

engage in the higher medication on the Supreme

1 ibid., 8. 12-13.
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Person is only to be expected. He states again and

again, and in various ways, that attaining any, goal

is due only to devotion—propitiation of the Supreme

Person; it is not the direct result of Yoga.

Unlike the aisvarydrthin, he who seeks kaivalya

gets release:

ya evam aksaram upasate te ’pi mam prapnuvanty eva—
matsamdndkdram asamsarinam dtmdnam prapnuvanty

evety arthah I

^

Those who meditate , on the aksara^ thus, they

also obtain only Me—^i.e. they obtain the

dtman as having a form similar to Mine, free

from samsdra.

That the kaivalydrthih gets release, i.e. obtains Brahman,

is based on the fact that he has Brahman as his object,

both in dhdrand and in dhydna:

dtma-ydthdtmyavidah paramapurusa-nisthasya ca . . .

sa endn brahma gamayatili . . . brahmaprdpti-vacandd

acid-viyuktam dtmavastu brahmdtmakatayd brahma-

sesataika-rasamity anusamdheyarn, tatkratu-nydydcca^ i

The passage, ‘ He conducts these to Brahman ’,

since it means Brahman is obtained, applies to

both the knower of the real nature of the dtman

and the one devoted to the Supreme Person,

^ Gttabhasya, 12. 3-5.

^ literally, ‘ unmanifest ’—defined here as dtman distinct from
pTokrti.

® GitSbhdsya, 8. 22.
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since atoa-nature as separate from pvakrti is to

be reflected upon as, in essence, dependent
upon Brahman since it has Brahman as its

atman\ and according to (the principle of)

tat-kratu-nyaya. ’

On this point the Veddntasdra is most clear and concise

:

ubhaye 'pihiparipurnam brahmopdsatemukha-bhedena—
svdtma-sarnakam brahma kecana brahmdtmakam svdt-

mdnam itara iti i

^

For both meditate on the complete Brahman by
diflFerent facets—the one on Brahman whose body
is his own dtman, the other on his own dtman

ensouled by Brahman.

Although the kaivalydrthin gets release and, in the

sense noted, obtains Brahman, ih&jhdnin is a far superior

yogin. Fie is more disciplined than all yogin-s, compar-

ing to the aisvarydrthin and kaivalydrthin as Mount Meru
to a grain of mustard seed.^

matpriyatvdtirekendnanya-dhdrana-svabhdvatayd mad-

gatendntardtmand—manasd, sraddhdvdn—atyartha-

matpriyatvena ksanamdtra-vislesdsahatayd matprdpti-

pravrttau tvardvdn yo mdm bhajate . . . senate updsta

.
^ The principle is that the like effort begets a like result.

As applied here, it means that, since both the kaivalyarthin and the

jndnin meditate on Brahman, both obtain Brahman.

® Veddntasdra ofBhagavad Ramanuja, ed. by Pandit V. Krishna-

macharya, tr, by M, B. Narasimha Ayyangar, the Adyar Library

Series 83, 4. 3. 14.

® Gitdbhdsya, 6. 47.

a
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ityarthah l sa me yuktatamo matak , sa sarvebhyalji

hesthatamah \
^

. . . with the dtman i.e. the manas gone to Me by

the fact that his essential character is like no

other due to his overflowing love for Me—with

faith, i.e. with haste determined to obtain Me
due to being unable to bear separation even for

an instant in his intense love for Me—he who

worships Me, i.e. serves Me, meditates on Me,

he is considered by Me to be the most disciplined

—^he is the best above all others.

His bhakti is exclusive, one-pointed and constant

—

‘ The Yoga to Me of others lasts only until their desires

are obtained’;^ for them Brahman is only a means.^

The aiharydrthin and the kaivalydrthin are dear to the

Supreme by the fact that He is dear to them, but the

jndnin is dear beyond all measure since his devotion is

supreme.

sarva evaite mdmevopdsata ity uddrdh—vaddnyah \

ye matto yatkimcidapi grhnmii, te hi mama
sarvasva-ddyinah i jhdni tvdtmaiva me matam—
taddyatta-dhdrano'hamiti manye i kasmddevam

yasmddayam mayd vindtmadhdraadsambhdvanayd

mdmevdnuttamarn prdpyamdsthitaJj,', atastena vind

mamdpy dtmadhdranam na sambhavati i tato mamdtmd

hi sah 11^

m
' '

^ Gitdhhdsya^ 6. 47.

^ ibid. 7. 17: itarayostu ydvatsvdbhila^itaprdpti maya yogaly
^ ibid., 7. 17.

^ ibid., 7. 18; see also 12. 20.
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All these meditate on Me only—thus they are

noble i.e. generous; when they accept any

little gift from Me, they are very generous to

Me
;

but the jnanin I consider to be My very

self, i.e. I hold that I am dependent upon him;

how can this be?—since, lacking in support of

atman without Me, he is fixed on Me only as his

highest goal; without him I Myself lack support

of atman—^for, by this he is My atman.

Since Brahman is a superior object to atman and since

He is more favourable toward those who seek only to

obtain Him, the way of the jnanin is quick and easy,

w'hile the toil of the kaivalydrthin is great.^

anantaram atmaprapti-sadhanabhutad atmopdsandt

bhaktirupasya bhagavad-upasanasya svasddhyanis-

pddane highrydt susukhopddanatvdcca sraisthyam . . .

bhagavad-updsanasya prdpya-bhutopdsya-sraisthydt

sraisthyam . .

The superiority of meditation on Bhagavan

which has the form of bhakti to meditation on the

atman which is the means to obtain the atman

immediately, with respect to accomplishing one’s

goal, since it is quicker and it is easier to perform

... (is now stated) the superiority of the me(^-,

tation on Bhagavan is due to the superiority of

the object of meditation which is to be obtained.

Hbid., 12. 2, 6-7, 12. 3-5.

® ibid., 12, Introduction.
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Ram^auja does not explicitly make the point, but

implicit in his statements is the fact that, due to the

superiority of his object, the jmnin’s attainment is also

superior, i,e. more blissful. The kaivalyarthin enjoys

dtman as ensouled by the Supreme, but iJixtjndnin enjoys

the Supreme Himself.

While Ramanuja allows for kaivalya, his discussion

of the matter is very brief; and one suspects that he

admits kaivalya not simply because scriptue says that

one who obtains- the dtman distinct from prakrti gets

release, but also because of the prestige of a Yoga, the

goal of which is kaivalya. Even at that, he admits it

only on his own terms—^his view of kaivalya radically

differs from that of Patanjali. Kaivalya is to be obtained

only by the grace of the Supreme Person and only

when the Supreme Person is pleased by the kaivalyarthin'

s

devotion to Him

—

kaivalya is not the direct result ofYoga.

Nor does it result in Yoga

—

kaivalya is enjoyed only

after the death of the body. The only result in Yoga
is devotion^ whether one practises Yoga with a view

to enjoying his own self or with a view to enjoying the

Supreme Person. Further, kaivalya is a state of isola-

tion only in the sense that it is an experience of

dtman as distinct from (isolated from) prakrti. It is not

otj^ctless state—die dtman in kaivalya is a knower,

conscious of itself and conscious of the Supreme Person

who ensouls it.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

I BEGIN the conclusion as I began the first chapter,

emphasizing the fact that Ramanuja defines the Means

to Release and the nature and function of Patanjalian-

type Yoga within this Means strictly in terms of d'og-

matic theology, and dogmatic theology based only on

scripture, as interpreted by him. The fact bears

emphais because

:

(1) Ramanuja so rigorously applies dogma in

defining practice and makes a point of the fact that

he is doing so-

(2) in a system of doctrine and practice which

includes a Patahjalian-type Yoga, it is possible that

doctrine will be defined on the basis of practice, namely,

yogic experience, rather than practice (Yoga) on the

basis of doctrine; and

(3) defining practice strictly in accordance with

dogma is the means by which Ramanuja finds it pos-

sible to rely on a Patanjalian-type Yoga and yet avoid

what he considers to be its pitfaUs.

Ramanuja affirms that dogma defines practice in

three ways which bear on om’ concern:

(1) He affirms that scripture is the source of

knowledge of Brahman and yo^c perception is not.

In fact, he affirms that yogic perception is not at all

a source of knowledge; rather, it is simply a vivid
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imagination of an object due to intense concentration

upon that object.

(2) He affirms that gaining right knowledge of

the natue of the real—right theological orientation

—

from scripture is fundamental to the pursuit of release.

(3) He rejects the Yoga School’s view ofthe nature

of the soul and of the Lord {lhara). This is the one

and only direct comment which Ramanuja makes on

the Yoga School; yet it is sufficient to indicate that

Ramanuja will structure Patanjalian-type Yoga strictly

in terms of his theistic doctrine; for he says, ' The nature

of the meditation in which the Yoga consists is deter-

mined by the nature of the object of meffitation. .

Defining religious practice in terms of dogmatic

theology means that, in the final analysis, the Means

to Release as well as the end to be obtained in release

is Brahman, the Supreme Person. Brahman manifests

the material universe and individual souls out of Him-

self, preserves and withdraws the same, and stands to

them as Soul, Inner Ruler, Sesin. It is by His will

that souls are bound in samsdra and so by His will that

they are released. But Brahman is neither capricious

nor completely determinative—He releases only those

souls who are exclusively and constantly devoted to

>^Himself and that some souls are devoted and some are

not is determined solely by their own, will. Therefore,

Ramanuja speaks of human devotion as well as divine

grace as the Means to Release. The nature of the

Means to Release is determined primarily on the basis

ofthe doctrine that the individual soul and the Supreme
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Person are related as sesa and Se^n. By the fact that

this is the relationship between the soul and the Supreme
Person, devotion is the means to release—devotion is

the Supreme Person’s demand and it is the individual

soul’s natural response; a vision of one’s own self gives

rise to devotion to the Supreme Self; objectification of

the Supreme Person in dharand leads to the control of

the mental faculties; and, performance of Vedic karmas

•
purifies the manas of the after-effects of past deeds.

That which gives rise to the highest devotion is

Yoga. Scripture states that the knowledge ofBrahman
which results in the attainment of Brahman (which is

release) has the form of meditation, and meditation

{dhydna) is the meditation of a Patanjalian-type Yoga.

Thus, Ramanuja prescribes Yoga and, in fact, makes it

the disciplinal core of the Means to Release. However,

this is not ' Patanjalian ’ Yoga as Patanjali defines it.

Patanjali’s Yoga must be defined and purposed in

terms of Ramanuja’s theistic doctrine. Its goal, context

and mentality, and technique must be determined in

accordance with the object of meditation—^the end

to be obtained.

The Goal

The goal of Yoga is not self-realization, not an

experience of absolute oneness or pure being, nor even

direct perception; rather, the goal is devotion. Thg'e-

fore, yogic meditation [dhydna) has the form ofremem-

brance, and remembrance results in vivid imagination,

not actual vision. Actual vision is not required.
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One may also argue the other way around; he could

first define yogic meditation as remembrance, then

conclude that because it is remembrance it results in

vivid imagination only, remembrance being incapable

of giving actual vision, and then affirm that devotion

and not self-realization, etc. is its goal. But, Rama-

nuja does not do this—he holds that Yoga is to be defined

in terms of dogma: because the individual soul and the

Supreme Person have such and such a nature, devotion

is the goal; and because devotion is the goal, the nature

of Yoga is such and such. The goal being devotion,

Ramanuja says nothing of the attainment of miracu-

lous powers (siddhi) by means of Yoga; and he says

nothing of samadhi. These elements have no place in

a Yoga, the goal of which is to generate devotion.

Context and Mentality

The context and mentality ofYoga is one ofreliance

on the Supreme Person—one of worship. That which

prepares the mental faculties for Yoga and continues

from day to day . along with Yoga are acts of worship

toward the Supreme Person. Yoga is not to be prac-

tised in an ascetic, world-renouncing context. Re-

nouncing physical activity not only does not contribute

zo the welfare, of the soul, but may be utterly detri-

mental. The physical body and material objects are

givpn by the Supreme Person as instruments by. which

the soul may attain to release. The nature of bondage

is embodiedness in order that- the soul may, by means

of a body, come to worship the Supreme Person. <
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The mentality of Yoga-practice is reliance on the

Supreme Person. The only object to be taken in

dharand and in dhydna is the Supreme Person. He only

is capable of controlling or purifying the manas which

in turn controls the senses. Patanjali admits Isvara,

but this Isvara is not the Supreme Person, the Inner

Ruler, Sesih. The mentality of Yoga is not one of

self-mastery. The senses and the mental faculties can-

not be controlled by self-effort—one who attempts such

is- doomed to failure and may severely limit his capacity

to pursue release. A certain amount of physical

renunciation is necessary in the practice of Yoga but

this proceeds only as far as discipline of the mental

functions, not to the complete renunciation of these

functions.

The context within which and the mentality with

which Yoga is to be performed points the yogin away

from self and toward the Supreme Person. The

essence of Karraayoga is the renunciation of all selfish

attachment to the fruit of action, one’s agency in action

and the action itself—the offering of all up to the

Supreme Person. In Yoga a vision of the self is

necessary, but only as propaedeutic to meditation on

the Supreme Person. Further, one does not get this

vision by focusing on the self, but by focusing on the

Supreme Person. The context and mentality of Yoga

must, subserve one end only—devotion to the Supreme

Person. When one daily enters into Yoga, his mental

‘ set ’ is one of worship; Yoga generates devotion, and

from Yoga he returns to worship. The daily activity
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of the mumukm alternates between woi'ship with the

outer organs and worship with the iuner organs.

Ramanuja concedes that one may practise Yoga
with a kaivalya-mentdlity, but he keeps this kind of

self-seeking strictly within the bounds of his theology

and considers that one who seeks the Supreme Person

only is vastly superior to one who seeks kaivalya. One
who seeks the self only cannot reach his goal except

by devotion to the Supreme Person; and when he

obtains his goal, he obtains it only in relation to the

Supreme Person. RSmanuja gives no consideration

whatsoever to a kaivalya of utter aloneness—the attain-

ment of such a state is not withn the realm of desire

or possibility.

Technique

The purpose of the Yogic disciplines is citta-

vrttinirodha only with respect to the functioning of the

mental faculties toward the objects of sense—only with
respect to normal consciousness. The manas, citta and
buddhi must be disciplined to serve the end of devotion,

but they cannot serve this end if their function is

completely suppressed.- To the highest stage of Yoga
the manas continues to function as the instrument by
which thought is directed toward the Supreme Person.

The kind of moral and physical discipline required
by, Ramanuja under the heading of ‘ qualities of soul

’

[atma-guna) is basically the same as that encompassed
by Patanj all’s yama and niyama. Wherein Ramanuja
significantly differs from Patanjali with respect to
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this kind of discipline is in affirming that the attempt

to develop such ‘ qualities ’ is to be supplemented by the

performance of karman as worship of the Supreme
Person. Such disciplines are to be brought to perfec-

tion with the aid of divine grace—^not by self-mastery.

Their perfection does not require an atmosphere of

action-renunciation—it does not require that one

take up the life of a samnydsin. In fact, they are per-

fected quickly and easily in the householder-state

wherein a multitude of acts are performed, when such

acts are performed as worship.

Ramanuja prescribes dsana, prdndydma and pratyd-

hdra without explicit or implicit alteration or criticism.

From this, we must conclude that he accepts them

basically as defined by Patanjali.

The specific purpose of dharand in Ramanuja’s

Yoga is to bring the manas to one-pointedness in order

to entirely suppress the activity of the buddhi, citta, and

manas with respect to objects of sense. This being the

case, it is basically the same kind of discipline as Patan-

jali’s dharand. The key difference between the two

lies in the fact that in Ramanuja’s dharand the object to

be taken in order to make the manas one-pointed is the

Supreme Person and He only, while in Patanjali’s

dharand the object may be simply a sense-object or a

concept. Ramanuja requires this, not only because

he considers that the manas, etc. can be brought under

control only by divine power, but also because he desires

to insure that the yogin’s orientation is always toward

an object which is personal and one which possesses
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such qualities as will give rise to devotion. In Patafi-

jali’s Yoga, the use of a concept or sense-object is meant

to make for abstraction and is used only as a means-

Ramanuja’s prescription of the Supreme Person as the

object in dhdrand is meant to make for a personal rela-

tionship with the object and, while at this stage of

Yoga the object is used as a means, it is used as a means

because at a later stage it becomes the final end.

Ramanuja explicitly points out that meditation on

sense-objects or concepts is not conducive to the attain-

ment of the desired goal—it does not conduce to devo-

tion- to a Supreme Person. In fact, he says concentra-

tion on sense-objects only gives rise to greater attach-

ment to these objects, and thereby hinders one from

controlling the mental faculties.

Though we cannot come to a firm conclusion in

the matter, it appears that Ramanuja holds that a

vision of the dtman is the immediate, result of dhdrand.

If this is the case, Ramanuja’s psychology evidently

allows that one can have a direct vision of the self

without passing into deep trance olr entasis. That

atmadarsana results from dhdrand is an aspect of Yoga
entirely peculiar to Ramanuja’s Yoga, but this may
be easily accounted for by reason of Ramanuja’s
unique view of the nature of the self

The salient features of Ramanuja’s dhydna have

been adequately noted. In dhydnd the mental facul-

ties are focused exclusively on the Supreme Person

—

not with a view to making the object more and more
abstract until an objectless state is attained, but with
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a view to generating devotion towards the Supreme

Person. Dhydna is simply remembrance and its result

is an entirely subjective vision. Ramanuja simply

omits samddhi—dhydna goes on and on resulting only

in ever greater devotion, ever more vivid imagination.

Ramanuja considers the practice of Yoga as essen-

tial to the attainment of release; nevertheless, Yoga is

only a ‘sesa\ something to be used in order to gain an

end entirely outside the grasp of yogic discipline. He

draws significantly on Patanjali’s Yoga but takes, as it

is, only what is useful and discards or radically rede-

fines the rest; further, he is most cautious about those

aspects of yogic discipline which he accepts as they

are defined by Patanjali.

He considers that the primary pitfall in Yoga is

at the very beginning where one is attempting to con-

trol the inner and outer organs. He guards against

this pitfall primarily by prescribing Karmayoga and by

the taking of the Supreme Person only as the object

of dhdraad. There is no chance of going astray beyond

dhdrand—when one has seen the dtmdn as sesa, he inevi-

tably proceeds to meditation on the Sesin.
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NON-MEDITATIVE FORMS OF BHAKTI

Ramanuja makes a brief mention of several modes

of bhakti other than the meditative mode which we

have described. Generally speaking, these are the

more ‘ popular ’ expressions of bhakti which developed

in the Hindu tradition. Those which he most fre-

quently enumerates are stuti^ namaskrti, yatana, kirtana,

arcana scad, pranama?- Stuti is ‘praise’. Mamaskrti and

prandma signify ‘ obeisance the former in the sense of

bowing down; the latter in the complete prostration.

Tatana is ‘ striving ’’ or ‘making an effort’. Kirtana

denotes ‘ reciting the Name of the Lord ’ and is used by

Ramanuja in the sense of ndmasarnkirtana— ‘ reciting the

names’ (of Visn.u, i.e. Brahman). With the exceptiori

of stiiti, these elements are elaborated in Gitdbhdsya, 9. 14;

atyartha-matpriyatvena matkirtana-yatana-namaskdrair

vind ksandnumdtre’py dtmadkdranam alabhatndndh

mad-gunavisesa-vdclni manndmdni smrtvd pulakdhcita-

sarvdhgdh harsagadgada-kanthdh ndrdyana-krsna-vdsu-

devety evamddini satatam kirtayantah tathaiva

yatantah—matkarmasv arcanddikem tadupakdrak&u

1 Van Buitenen, Vedarthasarngraha, op. cit., 91, p. 248; Gita-

bhasya, 9. 14, 34; 11. 55; 12. 10.
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bhavana-nandma-vanakaranddikesu ca drdhasam-

kalpd yatamdndli, bhakti-bhdrdvanamita-manobuddhy-

abhimdna-padadvaya-karadvaya-sirobhir astdngair

acintitapdmsu-kardama-sarkarddike dhardtale danda-

vat pranipatantah, satatam rndm nityayuktdli—
nityayogam kdnksamdnd dtmdnlam madddsya-

vyavasdyina updsate 1

1

With supreme love for Me, they a:re unable to

support the dtman for even a momenc without

singing My praises, striving and bowing before

Me; remembering My names which speak of

My distinguished attributes, their whole body

quivers and the hair bristles, their voices speaking

with joy, ever reciting, Naraya^a, Krsna,

Vasudeva, etc.
;
likewise, they strive—and striving

with steady purpose in karman and worship

Me, aids to which are the laying out of gardens

and the construction of buildings; throwing

themselves down on the ground like a stick

regardless of pebbles, mud, dust, with the eight

members of the body—the head, two hands,

two feet, self-regard, mind and intellect, falUng

prostrate in excess bhakti-, ever constantly dis-

ciplined toward Me, desiring eternal union,

the end of the dtman, they meditate as diligent

o servants to Me.

Arcana is ‘ worship ’—Ramanuja employs the term

specifically with reference to worship performed before

an image. Worship of the image in the temple is
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spoken of in Gitdbhdsya, 12. 10, to be noted below. In

Gitdbhdsya^ 9. 34, Ramanuja speaks of worship of the

image in one’s home:

madydji—anavadhikdtisaya - priyamadanubhavakdrita-

madyajanaparo bhava i yajanam ndma paripurna-

sesa-vrttih l aupacdrika-sdrnsparnkdbhyavahdrikddi-sa-

kala-bhogapraddnarupo hi ydgah i yathd madanu-

bhavajanita - niravadhikatisayapriti-kdrita-madyajam-

paro bhavasi:

madydji—be intent on worshipping Me as a

result of the experience of Me, in boundless,

absolute love; being a complete sesa is called

yajana, for ydga-s are of the form of rendering

all kinds ofservices (enjoyments) like the external

(waving lighted camphor, fanning, etc.), the

actual (garlanding, smearing sandal paste, etc.)

and, the offering of the eatable (milk, fruit, etc.)

;

just so, you should be intent on worshipping Me
as a result of the boundless absolute love which

arises from the experience of Me.

Ramanuja is clear that such non-meditative ex-

pressions of bhakti are not substitutes for yogic medita-

tion as the means of obtaining the Supreme Brahman

stating again and again that Brahman is obtained only

by bhakti which has the form of meditation which has

matured to the most vivid perception.^ But, he is not

’Van Buitenen, Veddrthasamgraha, op. cit., 91, p. 248:

vihdatama-pratyaksatdpmmmdhyanarupa-bhaktyekalabhyali-.

10
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clear as to what significance they do have for one desirous

of release. With one exception, {Gitdbhasya, 12. 10)

he elaborates on them entirely within his comments

to Chapter 9 of the Bhagavadgitd. Here, he discusses

them together with steady remembrance under the

heading, ‘ the essential nature of bhakti ’ {bhakti-

svarupam)?- In Gitabhasya, 12. 10, he assigns them a

lesser role

:

athaivamvidha-smrtyabhyase'‘py asamartMsi, mat-

karma-paramo bhava—madiyani karmcmy dlayanir-

mdnodydnakarana-pradipdropana-mdrjandbhyuksanopa-

lepana -puspaharana-pujdpravartana-ndmasarnkirtana-

pradaksina-stutinamaskdrddini, etdny . atyartha-priyat-

vendcara, atyartha-priyatvena madartham karmdni

kurvannapi acirdd abhydsayogapurvikdm mayi

sthirdm cittastkitim labdhvd matprdptirupdrn

siddhim avdpsyasi 1 1

If you have no ability for practice of remem-
brance like this, be intent on karman for Me

—

karmas belonging to Me such as construction of

temples, creation of gardens, lighting up lamps,

sweeping, sprinkling water and otherwise

beautifying, gathering flowers and worshipping
Me therewith, repeating (My) names, cir-

cumambulating, praising, bowing, etc.

—

„ perform these with intense love
\ even performing

karmas with intense love for My sake, having

^ Gitabha^a, 9. 34 introductory phrase
;
see also 9, introduction.
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soon obtained steady fixture of thought in Me
by the yoga of practice, you will obtain

perfection of the form of attainment of Me.

On the next verse {Bhagavadgita, 12. 11) he says;

madgundnusamdhdnakrta-madekapriyatvdkdram bhakti-

yogam dsritya bhaktiyogdnkurarupam etanmatkarmdpi

kartum na saknosi, tato’ksarayogam dtmasvabhdvdnu-

samdhdmrupam . . . kuru:

If, resorting to Bhaktiyoga which has the form

of exclusive love for Me due to reflection on My
qualities, you are unable even to do that karma

to Me ^from which Bhaktiyoga arises—then

perform the aksarayoga (Dhyanayoga) which has

the form of reflection on the essential character

of the dtman . .

.

From this we learn: (1) that devotional expressions such

as those enumerated may be resorted to by yogin-s who

have achieved dtmadarhna, but who are having diffi-

culty in fixing their thought on the Lord; (2) that they are

optional; and (3) that they are useful only as ancillary

to Bhaktiyoga. This rather concessional attitude must

be balanced with the fact that Ramanuja enumerates

these elements in more than one summary statement

of his updya, and that here they have a prominent

place :

*

atyartha-matpriyatvena matkirtana-stutidhydndrcana-

prandmddibhir vind dtmadhdravam alabhamdno
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madekaprayojanataya yah satatam tani karoti sa

madbhaktah

He who, by his intense love for Me, being unable

to support his atman without praising Me,

hymning Me, meditating on Me, worshipping

Me, prostrating before Me, etc., ever performs

these with his sole aim being Me, he is My
hhakta.

tadevam laukikdni sanra-dhdramrthdni vaidikdni ca

jiitya-naimittikani karmani matpritaye macchesataika-

raso mayaiva. kdrita iti kurvan satatam matkirtana-

yatana-namaskdrddikdn prityd kurvdno manniydmyam

nikhilajagan macchesataika-rasamiti canusamdadhano-

’tyarthapriya-madgunaganam cdnMamdhdydharahar

uktalaksanam idam updsanam upddaddno mdmeva

prdpsyasi ll®

Thus, doing worldly karmas for the support of

the body and Vedic karmas, daily and occasional,

sfeeing these as love toward Me by one who is

essentially hsa to Me, and seeing them as done

by Me alone—ever engaging in the singing ofMy
praises, service to Me, bowing to Me, etc., with

love, and reflecting that the entire universe

ruled by Me is essentially ksa to Me and re-

flecting on the host of my intensely beloved

Gltahhdsya, 11. 55; see also 12.6-7andVanBuit€nen, Veddrtha-

samgraha, op. cit., 91.

^ Gltahhdsya^ 9. 34.
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qualities—^performing this updsana as defined,

you will obtain Me.

We cannot, it seems, come to any firm conclusion in this

matter. However, on the basis of such evidence, we

may at least conclude that Ramanuja considers non-

meditative expressions of bhakti as legitimate even

though subordinate to yogic meditation and that (as

is indicated by what we have quoted) he speaks of

them rather more as one personally involved than as

one pressured to recognize popular practices. What-

ever their importance, the fact that Ramanuja includes

such elements in his Means to Release does serve to

emphasize the fact that Yoga is undertaken in a devo-

tional context.



APPENDIX n

RAMANUJA ON PRAPATTI

Of the nine writings attributed to Ramanuja, the

most highly revered, thoroughly known, and frequently

recited by his present-day followers are three prose

poems, the ^aranagatigadya, the Srirangagadya, and the

Snvaikunthagadya, collectively known as the Gadyatraya.

The Saranagatigadya and the Srirahgagdya, written in

the first-person singular, are taken by Ramanuja’s

followers to be a record of his personal acts of daranagati

or prapatti, a taking refuge at the feet of the merciful

Supreme Lord, Narayana, in lieu of any other means to

the highest goal : release from the cycle oftransmigration

and attainment of the abode of bliss. The Srimikmtha-

gadya is said to be Ramanuj'a’s instruction to his disciples

as to the proper manner in which to perform prapatti

as the sole means to salvation.

The importance of these writings to i§rivaisnava-s

can be seen readily in the light of developments in the

sect with and since Vedanta Deiika. Less than 150

years after Ramanuja’s death his followers split into two
well-defined groups: Tengalai (‘Southern’) and Vada-

galai (‘ Northern ’). The spht had practical as well as

theological bases, but it centred on the question of
human effort versus divine grace in effecting the highest
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goal. Both of these schools of thought affirm hhagavad-

prapatti
(
resorting to the Lord ’) to be the supreme

means to moksa, the Tehgalai defining prapatti as mere
receptivity or lack of opposition to divine grace,’- the
Vadagalai insisting that prapatti must involve a posirive

act on the part of one desirous of moksa before divine

grace can effect such an end.^ The latter school,

defined by Vedanta Desika, makes prapatti a six-

member (jadanga) ritual act involving the recitation of
certain mantras. Both schools claim Ramanuja as

the central authority for such affirmations, the Tehgalai

appealing to Gitdhhdsya, 18. 66 and the Vadagalai to

the Gadyatraya.

While Ramanuja prominently employs the concepts

of prapatti and sarandgati, he in fact, supports neither

the Tehgalai nor the Vadagalai view. Close analysis

of the Sarandgatigadya in relation to Ramanuja’s major

writings will show that Ramanuja did not author this

or the SriraAgagadya, which has essentially the same
emphasis. The Srivaikunthagadya is not implicated in

this study since ic is not an instruction on prapatti

but, by its own explicit statement, an exposition of the

mode of meditation for the Bhaktiyogin:

Having dived into Yamunarya’s® ocean of

ambrosia to the best of my understanding, I

^ Thus, also called the Cat-hold School (marjara-nydya).

^ Thus, also called the Monkey-hold School (markafa-nyfiya)

® Ramanuja’s paramaguru, i.e,, the teacher of Ramanuja’s

teacher; Ramanuja reHes very heavily on Yamuna’s ideas, espe-

cially with regard to the Bkagavadgita; see J.A.B. van Buitenen,
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have brought forth the gem called Bhaktiyoga

and am holding it up to view.

Having accepted Bhagavan Narayapa, as master,

well-wisher and guru; having the sole desire for

service at His two foot-lotuses, exclusive and

intensive; and,.in order to obtain Him, thinking,

‘ There is, for me, even in thousands of crores

of kalpa-s, no other means than resort {prapatti)

to His two foot-lotuses ’
;

... with all one’s

being gone to Him, one should seek the two

lotus-likei feet of the Consort of Sri as refuge

{saranam) (st. 1).

And, then, daily, in order to revive the soul,

one should meditate (anusmaret) thus ....
(st.

2).i

The focal point of the writing is devotional medita-

tion (as is further evidenced by numerous occurrences

of derivatives of the root dhyai in the remainder of the

document) and not the prapatti of the second paragraph,

which emphasizes the attitude with which one should

approach meditation.® It will be shown that this

Ramanuja's Vedarthasamgraha (Deccan College Monograph, No. 16),

Madras, G. S. Press, 1956), pp. 43-4.

^ I rely on the Sanskrit texts edited by P.B. Annangaracharyar,
Sri Bhagavad-Rdmdnujagrarthamala (Conjeeverann, 1956).

^ Vedanta Desika, Gadyabhasya, Srl-Vedantadesika-grantharmla,

ed. B. B. Annangaracharyar (Conjeeveram, 1940), pp. 125 ff., says

that the occurrence here of the term Bhaktiyoga is an oversight on
Ramanuja’s part, since in the next paragraph he states that prapatti

is the sole means; and this takes precedence.
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employment of prapatti is quite in line with Ramanuja
elsewhere.^

As general context for an examination of the

Saranagatigadya, it may be well to summarize the

moksopdya outlined by Ramanuja in his major writings.

In his Sribhdsya, Veddrthasamgraha. and Gitdbhdsya, Rama-

nuja emphasizes again and again that the sole means to

supreme felicity is Bhaktiyoga, a discipline of dharmic

action, knowledge, and meditation. As is evident

from the following selection from Vedarthasamgraha he

does employ the concept oiprapatti, and as the equivalent

of mrandgati, emphasizing that release is to be gained

only by divine grace; but he affirms even more emphati-

cally that divine grace is not forthcoming unless the one

desirous of release expresses exclusive and constant

devotion to the Supreme Person and this in the form of

yogic disciplines:

That Supreme Person who is ttie HighestBrahman

is to be obtained only by the bhakti which has

the form of meditation which seeks no other ob-

ject, is incessant, extremely dear and has reached

a state of most vivid perception, of one whose

mass of evil acts heaped up during all previous

births is destroyed by the accumulation of un-

equalled good acts; one toward whom the

Supreme Person is favourable due to seeking

refuge {saranagati) at His lotus-like feet; one

1 Nonetheless, I would deny Ramanuja’s authorship of this

Gadya, but for reasons outside the purview of this paper.
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who has developed spiritual qualities such as

mma, damn, tapas, sauca, ksamd, drjava, bhayabhaya-

sthdnaviveka, dayd and ahimsd, accumulating them

day by day after having gained knowledge of the

true nature of the real from the scriptures, made
strong by the instruction of good teachers

;
one

who is devoted to the avoidance of what is

forbidden and the performance of daily and

occasional acts appropriate to each caste and

stage of life, as forms of worship of the Supreme

Person; one who with all that is his throws

himself at the two lotus-like feet of the Supreme

Person; one for whom the darkness concealmg

the innermost self has been destroyed by the

grace of the supremely compassionate Supreme

Person who is pleased by the incessant stuti,

smrti, namaskrti, vandana, yatana, kirtana, gum-

sravana-vacana, dhydna, arcana, pranama, and the

like, which are due to that (devotion).^

The over-all emphasis of the passage is on the

necessity of reliance on the Supreme Person. He is the

object of meditation; the object of the devotion which

arises from meditation, the object ofworship through the

performance of dhdrmic duties. As the result of such

worship, meditation, and the devotion arising therefrom,

the highest goal is attained. The series of subordinate

clauses indicates that everything from the destruction

1 My translation, based on the text edited by van Buitcnen

(op. cit., para. 91, p. 126).
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of past sins to stuti, smrii^ etc. is preparatory to and

secondary to the bkakti which has the form of meditation.

Ramanuj'a’s comments following this passage summarily

indicate: (1) that what is stated is to be understood in

terms of the disciplines of the Bhagavadgitd and (2) that

meditation which has the form of bhaktiy and karman

performed as worship, are the two focal points around

which the religious life is to be ordered:

This has been slated by the eminent guruy

Bhagavan Yamunacarya in, ‘ He is to be obtained

by the exclusive and intense Bhaktiyoga of one

whose innermost being has been purified by

Karmayoga and Jfianayoga.’ And likewise the

huti: ‘He who knows both vi^d and avidyd,

having crossed over death by avidyd, gains

immortality by vidyd ’, where by the word

avidyd is meant that which is other than vi^fyd

or the above mentioned karman according to

caste and dhama, etc.^ and by the word vi^d is

meant meditation which has the form cf bkakti.'^

In sharp contrast to Ramanuja’s commentaries,

the §arandgatigadya is a dialogue—^praise and petition

eliciting grace to salvation—first between the author

and Sri, the consort of Narayapa (the Supreme Lord),

and finally between the author and Narayapa himself.

The devotee begins by taking refuge with Sri saranam

aham prapadye ’) asking that she might mediate between

him and Narayana to the end that he who is without

^ ibid.
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other refuge [ananyasaranam)^ who is without the required

means—the exclusive and endless higher devotion,

higher knowledge and highest devotion {ekantikatyanti-

kaparabhakti-parajmna-paramabhakti)—might obtain the

supreme goal, the eternal service {nityakaimkarya) which

arises from the love {priti) born of the experience of

the Lord [bhagavadanubhava) solely by taking refuge

at His lotus-like feet (sts. 1 and 2)L

^ri’s answer is brief but emphatically affirmative

:

‘ Let it be so ! By this (the act of taking refuge) alone

everything will be fulfilled ’ (st. 3).^

Then follows a lengthy address to Naraya^iia him-

self, in which the devotee, ‘ having no other refuge ’

[ananyasaranah), resorts to Him as his hope of salvation.

The opening stanza is a repeat performance ofwhat was
addressed to Sri. The focal point of the address is

the two stanzas introduced by the phrase ‘ atra dvayam ’

(‘ now, two ’ or ‘ here, two ’)

:

Having given up father, mother, wife, sons and
(other) relatives, friends and teachers, jewels,

money and grain, fields and houses, also all

dharmas, all desires and the being with the

imperishable, I seek as refuge, O Lord, Thy
feet which have gone beyond the world {Sarand-

gatigadya, st. 6).

What appears to be indicated here is that these two
slgka-s are the author’s formal, ritual performance of

^ My translation, based on Annangaracharyar’s, ed. op. cit,
® ibid.
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sarandgati. This is borne out by reference back to these

sloka-s later in the dialogue.^ These later references

also rule out two alternative interpretations of

atra dvayam. Vedanta Delika says that this Gadya is

Ramanuja’s commentary on the ‘ Dvaya Mantmm,’^

the mantra which is uttered in the performance of ritual

prapatti or hrandgati, ‘ atra dvayam ’ then meaning ‘ so

far, dvayam,’ or, ‘ here, I have finished my elaboration

of the ‘ Dvcya Mantram Present-day use of the

Gadya suggests that ‘ atra dvayam ’ is an interpolation indi-

cating that here one is supposed to recite the ‘ Dvaya

Mantram’ However this may be, some kind of

mdntric recitation is considered central to this sarandgati.

The two sloka-s appear to be patterned after Bhagavad-

gitd, 18. 66.^

This is the first of several references to the Bhagavad-

gitd. After three sloka-s praising the Lord as Father,

Mother, guru, etc., evidently based on chapter xi

^ Sts. 17 and 20, quoted later in the text. Based on ibid.

2 A twofold {dvaya)

,

sacred formula, or incantation {mantra)

.

The mantra is: himan-ndrdyana-caranau laranam prapadye, Srimate

ndrayandya namaht. It is one of three mantras recited by the

devotee affirming his dependence upon the Lord (Narayana).

For a complete explanation see Desika, Rakasyatrayasara, op. cit.

® Deiika, Gadyabhdsya, op. cit.. p. 120.

* sarvadkarmdn partityajya mam ekarn saranarn vraja,

aharn tvd sarvapapebhyo moksayisyami ma hcah.

This sloka, called the carama sloka (‘ last word’) is, according to

Desika, one of the three mantras to be recited in the act of sarana-

gati. A. R. Tathacarya (an eminent Srivaisnava scholar) points

out that the ‘ Dvaya Mantra ’ has its origin in this sloka.
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of the Bhagavadgitd,'^ the devotee elaborates on his

condition and desires, asking for the pardon of his

innumerable sins, concluding this concern with:

Help me who have said, ‘ I am one who has

sought refuge; I am your servant,’ to cross over

the divine i^MWfl-composed md^d.

[Sarandgatigadya, st. 12)

This concept, and even the words employed {daivim

gunamayim maydm), make clear reference to Bhagavad-

gitd, 7. 14.^ He continues in stanza 13: ‘ Make me a

jndnin as stated in these three verses in stanza 14

he quotes BhagavadgUd, 7. 17-19. ‘ Make me one who
possesses the higher bhakti stated in these three places;’

he quotes BhagavadgUd, 8. 22, 11. 54, and 18. 54.

‘ Make me one whose essential character is only

parabhakti, parajhdna, and paramabhakti
’

(st. 15); and
he concludes:

Having the experience of Bhagavan . . . winch is

due to parabhakti, parajndna, and paramabhakti,

may I become an eternal servant . . . due to the

unlimited and unsurpassed love which arises

from such experience of Bhagavan {Sarandgati-

gadya, st. 16).^

From ‘ aira dvayam ’ on, the author refers to a definite

progression from desire for release to the attainment of

^ See, e.g. verse 43,

^ dai^i hyesd ganamayi mama mdyd duratyayd^

mdmevaye prapadyante mdydmetam taranti te,

^ My translation, based on Annangaracharyar’s ed., op, cit.
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eternal servanthood. This ‘ means ’ (up^a) involves

a verbal act of taking refuge which leads to the removal

of sins by divine grace. Having thus crossed the guna-s

of prakrti, he becomes a jndnin, or one solely devoted to

the Lord. Such devotion leads lo the higher devotion

and, in turn, to the higher knowledge and highest devo-

tion, etc. to the state of eternal service {nityakainikarya)

.

It is not clear whether the devotee, recognizing

that one must pass through certain stages in order to

attain the supreme goal, desires to do so solely by the

grace of the Lord invoked as a result of his sarandgati,

or whether the devotee offers a fervent prayer that

divine grace might co-operate v\dth his own effort until

the supreme end is attained.^ Bhagavan’s reply clari-

fies this:

Even though you are without all the things

prescribed as the means {updya) to obtain this

service to Me, even though you are overcome

by countless sins which are obstacles to exclusive

and endless parabkakti, parajndna, and parama-

hhakti at My two lotus-like feet, since, by what-

ever mode, you have uttered the two {dvaya),

to you only, by My compassion alone [eva), the

obstacles to exclusive and endless parabkakti,

parajndna, and paramabhakti at My two lotus-like

feet will be completely destroyed, together with

«

^ Deiika, Gadyabhasyay op. cit., pp. 125fF., says the bhaktiy

etc. here requested must be taken as ends in themselves [svayam-

prqyojand)

y

since Ramanuja is commenting on the ‘ Dvaya Mantra ’

and, thus, on Sarandgati as the sole and direct means to kdinakarya.
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their causes; exclusive and endless parabhakti,

parajndna, and paramabhakti to My two lotus-like

feet are obtained by My grace
;
just as you are

(you will have) a direct vision (of Me) by My
grace alone {eva) {§aramgatigadya, st. 17).^

Any doubt that this devotee attains the supreme goal

solely by his verbal act of seeking refuge is entirely

dispelled by the Lord’s reply. Bhagavan concludes

(sts. 19-22):

Remain happy here in iSrirahgam^ itself until

the body is cast off, uttering the two {dvayam)

always thus, together with reflection on its

meaning ... At the time of the fall of the body

. .
. you will become an eternal servant. Have

no doubt about this. For, I, Myself, have

stated . . .

and he quotes the RdmdyaniaP and Bhagavadgitd^ 18. 66.

As affirmed by Vedanta Dei^ika,^ the Gadya’s

main thrust is the devotee’s act of resorting to or taking

refuge in the Supreme Lord and His consort. The chief

characteristic of this sarandgati is the repetition of a

mantra avowing one’s helplessness and trust in the

^ Based on Annangaracharyar’s, ed. op. cif.

® Temple city of South India, considered by Srivaisnava-s as

one of the most holy spots on earth.
® ‘ I have never told a falsehood before nor shall I tell (one)

in the future. Rama never deviates from what he has once said:
‘ ‘ To one who seeks succour fromme only once as aprapanna and says,

“ I am Thine,” I vouchsafe freedom from the fear of all beings’”.

* GadyabhSiya, op. cit.
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Lord. And final release is guaranteed to the devotee

solely on the basis of his having uttered such a mantra.

A look now at Ram^uja’s commentary on the

Bhagavadgitd passages referred to or quoted in the

Gadya will serve to point up clearly the theological

discrepancies between the writings. The Gadya points

us first to Bhagavadgitd, 18. 66, a verse which in fact

seems to inform the entire writing. Ram^uja gives

two interpretations to this verse.^ It may mean:

Performing, according to ability, with intense

love, and as worship of Me, all dharma-s, which

have the form of Karmayoga, Jnanayoga, and

Bhaktiyoga and which are the means to supreme

felicity, renouncing by giving up the fhiit, the

action, the doership, etc. in the manner heretofore

stated, reflect on Me alone as the doer, the object

of worship, the goal and the means.

Or it may mean:

Renouncing all dharma^s which have the form

of expiations with regard to the infinite and

various kinds of sins accumulated during begin-

ningless time which are obstacles to the com-

mencement of Bhaktiyoga, resort to Me alone

as refuge in order to effect the commencement

{rndmekam . . . saranam prapadyasva) of Bhaktiyoga;

’ Bharatan Kumarappa, The Hindu Conception of the Ddty

(as culminating in Ramanuja) (London; Luzac & Co., 1934),

p. 309, cites only one interpretation; see van Biiitenen’s comment

on this, Bamanuja on the Bhagavad^tS H. L. Smits,

1954), p. 27.

11
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I will release you from all sins, sins which are

obstacles to the commencement of bhakti which

has the essential nature described.^

By either interpretation the means to release is

Bhaktiyoga preceded by Karmayoga and Jnanayoga.

The Lord is the ultimate ‘ means ’ in that He releases

those who come to Him through these yoga-s, and

‘ taking refuge,’ in both interpretations, is an act and/

or an attitude included within these three yoga-s. The

latter point is made eminently clear in Ramanuja’s

statement that the Bhagavadgitd,

beginning with na tvevdham jdtu ndsam (2. 12)

and ending with aham tvd sarvapdpebhyo moksayis-

ydmi md sucah (18. 66), embodies the Karma-

yoga, Jnanayoga, and Bhaktiyoga which are

the means for obtaining the true nature of the

dtman and the paramdtman.^

Stanza six of tire Gadya, the dvayam, would then be

consistently interpreted:

Performing Karmayoga, Jnanyoga, and Bhakti-

yoga, giving up the fruit, etc. and giving up aU

desires and the experience of kaivalya,^ I seek

to obtain only Bhagavan,

^ Based on the text edited by V. N. Apte, Ramdmja’s Gita.-

bhasya (Anandasrama Sanskrit Series, Vol. XCII, Bombay, 1923).

This and all following translations from the Gitdbhdsya are my own.

^
" Gitdbhdsya, 2. 10.

* Sdk^ardn evidently refers to attaining enjoyment of the dtman

{aksara) through Bhaktiyoga; this is the stage just prior to medita-

tion on the Supreme Atman. Ramanuja most frequently entitles

this stage kaivalya.
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an interpretation clearly inconsistent with the over-all

tenor of the Gadya.

The next significant point is the Gadya"

s

allusion to

Bhagavadgitd, 7. 14. In his intioduction to chapter vii

of Gitdbhdsya, Ramanuja says

:

Thus, in the seventh chapter is stated; the true

nature of the essential nature of the Supreme

Person Who is the object of meditation, ihe

veiling of that (nature) due to prakrti, the

resorting to Bhagavan [bhagavatprapattip) in

order to terminate this veil, the various kinds

of meditators, and the superiority of the

Jnanin.

The meaning of ‘ tannivrttaye bhagamtprapattih
’

is made

clear in 14:

For this is My divine guna-composed mdyd,

hard to get past; those who resort [prapad-

yante) to Me alone, they cross over this

mdyd.

Ramanuja comments:

Those who resort to Me alone as refuge cross

over My j^Mraa-composed mdyd—Shaving removed

the mdyd, they meditate on Me only.

In his introduction to the next sloka (7. 15) he uses

the phrase bhagavadupdsandpddinim bhagavatprapattim

(‘the resorting to Bhagavan which causes one to arrive

at meditation on Bhagavan ’). In Gitdbhdsya, 7. M,

then, saranam prapadyante connotes prapatti, and this is

prior to and closely associated with meditation (updsana).

The commentary to sloka 16 clarifies further: ‘Those
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performing good deeds [karman), having sought Me as

refuge, meditate^ on Me alone.’

Performing karman, directing it to the Lord, is

Karmayoga.® Thus, ‘ taking refuge ’ is an aspect of

Karmayoga. Sloka 19, one which the Gadya quotes,

adds another dimension to our understanding of

prapatti:

At the end ofmany births, the one who possesses

knowledge resorts to Me; that great-souled

one who thinks ‘ Vasudeva is all ’ is hard to find.

Ramanuja paraphrases

:

At the end of many births, that is, meritorious

births, having become a man of knowledge

thinking, ‘ I am of the one essence of being a

sesa to Vasudeva, and my actions, maintenance,

and essential nature depend on Him—^He is

,
most supreme by His countless auspicious attri-

butes then, he resorts to Me {main prapadyate),

that is, he meditates on Me {mamupdste), think-

ing, Vasudeva alone is my highest goal and
means {prapyarp, prdpakam ca), whatsoever

abides in the heart. He is all that to me.
The nian who knows the truth about himself, that

is, that he is one {sesd) whose sole reason for being is

to serve the purposes of the Lord directs his meditation
only toward that Lord. The emphasis here is on the

mental attitude—the ‘resort’ is only with regard to

^ For Ramanuja, hhaj signifies the same as upas or dhyai.
^ See Gitabhasja, 18. 57, end.
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mcdit3,tiori
^
the resort is rneditation. RSmStiiija is

emphasizing that all one’s effort should be directed
toward Bhagavan, since release comes only by His
grace.

These conclusions are reinforced by several other
comments in the Gitdbhdsya, In 14. 26 Ram^uja
says that the guna-s ofprakrti are surmounted by Bhakti-
yoga (in 7. 14, he said they are surmounted by bhagavat-

prapatti). His commentary to 14. 27 sums up:
What has been stated is this : since in the preced-
ing, ‘ this is my divine ^wwa-composed mdyd
hard to get past; those who resort to Me alone
. . .

’ and following, resorting to Bhagavan is

established as being the one means of surmount-
ing the gund-s and of obtaining the aksara,

aiPoarya, or Bhagavan,^ following that (resort-

ing)—one-pointed resorting to Bhagavan is

the one updya for surmounting the guna-s and
becoming Brahman following that.

We have indicated that Bhaktiyoga preceded by
Karmayoga is the means of attaining the aksara, aisvarya,

or Bhagavan. Ramanuja is emphasizing the fact that,

if one desires to achieve these ends, one must recognize

that the Lord is the giver and must, therefore, direct

one’s Bhaktiyoga only toward Him. Ramanuja’s com-

ment on 15. 11® introduces prapatti where there is not

1 The three goals which may be gained by the practice of

Bhaktiyoga.

^ GU&bhdsya^ 15. 4 is also relevant; van Buitenen has given it

siifficient attention, op. eit. (n. 23), p. 27.
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che slightest reference to it in the text of the Bhagavad-

gitd in order to distinguish between the two kinds of

yogin-s mentioned:

Yogin-s, striving in Kaimayoga, etc. preceded

by resort to Me, with the inner organ purified

by these, see him who, though dwelling in the

dtman, that is, in the body, is dwelling in his

own form, separate from the body, with the

eye called Toga. Even though striving, those

whose dtman is unperfected, that is, those who

are without resort to Me, those whose manas is

not purified, those who are fools—they are

without the manas fit for seeing the dtman', they

do not see him.

Finally, in his paraphrase of Bhagavadgitd, 18. 62,

Ramanuja defines ‘ hranam gaccha ’ as ‘ sarvdtmandnuvar-

tasva' or ‘pursue (follow, obey) with all of one’s being.’

There is no note here of the helplessness which charac-

terizes the devotee of the Gadya.

The above survey of the sense in which Ramanuja

employs the idea of ‘ taking refuge ’ in his Gltdbhdsya is

supported by
,
his Veddrthasamgraha and Srlbhdsja.

Veddrthasamgraha, paragrah 78,^ begins: ‘Now this is

the heart (central meaning) of all the scriptures.’ Then,

after stating the essential nature of the jivdtman and its

bondage due to karman, it afiSrms

:

Release of these (individual souls) from samsdra

is not accomplished by other than resort to the

^ Van Buitenen, op. cit., p. 116; see also p. 237, n. 348.
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Lord {bhagavatprapattim)] for this purpose, the

scriptures establish the sameness of all these

(souls) . . . the essential nature of the Lord . . .

meditation on that (Lord), together with its

auxiliaries, as the means to obtain Him.

It is clear from this that the means to release is

meditation {updsana)

.

‘ Resort to the Lord ’ {bhagavat-

prapattim) may mean either that meditation should

have the Lord only as its object, or, that release is

possible only by ' obtaining ’ the Lord.^ A little further

on,^ Ramanuja uses the same phrasing again

—

^moksah

bhagavatprapattimantarena nopapadjate ’—and gives scrip-

tural support. He says this is estabhshed in Bhagavad-

gitd, 7. 14, upon which we have already commented,

and in Taittiriya Aranyaka, 3. 13. 1. The latter, which

reads, ‘ Thus, he who knows {vidvan) That becomes

immortal here—^no other path is known by which to

tread,’ is a text that Ramanuja quotes again and

again ko establish that release is due to updsana or

bhakti, which is the same as vedana {vidvan). In

Veddrthasamgraha, paragraph 91'^ Ramanuja speaks of

1 It is of interest to note that two of the manuscripts, collated

by van Buitenen, for Vedarthasamgraha, have different readings—

one replacing bhagavatprapattim by bhagavatpratipattim, the other

by bhagavadpraptim. These variations may simply be due to n^-

copying, but both terms give more precisely the meaning which

Ramanuja wished to convey. Both mean, ‘ the obtainmg (gaining)

of the Lord.’

* Van Buitenen, Vedarlhasamgraha, op. cit,, p. 118.

» ibid., p. 126.
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sarandgati to the same effect as he has earlier employed

prapatti}-

The Sribhdsya yields one reference to ‘ taking refuge.’

In his commentary on siitra 1. 4. 1, Ramanuja seeks to

refute the Samkhyan interpretation of Katha Upanisad

3. 10-11. The Katha text reads as follows:

The objects are superior to the senses, the manas

is superior to the objects, the buddki is superior

to the manas, the great dtman is superior to

the .buddhi, the unmarufested is superior to the

great one, and the Person is superior to the un-

manifested; nothing is superior to the Person;

He is the ultimate, the supreme goal.

Ramanuja says that the text is delineating the order

in which the physical and mental must be controlled

if one is to attain to the highest place of Visn.u.^

He says

:

Higher even than that (the body) is the Highest

Person who is the supreme, the passage way,

the inner ruler, who is the inner Atman of all

—

since the activity of all extending as far as the

dtman, as stated, depends on the will of Him;

He, by being the inner ruler of all, is also the

perfector of updsana',. . . He alone is the ulti-

mate means for accomplishing the updsana

which is to be brought under control and is the

^ Cited above.

2 Visnu, Bhagavan, Brahman, Narayana, etc. are all names
of the same Supreme Being.
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•supreme object to be attained; . . . and the con-

trolling of Him (the getting of His help) is only

through taking refuge [sarandgatireva] in Him.^

As his authority for this, he cites Bhagavadgita, 18. 62.

This passage makes Ramanuja’s view of sarandgati emi-

nently clear. Upasana is the means to release. In

order to accomplish this updsana, one must get the

help of the Supreme Person. His help is secured by

pursuing or obeying Him with all one’s being.

We have examined the content ofthe Sarandgatigadya

and the appropriate passages in Ramanuja’s established

writings. It needs only to be said that there is a basic

discrepancy between the two. If we interpret the

Bhagavadgitd passages alluded to or quoted in the

Gadya, in line with Ramanuja’s Gitdbhdsya, they would

be in direct conflict with the over-all tenor of the Gadya.

There are a few statements in the Gadya which lead us

to believe that something besides a mere utterance of

‘ taking refuge ’ is necessary in order to gain the highest

goalj^ but the author finally makes it quite clear that,

in fact, such an utterance is sufficient. Even if we

^ My translation, based on the text, Ramanuja’s ^ribhasya, ed.

Vasudeva Sastri Abhyankar (Bombay: Nirnayasagara Press, 1915).

^ In his Tatparyacandrikd on the Gitabhdsya (Apte, op. .cit.)

Vedanta Dedika, at all relevant passages, notes only afiga-prapatti.

For example, see his comments on GUabhasya, 18. 66. In his

Gadyabhasya (op. cit., p. 2) he notes that Ramanuja seems to speak

of prapatti as auxiliary to parabhakti, etc. but then says that this

cannot be since the scriptures speak of prapatti as the sole means.

He concludes, therefore, that parabhakti, etc. must refer to the end

stage rather than to the means.
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could admit that something more is involved—that

sarandgati is here, in some sense, only auxiliary [anga]

to bhakti, that in such a devotional outpouring there

is bound to be exaggeration due to deep religious

feeling—wt cannot reconcile such ‘ mantric ’ hrandgati

with Ramanuja’s view. Ramanuja neither considers

the act of taking refuge as in itself qualifying one for

supreme bliss, nor does he use derivatives of prapad and

saranam d-gam with reference to a distinct act involving

such utterance.

The Srirangagadya does not emphasize ritual, man-

trie sarandgati but is even clearer than the Sarandgati-

gadya^ that simple resort to the Lord is sufficient to salva-

tion. Following a prayer to the Highest Person, the

Supreme Brahman, Who takes His repose in Srirangam,

asking that he might become His eternal servant

[nityakirnkarah), the author petitions:

Destitute of bhakti, which is the means to obtain

eternal service, right knowledge which is the

means to that (bhakti), right action which is

the means to that (knowledge), and all spiritual

qualities like goodness and faith conducive to

that (action); sunk in the endless and hard-

to-pass-over ocean of impressions of beginning-

less sins conducive to knowledge and action

which are contrary to that (right knowledge

„ and action); . . . seeing no other means;

... I resort to your two lotus-Hke feet as refuge,

O Narayaria, consort of Sri. I pray . . • with

the faith that, though being in such a state (as
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above), by merely asking, - Bhagavajn, Who
is supremely merciful, will give eternal servitude.

, . . Give me, by Thy compassion, O Lord,

the servitude which arises from the love which

is born of the experience of Thee; I do not

know any other ways (sts. 2-4).’'

Again, the highest goal is nityakaimkarya. The means to

release which the devotee lacks is right action [samidna-

kriyd)^ right knowledge {samyagjndna), and bhakti.

The question of sarandgati is not the only problem

in reconciling §arandgatigadya and Ramanuja’s major

writings. The Gadya's concept of §ri, as mediatrix

between the devotee and Narayaflia, its description

of the means to release aside from hrandgati as para-

bhakti parajndna paramabhakti and its concept of nitya-

kaimkarya as the highest goal represent a clear evolution

of theological concept beyond Ramanuja’s commen-

taries. Ramanuja mentions §ri^ and does say enough

about her to warrant the general description given in

the Gadyaf but he nowhere indicates that she is to be

the object of worship, much less that she is mediatrix

between the devotee and Narayana.

^ Based on Annangaracharyar’s ed., op. cit.

2 Myafipatih—^Apte, op. cit,, ' Introduction/ Abhyan-

kar, op. cit., the opening; these are most frequently employed

appellations.

3 sva (ndrdyaria) -^abhmata-svdmrupa-svarupa-gunavibhavaisvarya-md--

dyanavadhika-mahimamahip {vsdR'Bnitentn.Veddrthasamgraha, op. cit.,

p. 157) .
' svdhhimatdnurupa-nityaniravadya-svarupampa’^^

^varya-MddyanavadhikdtUaydsarrikhyeya-kaljdnagun^“^^allabhah (Apte,

loc. cit). ,
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The phrase parabhakti-parajmna-paramabhakti^

employed seven times in the Gadya as a standardized

formulation ofthe means to the highest goal, is explained

only by the. Gadya'

s

reference to the Bhagavadgita\

Ramanuja does not employ the phrase. He speaks of

parabhakti :

And the means to obtain Brahman has been

stated to be only parabhakti which has the form

of continuous meditation which has reached

the state of vivid perception which is immeasur-

ably and overwhelmingly dear, which is accom-

plished by firm adherence to bhakti supported

by one’s own karman based on knowledge of

the real obtained from scripture (yedarthasarn-
graha, para. 141).^

The means of attaining Bhagavan is, in truth,

only knowledge which has reached the form
ofparabhakti (para. 144).^

With mind controlled, when one has direct

vision of the individual dtman the essential

nature ofwhich is only as sesa to Me, all obstacles

hke avidyd, etc. being removed by meditation

on the dtman which is effected by karman per-

formed as worship of Me without attachment
for the fruit, the higher bhakti toward Me is

produced just of itself (it results naturally)

{Gitdbhdsja^ 12. 11).

1 My translation, based on Vedarthasamgraha, op. cit. p. 170.
® ibid., p. 173; see also ^ribhasya, 1. 2. 23.

‘
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Thus, parabhakti arises from a vision of the indi-

vidual soul {dtman) as distinct from prakrti and as totally

dependent on the Lord, and it is expressed through
meditation on the Lord, which results in a vivid per-

ception of Him, and in .the meditation itself becoming
as dear to the devotee as the object of meditation.

We might therefore conjecture that parajndna refers

to ‘ vivid perception ’ and paramabhakti to the devotion

which sees meditation to be as dear as its object; but

this would be an unjustified extension of Ramanuja.
A Srivaisr.ava scholar has suggested to me that there

is basis for such an expression in Ram^uja’s Gitdhhdsja,

18. 55. The pertinent part of the text reads as follows:

‘By bhakti he comes to know Me in very truth; having

known Me in very truth, he enters into Me.’

Here, the Srivaisnava scholar suggests, ‘ bhakti ’

is parabhakti', ‘ to know Me in very truth ’ is parajndna',

and ‘ enters into Me ’ is

—

paramabhakti. While this is

a possible interpretation, it nonetheless projects foreign

phraseology upon Ramanuja. We expect that the

entire phrase, occurring so many times in the Gadya

and as a formula, not only would occur several times

in his other writings but would also be clearly defined.

We may allow this is a terminological rather than

theological discrepancy, but it is nonetheless impor-

tant. Van Buitenen suggests that the expression under

consideration is ‘ a restatement of the ascension karman,

jhdna, bhakti, where karman, which is essentially drddhana

“ propitiation ” of God, combined with the knowl-

edge of the natures of God, spirit and matter, gradually
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culminates in the conscious and loving adoration of

God.’^ But this is easily ruled out by the fact that

“ parabhakti, ’ the first member of the Gadja expression is,

for Ramanuja, the result of bhakti and therefore cannot

refer to any stage prior to bhakti.

The third innovation of the Gadya is its frequent

use of the term nityakaimkarya with reference to the state

of release—each time as a distinct step beyond the

experience ofBhagav^ {bhagavadanubhava)

.

Ramanuja
speaks of the state of release only in terms of bhagavada-

nubhava’.

Release is to be understood only as experience

of the Supreme Soul, the natural state of

(individual souls) following the destruction of

avidyd."^

Bhagavadanubhava is ‘ likeness.to Brahman ’ {brahmasamam

brakmdnubhavaphalanf), ‘equality of enjoyment

.

sdmya*) with Brahman’, ‘consciousness of the same
attributes as Brahman ’ {brahmand saha tadgundnubhamnd’)

.

Gitabhd^a, 9. 34 seems to be one source of inspiration

for the author of the Gadya. Here Ramanuja says:

‘Be iatent on worship of Me due to the boundless,

absolute love which arises from the experience of Me.’

^ Van Buitenen, Vedarthasamgraha^ op. cit., p. 32.
2 My translation. Snbhasja, 1. 2. 12, p. 154; 4. 4. 22, p. 396.
® Snbhdsya^ 1. 2. 23, p. 161 ; see also GUdbhdsya^ 14. 2; there are

many instances. '

^ibid.j 4. 4. 21, p. 396; see also 1. 1. 1, p. paramam
sdmyam^

® ibid., 4. 4. 4, p 389.
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Performing such worship {yajana) is of the essence of

ksatva?-

The activity of a complete sesa is called yajana,^

but yajana is worship, not service, and such activity

applies only to the state of bondage [samsara). In

his Veddrthasamgraha Ramanuja does associate service

with sesatva, devoting a lengthy section to establishing

that service to the Supreme Soul is appropriate, on

the ground that the individual soul is by essential

nature hsa to the Supreme. This service {seva, not

kaimkarya), however, has the form of bhakti {bhaktirupd

sevd) and, again, applies only to the state of samsara, not

to the state of release.® The concept of eternal service

in release is natural for the Gadya with its emphasis

on complete reliance upon grace. By the same reason-

ing, it is not a logical extension of Ramanuja. Even

if it were, we would expect Ramanuja to introduce

the idea in his major treatises.

These conclusions are borne out by an examination

of the commentaries to Nammajtvar’s Tiruvdynwli, the

eaxhest of which are contemporary to Ramanuja and

the latest of which are contemporary to Pillai Loka-

charya. The commentaries show that the notion of

prapatti as moksopdya did not come into prominence

until at least one hundred years later than Ramanuja.

1 The state of being a sesa^ a se^a is ‘ that which exists solely

for fulfilling the purposes of another/ See van Buitenen, Veddrtha-

samgraha, op. cit.^ p. 183.

2 Gitdbhdsya, 9. 34.

3 Van Buitenen, Veddrthasamgraha^ op. cit.^ pp, 171-3.
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Of the 4000 hymns of the Tamil Naldyira Divya

Prabandham^ the 1102 of Nammalvar’s Tiruvaymoli are

considered to embody the essence of the Veda-s. Four

commentaries are recognized as authoritative: the

Ardyirappadi or 6000, attributed to Tirukkurukaippiran

Pillan (b. 1062), a contemporary and disciple of

Ramanuja; the Onhadinayirappadi or 9000, attributed to

Nanjiyar (b. 1062), a disciple of Bhattar; the Irupatti-

ndldyirappadi or 24,000, attributed to Peiiiyavacchan

Pillai (b. 1227), a disciple of Nampillai; and' the Idu

Muppattardyirappadi or Idu 36,000, attributed to Vadakku
Tiruvidhi Pillai (b. 1227), father of Lokacharya and

a disciple of Nampillai. It appears that two writers

worked on the 24,000, Periyavacchan Pillai completing

what was begun by another author.

Each of the commentators brings his own philo-

sophy to bear in interpreting the Alvar. If we draw
on selected comments of the four where there is dis-

cussion of moksopdya, the difference ofviewpoint between

the early two and the later two will be quite obvious.

In his opening hymn the Alvar says
(
Tiruvaymoli, 1 . 1 . 1

)

uyarvara vuyarnalam udaiyavan yavanavan

mayarvara matinalam arulinan yavanavan

ayarvarum amararkal atipati yavanavan

tuyararu cutarati tolutelu en maname.

, O my mind, rise after worshipping the supreme

light that cuts through affliction,

He who is lord of the immortals, who cuts

through forgetfulness,
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He who bestows good understanding which cuts

through illusion,

He who possesses the highest goodness, par

excellence

!

The commentators focus on the phrase, matinalam

amlinan, ‘ He bestows good understanding The 6000

says that the Alvar’s experience of the Lord,

. produced boundless bhakti ’ {niravadhika bhaktiyai

untdkkin). The 9000 says the Lord bestows . knowl-

edge which has the form of bhakti^ [bhaktirupajndna)

.

'Again, he says, using the exact phrasing of Ramanuja,

. knowledge which has reached the form of bhakti

{bhakti-rupdpanm-jhdnam)

.

The 24,000 commentator here follows suit; ‘modi'

is jhdnam', ‘ nalam ’ is bhakti', the Lord bestows bhakti-

rupdpanna-jhdnam. The 36,000 finds he must discuss

the question:

There are those who maintain that ‘ madinalam ’

means both jhdna and bhakti', however, Bhattar,

saying that it means ‘ good knowledge ’

(nalamena madi), says that the Alvar speaks of

knowledge which has the form of bhakti, similar

to a plant which as it arises is strong even at

the time it germinates. In the case of the

Alvar’s bhakti, the kind which develops by

means of karman and jhdna, this bhakti (in

the Alvar) was produced by the grace of God;

later, his bhakti is the one that remains prior

to kaimkaTya^.^. if this bhakti of the Alvar

is like that which arises through karman and
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jmna then in the case of the Alvar, it must

have been bestowed by grace without karman

and jmna on the Alvar’s part].

Some people asked Embar, ‘
Is the x^lvar a

prapanna or is he a bhaktinistha ? ’ He said,

‘ The Alvar is a prapanna
;
bhakti remains to

him as long as he is embodied If you ask

me, I say it is like ourselves—though we are

already prapanna-s, we search for a living six

months of a year[i.e. as prapanna-s we need

nothing, yet we seek a hving as if we didn’t'

live by the grace of God; the commentator is

saying that the bhakti of the Alvar is the result

of grace, it is sadhya-bhakti as the result of his

being a prapanna'].

In their introductions to the second decade of the

Alvar’s hymns, the 6000, 9000 and 24,000 say that in

the second ten the Alvar teaches . Bhaktiyoga,

following after renunciation (vairdgyd) of everything

except the Lord.’ The 36,000 again speaks at length:

There are moksaMstra-s which are concerned

with tattva and those concerned with updsana\

in the first ten of the Tiruvaymoli the Alvar said

all he wanted to say about tattva', in this ten

is set forth all that it is necessary to say about

updsana. Tirumalai A^dan, who was taught by

^
Alavandar himself, maintained that this ten

is concerned with prapatti; .Ramanuja
(Emperumanar) also taught in that way at

first, but after completion of the bhasya, he
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taught that its object is bhakti. Later, Embar

taught the same. Indeed, is it both bhakti and

prapatti, alternatively? In ‘ mayarvara

madinalam arulinan ’, it was knowledge that

has the form of bhakti that he obtained. If

the one is obtained, then the one teaching can-

not be joined with the other; in this way the

Alvar will become a party to deceit. ‘ Of one

whose mind is purified by both ’ means para-

bhakti will be born to one whose mind is purified

by karman and jhdna. Therefore, the bhakti

of the Alvar is born by the grace of God rather

than produced by karman and jhdna. If you

say that this bhakti indeed is the one enjoined

by the Vedanta—^then it must be replied that

he obtained it by the grace of God as it depends

on the reason given in the Apasudrddhikarana.

It is suitable that that which he obtained he

taught to others.

Heie the commentator recognizes that the Alvar speaks

of bhakti, but following Ramanuja’s bhdsya which

disallows bhaktirupdpannajhdnam to the Sudra because

the Sudra is not qualified to undertake the necessary

karmas, nor to gain the necessary knowledge, he holds

that the Alvar must be a prapanna who has received

bhakti by God’s grace.

Passing over to the introduction to the fourth ten

of the last one hundred (10. 4), we find the 6000 and

9000 still discussing bhakti. Referring back to the

second and third tens of the first one hundred (1. 2
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and 1.3), they emphasize the easy accessibility of the

Lord to Bhaktiyoga, which is both means {upaya) and

end {sadhya). They note that the Alvar, fearing that

his Lord will depart, is consoled by God who says,

‘ I will never separate Myself from you.’

The 24,000 commentator, however, who has earlier

simply echoed the 6000 and 9000, now employs the

terms and argument put by the 36,000:

The Alvar, in grief by feeling separated from

God, completely collapses; and God, desiring

to avoid harm (to the Alvar), has said, ‘ I will

not be separated from you ’. When the Lord

consoled him, he became strong and much
pleased. Having realized that the bhakti

(referred to in 1. 2 and 1. 3) is its own end

[svasddhya) and having kept in mind all those

qualities which contribute to the growth of

bhakti, he now concludes, speaking of the pra-

patti as the basis of his fortune. In the first

Tiruvaymoli, the phrase, ‘mayarvara madinalam
arulinan ’, speaks of prapatti. The Alvar’s

bhakti cannot be the bhakti enjoined by the

Vedanta which results from karman and jhdna,

since he is a Sudra. In the place of them
{karman dcnd jhdna), there is the grace of God.

Thus, the Alvar’s bhakti is sddhyabhakti', he is a prapanna.

The intervening chapters of the commentary remain
to be studied, but I tentatively conclude that this change
of perspective in the 24,000 indicates more than one
author.
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The 36,000 commentator, here, at first simply

repeats what he has said earlier about bhakti and

prapatti.

God is upasya—when you say that then what

we have here is prapatti and sadhyabhakti—
bhakti is here as the jiva's enjoyment of that

which is obtained.

He continues, sayng that where (in 1. 2 and 1. 3)

the "Alvar appears to speak of his bhakti as a means,

this is due to the emotional stress of his experience of

grace. He says that Ramanuja also held that the

Alvar speaks of prapatti, but

—

. . . after completing the bhaya, he (Ramanuja)

said that ‘ viduminmutram ’ (1. 2. 1) has bhakti

as its object, saying that one should not reveal

the secret means {rahasyopdya)

.

Thus, the 36,000’s final attempt to reconcile apparent

contradiction appeals to rahasya—^he is saying Rama-

nuja taught one thing but intended another. There is

here no mention of the Gadyatraya.

There is much work yet to be done in these com-

mentaries. That Vaisriava understanding of moksopdya

undergoes significant development between the time of

Ramanuja and Pillai Lokacharya, shifting emphasis

from bhakti to prapatti, is quite clear. The early

commentaries are consistent with Ramanuja, saying

nothing of a Gadyatraya and the later commentaries

are consistent with Pillai Lokacharya.
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